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This dissertation presents Error-Selective Learning, an error-driven model of phonological acquisition in Optimality Theory which is both restrictive and gradual. Together these two properties provide a model that can derive many attested intermediate stages in phonological development, and yet also explains how learners eventually converge on the target grammar.

Error-Selective Learning is restrictive because its ranking algorithm is a version of Biased Constraint Demotion (BCD: Prince and Tesar, 2004). BCD learners store their errors in a table called the Support, and use ranking biases to build the most restrictive ranking compatible with their Support. The version of BCD adopted here has three such biases: (i) one for high-ranking Markedness (Smolensky 1996) (ii) one for high-ranking OO-Faith constraints (McCarthy 1998; Hayes 2004); and (iii) one for ranking specific IO-Faith constraints above general ones (Smith 2000; Hayes 2004).

Error-Selective Learning is gradual because it uses a novel mechanism for introducing errors into the Support. As errors are made they are not immediately used to learn new rankings, but rather stored temporarily in an Error Cache. Learning via BCD is only triggered once some constraint has caused too many errors to be ignored. Once learning is triggered, the learner chooses one best error in the Cache to add to the Support – an error that will cause minimal changes to the current grammar.

The first main chapter synthesizes the existing arguments for this BCD algorithm, and emphasizes the necessity of the Support’s stored errors. The subsequent chapter presents Error-Selective Learning, using cross-linguistic examples of attested intermediate stages that can be accounted for in this approach. The third chapter compares ESL to a well-known alternative, the Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA: Boersma, 1997; Boersma and Hayes, 2001), and argues that the GLA is overall not well-suited to learning restrictively because it does not store its errors, and because it cannot reason from errors to rankings as does the BCD. The final chapter presents an artificial language learning experiment, designed to test for high-ranking OO-faith in children’s grammar, whose results are consistent with the biases and stages of Error-Selective Learning.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1. Summary of the dissertation

This dissertation presents Error-Selective Learning, an error-driven model of phonological acquisition in Optimality Theory which is both restrictive and gradual. It is restrictive in that it chooses grammars that can generate observed outputs but as few others as possible; it is gradual in that it requires numerous errors of the same kind to learn a new grammar. Together these two properties provide a model that can derive many observed intermediate stages in phonological development, while still explaining how learners eventually converge on the target grammar.

Error-Selective Learning is restrictive because its ranking algorithm is a version of Biased Constraint Demotion (BCD: Prince and Tesar, 2004), in which learners are biased to prefer rankings between classes of constraints, e.g. Markedness >> Faithfulness. BCD learners store the errors made by their current grammars in a table called the Support, and use their biases to choose the most restrictive ranking compatible with the Support. To account for a range of restrictiveness problems, the proposed learner uses a BCD algorithm with three ranking biases: (i) the well known Markedness >> Faith bias (Smolensky, 1996); (ii) a bias for high-ranking paradigm uniformity constraints (i.e. OO-Faith: Benua, 1997; McCarthy 1998); and (iii) a bias for ranking more specific IO-Faith constraints above more general ones (Smith, 2000; Hayes, 2004).

Error-Selective Learning is gradual because it uses a novel mechanism for introducing errors into the Support. As errors are made they are not immediately used to learn new rankings, but rather stored temporarily in an Error Cache. Learning via BCD is only triggered once some constraint overcomes a Violation Threshold: that is, when some constraint has caused too many errors to be ignored. Once learning is triggered, the error-selective learner assesses the violation profiles of the errors currently in the Cache, and chooses the best error to add to the Support – an error that will cause minimal changes to the current grammar. Once the Support has been updated, the error-selective learner uses BCD to build a new ranking, empties their Error Cache and begins again.

In using Violation Thresholds and the proposed method of choosing best errors, the error-selective learner is sensitive to frequency in a way that accords with the connection between order of acquisition and input frequencies in child-directed speech. This reliance on frequency is also used to propose an extension of ESL which derives variation between intermediate stages, by introducing a stochastic notion of Violation Threshold.

Evidence for the Error-Selective BCD model comes from a wide survey of data in the literature, including new results from corpus data, as well as a novel artificial language experiment with children. Error-selective analyses are provided for several intermediate stages, relying on the M >> F and Spec-F >> Gen-F biases, including a detailed examination of the onset cluster acquisition of two children in the Compter/Streeter database. The artificial language study provides novel evidence of the third bias – for high-ranking OO-Faith – by showing that four year old children’s repairs of unfamiliar coda-onset clusters in an ‘alien’ language were skewed in ways that kept derived plural words similar to their singular bases.
At the heart of all the dissertation’s proposals is the Support, a stored repository of the data from which the BCD learner has built its current grammar. Through continual updates and revisions to the Support, the BCD learner remains restrictive even in the face of wrong structural analyses and missing data. The error-selective learner is therefore unlike the Gradual Learning Algorithm (Boersma, 1997 et subeq.), which has until now been the only OT learning algorithm to model gradual phonological learning. It is shown that the GLA is not well-suited to ongoing restrictive learning, even when equipped with a similar series of ranking biases, principally because it does not store its errors.

2. Structure of the dissertation

The first two chapters of the dissertation present the error-selective BCD learning model. Chapter 1 introduces the OT learning approach of Tesar and Smolensky (2000), the problems of restrictiveness in phonotactic learning, and the Biased Constraint Demotion solution. It synthesizes much recent work on restrictiveness in OT learnability theory, and focuses in detail on the implementation of the Specific >> General IO-Faith bias. A thorough method for discovering specific-to-general IO-faith relations is proposed, which compares the contexts of faithfulness constraints on a dynamic language-specific basis and uses them to impose the F-specificity bias.

Chapter 2 moves on to the facts of intermediate stages of phonological acquisition, which BCD algorithms on their own are not designed to model. It presents a body of evidence illustrating two kinds of intermediate stages, which both fall between initial and target grammars in their tolerance of marked structures, and then presents the Error-Selective model that derives these stages. It then spells out the role of frequency in error-selective learning, as embodied in the Error Cache and its constraint violations, and demonstrates the connection between violation frequency and order of acquisition using cross-linguistic data from Germanic, Romance and English (e.g. Roark and Demuth, 2000.) Error frequencies and the Error Cache are then also used to propose a variable version of Error-Selective Learning.

Chapter 3 compares the error-selective BCD learner with an alternative, the stochastic OT learner that uses the Gradual Learning Algorithm (Boersma, 1997; Boersma and Hayes, 2001; Curtin and Zuraw, 2001.) Here it is shown through OTSoft simulations that the GLA must be augmented with all the same biases assumed above: both to learn a restrictive final grammar, and to pass through a full range of attested intermediate stages. Furthermore, the GLA learner can still be tricked into learning superset grammars if the learner makes incorrect assumptions about the learning data. The GLA is also demonstrated to fall short in learning restrictive grammars with lexical exceptions; the current state of learning with regard to exceptionality vs. free variation in the two models remains a central question for further research.

Chapter 4 returns to the notion of ranking biases in learning, using a novel experimental paradigm for artificial language research with children. The data from this experiment, which used a wug-test (Berko, 1958) with both novel morphological bases and a novel suffix, provides evidence that young learners bring a bias for paradigm uniformity to the task of learning novel phonotactic patterns. More generally, these positive results suggest that young children are both willing and able to participate in artificial language learning, pointing to a new source of data in the study of phonological acquisition.

CHAPTER II

PHONOTACTIC LEARNING AND BIASED CONSTRAINT DEMOTION

1. Introduction

The goal of this chapter is to lay out the arguments for a particular view of Optimality-Theoretic learning, instantiated in a class of learning algorithms called Biased Constraint Demotion by Prince and Tesar (2004), henceforth also known as BCD. BCD is principally a model of phonotactic learning – that is, the learner’s discovery of which marked structures are allowed in its language, in what contexts and under what circumstances.

Much of the chapter is a synthesis of the recent relevant learnability literature, drawing together work by McCarthy (1998), Smith (1999, 2000), Tesar and Smolensky (2000) and Hayes (2004), as well as Prince and Tesar. Most of the arguments are theoretically-driven, but I will also touch on supporting empirical results.

The chapter discusses in detail a proposal for adding a different bias to Biased Constraint Demotion, namely one for the most specific IO faithfulness constraint (as in Hayes’ Low-Faithfulness CD algorithm). I discuss the necessity, challenges, and workings of this bias in the second half of the chapter. The prose version of the BCD algorithm that I adopt is given in section 7.1; the reader who understands how that algorithm works need not read anything else here to understand all subsequent chapters.
1985; Smolensky, 1996), and it is precisely this search that the biases of Biased Constraint Demotion are built to guide.

1.2 Outline of the chapter

Section 2 introduces the main assumptions of OT learning that I adopt, taken most directly from Tesar and Smolensky (2000) and their Constraint Demotion Algorithm and emphasizing the role of stored errors in this learning model. Section 3 introduces Biased Constraint Demotion, and talks about biases that try to attribute marked structures to constraints that will allow for a maximally-restrictive grammar. I demonstrate how Prince and Tesar’s BCD algorithm works, using the well-known bias for high-ranking Markedness, and then present the argument from McCarthy (1998) for high-ranking OO-faith (see also Hayes, 2004). Section 4 introduces the trickier issue of how to attribute errors to faithfulness, focusing on the import of specific >> general relations between the contexts of faithfulness constraints, and the problems raised by Prince and Tesar in using these relations to build any simple ranking bias. Leaving aside temporarily these problems, section 5 summarizes a core success of BCD learning: that its reliance on stored errors makes it able to escape superset grammars caused by previous incorrect assumptions.

Section 6 introduces my proposal for imposing the bias for ranking specific faithfulness constraints over general ones, which relies both on constraint definitions as well as the learner’s current knowledge of the language. Section 7 synthesizes the results of sections 3 through 6 into the version of BCD that I will use in subsequent chapters; it also provides some more analysis of the ways the specificity of faithfulness constraints can be calculated and their roles in the search for restrictiveness. Finally, section 8 summarizes the chapter’s results, and considers to what extent the BCD model makes empirical predictions about the initial state of acquisition. This discussion will lead us onwards to my novel proposal for a gradual BCD learner in chapter 2.

2. Learning an Optimality-Theoretic grammar

2.1 The learning framework: the Tesar/Smolensky learner

The ways in which Optimality Theory differs from previous views of generative (rule-based) phonology also provide OT with its view of language acquisition. To learn a language-specific grammar is simply to learn a constraint ranking; to learn a language means learning that ranking, in tandem with a lexicon of underlying representations.1

This section provides an overview of the OT learning approach used in this dissertation. For reasons of attribution as well as notational convenience, I will refer to this approach as the Tesar/Smolensky (T/S) view, with reference to their (2000) book – though as we will soon see, my implementation of this view also relies heavily on the learnability contributions of Prince, Hayes, McCarthy and others.

The T/S learner is error-driven in all of the following ways: it uses its current grammar to process ambient language data and make errors; it is the making of an error that triggers learning; and it learns by re-ranking constraints in the current grammar, guided in some way by the error.2 (As we will see – these errors are just the right ones for

---

1 Leaving aside the building of constraints (although see: Hayes, 1999 among others.)

2 It is worth pointing out that at least one alternative proposal for learning OT rankings is error-triggered, but not really error-guided: that of Pulleyblank and Turkel (1998), (2000). Based on previous learnability work in the Principles and Parameters framework (i.e. the Genetic Algorithm approach applied to language acquisition by Clark, 1992), the Pulleyblank and Turkel learner is triggered by the errors it makes, but it selects a new ranking hypothesis through somewhat random re-combinations of rankings rather than any reasoning from the error itself.
our learner to focus on: see also Tesar and Smolensky, 2000, Prince and Tesar, 2004: 257-58.) The rest of this section will illustrate this process.

For the most part, this dissertation is concerned with learning phonotactic distributions – the possible surface structures of the language (segmental inventories and restrictions, syllable shapes, stress patterns, and the like) – and will set aside the further complicating issue of learning phonological alternations. So as a first step, we can equip our learner with the Identity Hypothesis – the hypothesis that the ambient outputs that the learner are in fact the inputs to the learner’s own grammar.

An error is an optimal candidate under the learner’s current grammar that is not identical to the observed (i.e. heard) winner. Note, however, that the observed winner will in fact match more than one possible output candidate: because although the sound signal contains all the phonetic information about the winner’s features, segments, tones, intonational contours and stress, the learner must still assign the winner its ‘hidden structure’ – feet, prosodic words, intonational phrases, morphological affiliations and the like. In the present view, learning to assign hidden structure to winners is done in tandem with the acquisition of the rest of the grammar – see the return of this point in sections 4.2-4.3 – but for now we will set it aside.

With the Identity Hypothesis in mind, we can illustrate the T/S learner. Imagine that our learner takes as input a form /A/, provides /A/ to EVAL, and receives as output the output [B]. Our current grammar has thus made an error, illustrated in the tableau in 1):

1) /A/ *A *B *C Ident- A vs. B Ident- A vs. C
   (i) A *!
   (ii) A *!
   (iii) B *!
   (iv) C *

Our learner’s specific task to establish why it made an error – that is, why its current grammar mapped /A/ to [B], and not to [A] – so we can ignore the rest of the candidate set and just compare the two output candidates [A] and [B]. In the version of the T/S learner that I adopt, this comparison is represented in a distilled form as in 2):

2) Boiling down the information in tableau 1)

   /A/ *A *B *C Ident- A vs. B Ident- A vs. C
   A – B L W e W e

In Prince (2002), this distillation of candidate comparisons is called an Elementary Ranking Condition vector (Prince 2002a,b.) In this dissertation, I will refer to objects like 2) as ERC rows. What each cell in an ERC row tells us is the preference of each constraint with respect to the winner and its rival loser candidate. In this case: the tableau in 1) shows that *A assigns a violation mark to the winner [A], and no mark to the loser [B], so we can say that *A prefers the loser; thus the ERC row for the A–B comparison contains an L in the *A column. Since the second markedness constraint in the table *B assigns the opposite violation marks (one to [B] and none to [A]), *B prefers
the winner: this puts a W in its column. The third markedness constraint *C assigns equal violation marks (in this case, none) to both the winner and loser candidates: thus, it prefers both winner and loser equally, and this equality puts an e in the *C column.

In this way the Ls, Ws and es of an ERC row indicate the relevant discrepancies between the current and target grammars. The core of T/S learning is to reason from these discrepancies to necessary rankings, and the logic of OT gives us the following way to characterize them. This logic is given as the Cancellation/Domination Lemma of Prince and Smolensky 1993: 148; rephrased like this in Prince and Tesar 2004: 255:

3) If every L-prefering constraint is ranked below some W-prefering constraint, our grammar will prefer the Winner to the Loser.

This lemma is the crux of the recursive Constraint Demotion Algorithm (CDA: Tesar, 1995; Tesar and Smolensky, 1998, 2000; see also Prince 2002a,b). The CDA is a technique for modifying a ranking, by demoting Loser-prefering constraints until the ranking no longer makes the errors encoded in its current ERC rows. We will soon see how this works below.

This logic also drives the class of Biased Constraint Demotion algorithms (Prince and Tesar, 2004), which I will adopt in this dissertation. In BCD, each cycle of learning (i.e. constraint re-ranking) creates a new grammar hypothesis, and this new grammar will cause a new set of errors and consequent mark-data pairs. While previous grammars are forgotten as soon as a new one is built, the T/S learner I will use retains its ERC rows, in a table called the Support. The re-ranking algorithm always works with reference to the Support: the sum of all errors the learner has ever made.

2.2 The importance of errors and the Support
Tesar and Smolensky (2000) provide a proof that that recursive application of the CDA will take any Support and successfully find a ranking that ‘resolves’ all the Support’s errors (assuming one exists.) A ranking that ‘resolves’ a set of errors is one that chooses all the winners instead of their respective losers. In this system, the first fundamental role of the Support is to provide the algorithm with the errors to learn from.

The Support is also crucial to tackling many subparts of the learning problem with a BCD learner. Tesar (1997, 1998) points out that a memory for errors like the Support allows the learner to do what he calls Inconsistency Detection, which means noticing that no one ranking exists to describe the data. Detecting inconsistency is a specialty of the Support, and it has many functions: see the applications of Inconsistency Detection in e.g. Prince (2002); Tesar et al (2003); McCarthy (2005).

One application is the matter of learning “hidden structure”: properties of winners that the sound signal does not carry, and which the learner must therefore infer. Such structure includes both prosodic and morphological information – syllabification, footing and higher-level prosodic structure, as well as morphological category and paradigmhood – and also underlying representations, which may turn out to not match the observed outputs.

As another example: the Support provides an approach to learning an OT grammar that is sensitive to exceptions and/or lexical strata. This is the case in the hypothetical Support given below, taken from Pater (to appear), in which every constraint prefers some loser.
4) *A Support that is inconsistent*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pa – pak</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lo – lok</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tak – ta</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pater (to appear) uses Inconsistency Detection to learn a grammar that encodes exceptionality through lexically-indexed constraints. When faced with a Support like 4), this learner finds a constraint that prefers no losers for all instances of some morpheme, and then installs a version of that constraint indexed to all the morphemes for which it favours only winners. (See also the discussion of exceptionality in Winslow (2003) and Pater (2004b). I return to the case of exceptionality in chapter 3 §6.

The Support is also very crucial to the proposals made in this dissertation. Later in this chapter (§6), I propose how the Support should be used to calculate contingent ranking biases. In the next chapter, I propose a novel way by which errors get into the Support, which derives intermediate stages of acquisition (chapter 2 §3), and also some of the variation between those stages (chapter 2 §6.)

2.2.1 The Support and the lexicon

One question that arises in the attempt to use the T/S learner in real-life learning is the connection between the Support and the phonological lexicon. In some ways, it may seem that the Support should in fact be considered as a proto-lexicon, since it contains observed words of the language that children must be learning, and since as we will see the learner must update their entries in the Support as they learn more about e.g. the morphological structure of those words.

Nevertheless, the Support as it stands contains both more and less information than a phonological lexicon. On the one hand, the Support contains not just the language’s observed outputs but also their associated losers and comparisons of violation profiles. On the other hand, the Support only contains those forms that induced errors so it will not include lexical items that are faithfully parseable under the current grammar. Furthermore, the Error-Selective proposal that I make in the next chapter is very attuned to the purely phonological properties of the errors that are added to the Support, and in what order, with absolutely no concern for whether a child has learned the meaning or lexical quirks of any particular error-inducing word. Thus, it seems that the Support and the lexicon are two different mental objects, entrusted with the storage of different knowledge; the relationship between them is an unresolved issue.

2.2.2 The Support and the Gradual Learning Algorithm

The most well-known alternative approach to learning OT is the Gradual Learning Algorithm (e.g. Boersma, 1997; Boersma and Hayes, 2001; Boersma and Levelt, 2000; Curtin and Zuraw, 2001; Levelt, and van der Vijver, 2004.) Although there are other key differences between GLA learning and what I’ve discussed above – a basic assumption of the GLA is that it has no analogous notion to the Support. Learning re-ranks constraints gradually on the basis of one error at a time, and errors are never stored. This means that the GLA is not equipped to handle the learning problems of hidden structure addressed above in a consistent way.7 This difficulty with the GLA is the focus of chapter 3§5-6.

---

7 See Boersma and Appousidou (2003, 2004), where the GLA succeeds in learning metrical structure on some trials but not others.
3. Restrictive phonotactic learning: Biased Constraint Denotation

Since the T/S learner is error-driven, it continues re-ranking constraints until it stops making errors. So, the crucial test of the T/S learner is that when it stops making errors, its constraint ranking is indeed the target ranking – that is, that the ranking embodies all the properties that the analyst ascribes to native adult speakers. (There is also the considerable issue of whether the learner’s inputs are also correct; which I ignore for the present although will touch briefly on in chapter 4.)

As discussed in section 1, many different constraint rankings will choose the same optimal input for a given output – which also means that each ERC row will only partially determine the nature of the new grammar to be learned. In choosing between these rankings, the OT learner runs into the classic learnability problem of subset and superset grammars, which I present below.

Given the re-ranking logic given in 3) above, the single ERC row repeated below in 5) will be resolved by any grammar that includes at least one of the rankings in 6):

5) One ERC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>*A</th>
<th>*C</th>
<th>*B</th>
<th>Ident-A/B</th>
<th>Ident-A/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/A/</td>
<td>A – B</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6) The rankings that resolve this ERC

(a) *B >> *A
   OR
(b) Ident-A/B >> *A

Clearly, many total rankings of these 5 constraints will contain one or the other of the partial rankings in 6), e.g.:


7) (a) *C >> *B >> *A >> Ident-A/B >> Ident-A/C
   (b) Ident-A/B >> Ident-A/C >> *A >> *B >> *C
   (c) *C >> Ident-A/C >> *B >> Ident-A/B >> *A

The crucial concern in choosing between these rankings is that our learner must not only choose a grammar to map all the /A/s to themselves instead of to [B]. There is also the need to rule out any other unattested surface forms, [C]s through [Z]s – and as we will see shortly, some of our the rankings in (7) do this job better than others.

To use a concrete example, consider the stress rule of French, in which main stress falls on the last syllable of the word. Imagine a French learner makes the error in 8a), and so creates the ERC row in 8b):

8)a) /papá/ Trochee lamb Non Finality Ident-Stress
   (i) (pa.pá) *  *
   (ii) (pá.pa) *! *

8)b) input winner – loser Trochee lamb Non Finality Ident-Stress
   /papá/ (papá) – (pápa) L W L: W

If our learner decides to resolve this error by installing Ident-Stress above the two L-preferring constraints, the resulting grammar will be as in 9) below:

9) /papá/ Ident-Stress Trochee lamb Non Finality
   (i) (pa.pá) *  *
   (ii) (pá.pa) *! *
By ranking Ident-Faith highest, the learner has indeed ensured that the final stress of any input French word is preserved in the output. But it has also learned a grammar in which stress is lexically determined – merely falling wherever it is in the input. And the generative assumption is that this is NOT the grammar that French speakers have learned – it is not just a fact (or accident) of the lexicon that every single French word has ultimate stress, but also a fact we want to attribute to (and capture in) the phonological grammar of the French speaker.

From the OT perspective, we can say that our learner is searching for a grammar that faithfully reproduces all the attested forms, and also maps all of the rich base onto attested forms. In other words, we want the learner to find the most restrictive grammar.

This issue is clearly not new to OT. Much linguistic learnability work has centered on ensuring restrictiveness, and it has driven various proposals about the nature of the grammar itself. As we saw in the French stress example above, the error-driven OT learner suffers from the well-known subset problem because of a lack of positive evidence. The danger of relying on the current grammar to provide errors to learn from is that learners will never make errors that show they’ve chosen an insufficiently restrictive grammar. So the two goals are first to identify what makes the most restrictive grammar (constraint ranking) among any set of options consistent with the data, and then to ensure that the learner learns that ranking.

As already cited, the search for restrictiveness in OT learning is at the core of the proposals in Prince and Tesar (2004) and also Hayes (2004) – in what follows, I start from the Prince and Tesar model of BCD, but I adopt insights and technology from both works. The central idea of BCD is to give the learner a set of prior assumptions about constraint rankings, called ranking biases, which the learner assumes up until the learning data provides evidence to the contrary. Building a constraint ranking is a series of cycles of adding constraints to strata – starting at the top and continuing until there are no more constraints to be ranked. In building each stratum, the learner aims to install all constraints that its biases want highest-ranked, and put off the installation of all other constraints until it has to.

To see how Biased Constraint Demotion works, I will start with an illustration of the most basic for choosing the most restrictive OT grammar: M >> F.

3.1 Illustrating the BCD approach: high-ranking Markedness

In the terms of OT learnability, the Markedness >> Faithfulness bias first appears in Smolensky (1996) and Tesar and Smolensky (1998) (elaborating on a suggestion made by Alan Prince.) In the literature on children’s productions, this observation goes back at least to Jakobson (1941/1968); see also the works of e.g. Jakobson and Halle (1956), Stampe (1969), Macken (1978), Dinnsen (1992); Fikkert (1994); and in the OT context, Gnanadesikan (1995), Demuth (1995), Pater (1997). The more Markedness is high and Faithfulness is low in a grammar, the fewer marked surface structures it permits in the language, and thus the more restrictive the grammar is. So if the constraint that the learner is going to use to choose a loser over a winner could either be an M or an F constraint, the drive for restrictiveness should make them choose the M constraint.

Let us see how the BCD approach enforces M >> F. Note that while we are only using one bias here, the same reasoning will apply no matter how many biases we add
into the model. In this example, we will assume our learner has only added one error to the Support, being the schematic error we've already seen:

10) **the Support — a collection of ERCs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>*A</th>
<th>*C</th>
<th>*B</th>
<th>Ident- A/B</th>
<th>Ident- A/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/A/</td>
<td>A ~ B</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What we've already seen is that any ranking with either *B or Ident-A/B >> *A will get the winner to be more harmonic than the loser; what we know now is that we want to choose the *B >> *A ranking. And we now have two competing goals: resolving the error in 10) and respecting the M >> F ranking bias.

Remembering the logic of CDA: resolving errors means installing some W-prefering constraint over every L-prefering constraint. Once this has been done for any particular ERC row, its loser is guaranteed to be less optimal than its winner, and so that error can be ignored for the rest of the ranking process. So the BCD imposes the M >> F bias by first installing all M constraints that do not prefer the loser, and then checking whether the error has been resolved:

11) **Step 1**: Install all M constraints that prefer no losers

Resulting stratum 1: *B, *C

Looking back at our MDP in 10), we can see that our error has indeed been resolved, because one of the installed constraints, *B, prefers the winner, so:

12) Remove from consideration all resolved errors

Resulting Support: -- empty --

Now we go through the second cycle, to add constraints into stratum 2. Since there are no remaining errors, there are no constraints to prefer any losers, so our bias is free to install all the remaining markedness constraints:

13) **Step 1**: Install all M constraints that prefer no losers

Resulting stratum 2: *A

14) Full ranking so far: *B, *C >> *A

(This also means we have no errors to remove in part 2.)

Now we have installed all the constraints that our bias wants to rank high. This means we are safe to dump all the remaining constraints (the faithfulness constraints) at the bottom of the hierarchy:

15) **Step 1**: Install all M constraints that prefer no losers

Resulting stratum 3: -- empty --

**Step 2**: Install all remaining constraints in the last stratum (to be revised) *9

Resulting stratum 3: Ident A/B, Ident A/C

16) Final full ranking: *B, *C >> *A >> Ident A/B, Ident A/C

Happily, BCD has found the right ranking: the ranking in 15) chooses the winner [A] over its rival [B]:

---

*The discussion of how faithfulness constraints should be installed, even when errors still remain, will be extensive – see §4.6-7 below.*
17(a)  The correctness of \( *B >> *A \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/A/</th>
<th>/B/</th>
<th>/C/</th>
<th>*A</th>
<th>Ident A/B</th>
<th>Ident A/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And because we chose the \( *B >> *A \) ranking to get our winner to beat its rival loser, the learner has not made any unmotivated concessions to faithfulness. So, for example, if we were now to encounter an input that has features protected by Ident A/B, it will still be neutralized to something less marked.

17(b)  The restrictiveness of \( *B >> *A \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/B'/</th>
<th>/B/</th>
<th>/C/</th>
<th>*A</th>
<th>Ident A/B</th>
<th>Ident A/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A note: it will already be clear that BCD does not build completely classic OT grammars in one sense, because the ranking in 15) is a stratified, partial ordering of constraints rather than a total ordering – but any total constraint ordering that is consistent with this partial ordering can be selected.

Stepping back: we can say that the role of the M >> F bias is to put as little burden on the lexicon and as much on the grammar as possible. In other words, it chooses rankings that will rule out as many unseen forms as possible, without requiring negative evidence of their non-existence. Of course, it will soon come to pass that a learner’s positive evidence cannot be resolved by installing Markedness constraints alone. The second ranking bias which I integrate into Biased Constraint Demotion provides some additional help: this is the bias for high-ranking OO-Faith.

3.2 A second bias in BCD terms: high-ranking OO-Faith

Although the central notion of faithfulness of Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004) is between input and output (IO-faith), work in OT since then has adopted a variety of different faithfulness relations – e.g. between bases and reduplicants (McCarthy and Prince, 1995 et seq.), and also between morphologically-simple and derived outputs. Here I will focus on this latter relation.

As the name suggests, OO-faith constraints assess similarity among output forms. Output-output relations are the OT answer to the long-observed phenomenon of paradigm uniformity: i.e., that the phonological regularities of a language are often overridden just where they would cause morphologically-derived forms to differ from their bases. In other words: some phonological generalizations only have exceptions that keep the derived forms of a morphological paradigm similar to their base. In the spirit of this wording, the OT accounts of paradigm uniformity (defined variously: see Burzio 1997, 2000; Kenstowicz, 1997; Kager, 1998; Steriade 1998, 2000 inter alia) all enforce something akin to faithfulness between morphologically-related surface forms. The choice of proposals is not crucial -- as far as I know, the learnability arguments to follow do not hinge on any particular account of paradigm uniformity.

---

This input is provided only to demonstrate the restrictiveness of our ranking in winnowing down the Rich Base. If this input were actually the product of real phonotactic learning – that is, the learner was hearing outputs [B] – this ranking would be wrong, but the point here is what our learner has decided only on the basis of output [A].
3.2.1 **OO faith as an OT account of cyclicity**

One famous example of the phenomenon is the interaction of flapping and Canadian raising (CR) in some dialects of English (e.g. Joos 1942; Chambers 1973; Mielke et al 2003). In such dialects, CR is purely allophonic in monomorphemic words: raised [aɪ] appears before voiceless obstruents as in ‘write’ [ˈwaɪt], while [aɪ] appears elsewhere as in ‘ride’ [raɪd]. However, derived forms with a base vowel [aɪ] exceptionally retain their raised quality even before a voiced flap, as in ‘writer’ [ˈwaɪtaɪ], *[aɪrɪs]. In other words: diphthongs are unraised before flaps except when they are raised in the base.

11 By ‘some dialects’, I refer to one of the two dialects originally reported in Joos (1942). Whether this particular dialect is anything more than an idealization among modern-day speakers is a separate question: see especially Hall (2005).

12 In fact, it appears that the intervocalic flapping process that creates the environment for exception raising in ‘writer’ is in fact also OO-Faith sensitive in longer words -- see Wittgott, 1982; Steriade, 2000; Davis 2002 on ‘cap(i)r(l)istic’ vs.’mili(l)aristic’.

The constraint set I will use here: *Output-Output Faithfulness* (Benua 1997, 2000)

18) **Exceptional Canadian Raising in words derived from raised bases**

rider, [ɹaɪr] vs. writer, [ˈwaɪtaɪ] (c.f. ‘write’, [ˈwaɪt])
wider, [wʌɪdə] whiter, [wʌtaɪ] (c.f. ‘white’ [ˈwaɪt])

The constraint set I will use here: *Output-Output Faithfulness* (Benua 1997, 2000)

19) **Output-Output-Faithfulness ([F]), informally defined**

“Derived words must match their base’s value for the feature [F]”

The schematic analysis of such a pattern will be **OO-Faith >> Mark >> IO-Faith**. First, **Mark >> IO-Faith** ensures the normal distribution on raised diphthongs; in this environment (i.e. before a voiced flap) the context-free markedness constraint against

Examples of this phenomena are robustly attested across languages – famously, stress in derived words is often constrained by paradigm uniformity (on Arabic, see e.g. Braine, 1974, Kager, 1999; on English stress, see e.g. Chomsky and Halle, 1968; Pater, 2000.)

Two other, different examples are illustrated below:

13 In this tableau, I have given the output form of the base, $\text{[\textit{am}]}$, in the underlying form, to show what **OO-Ident** is being faithful to. However, I have not made explicit how the **OO-faithfulness** constraint knows what the base's surface form is – here I am just assuming that this is possible. In Benua's (1997, 2000) model, this is done by actually running the base through EVAL as part of the evaluation of the derived form. As mentioned in the text: the way we implement OT paradigm uniformity will affect the form of the base and the tableaux themselves – but not, I think, the learnability result.
22) English sonorants are syllabified as onsets before vowels except when they are syllabified as nuclei in the base:

light.ing vs. ligh ten.ing (c.f. ligh ten)
William Faulk.ner vs. fal.com.er (c.f. fal.com)
Hugh Heff.ner vs. oft.en er (c.f. oft.en)

23) In Sundanese, nasalization does not spread across an oral consonant except when the target of spreading is nasalized in the base (Robins, 1957; Cohn, 1990; Walker, 1998)

(a) [+nasal] spreads rightwards only through vowels/glottals
    [uŋha] ‘seek’
    [m̥uŋha] ‘expensive’
    [uŋhia] ‘to be rich’

(b) spreading blocked by [r] and [l]
    [uŋliar] ‘stretch’
    [m̥uŋlios] ‘examine’

(c) but base vowels still nasalized even across the infix [-al] / [-ar]
    [uŋ-sil-arin] ‘seek, plural’
    [m̥uŋ-sil-arin] ‘expensive, plural’

3.2.2 OO-faith as an OT account of MSCs

A different use of OO-faith, relevant to the learning discussion to follow, is McCarthy (1998)’s OT reanalysis of Morpheme Structure Constraints (see e.g. Chomsky and Halle 1968; Kisseberth 1970.) McCarthy uses the example of the distribution of root vowel length and Minimal Words in the ‘Kansai B’ dialect of Japanese. In this dialect, there is a static generalization that roots are always at least bimoraic (e.g. [kaa], *[ka]) – this is true independent of any surrounding morphology.

24) Kansai /B/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>possible paradigms:</th>
<th>impossible paradigms:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>root + affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) [kaa]</td>
<td>(b) *[ka]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) *[kaa]</td>
<td>[kaga]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assuming that the bimoraicity minimum is the work of the high-ranking markedness constraint FootBinarity (Prince and Smolensky, 1993), we can explain why paradigms like (24b) do not occur, because FtBin >> IO faithfulness to syllable weight will force any input mono-moraic root to lengthen on the surface:

25)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ka/</th>
<th>FtBin</th>
<th>IO-Ident-Wt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)  ka</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)≠kaa</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But if we can have input roots like /ka/, why are there no surface paradigms like (24c)? That is: what forces a root to remain lengthened, even in derived forms where word minimality is no longer at issue? McCarthy’s point is that paradigms that alternate can be ruled out with OO-faith to syllable weight (i.e. moras). A grammar in which OO-Ident-Wt outranks its IO-faith counterpart will give us this result:

26)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ka + ga/</th>
<th>Ft-Bin</th>
<th>OO-Ident-Wt</th>
<th>IO-Ident-Wt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>base: [kaa]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) kaga</td>
<td></td>
<td>≥ *!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) ≠ kaga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The role of OO-faith here is to ensure that derived forms match their bases for vowel length -- even if Markedness does not require long vowels in that environment.
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3.2.3 The learnability argument for high-ranking OO-faith: McCarthy (1998)

The learnability argument for high-ranking OO-Faith bias also comes from McCarthy’s discussion above. According to the ranking in (26), Markedness ensures that roots are bimoraic in simple words, while OO-Faith insists that the root portion of a complex word remain similarly bimoraic. How can the learner get to this ranking? While the M >> F bias means that the initial state already contains the ranking that lengthens hypothetical roots in 25), nothing in the data will drive the ranking between OO- and IO-Faith necessary in 26).

To restate the argument in the terms of our BCD model: this learner of the non-alternating dialect will only have evidence for inputs like /kaa/ and /kaaga/, and so only have the two ERCs in 27) (note that I have included the M constraint *LongV in this Support table, to explain why the learner might makes these errors in the first place):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner (~)</th>
<th>loser</th>
<th>FtBin</th>
<th>*Long-V</th>
<th>OO-Ident-Wt</th>
<th>IO-Ident-Wt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/kaa/</td>
<td>kaa ~ ka</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kaa + ga/</td>
<td>kaaga ~ kaga</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Support merely tells the BCD learner that *LongV needs to be demoted below some winner-preferring constraints – and that given the error in the derived context, *LongV must get below either OO or IO faith. McCarthy’s point is thus that a ranking bias for OO >> IO faith is necessary. This bias will ensure that OO-Ident[hi] is installed high and therefore exclude the possibility of alternating paradigms like (24c).

This example provides the restrictiveness argument for ranking OO-faith over IO-faith; it says nothing about its interaction with Markedness. In the version of BCD I will put together at the end of this chapter (§7.1), however, OO-faith will in fact be installed above Markedness constraints wherever possible as well. The arguments I will provide for this choice will come from empirical evidence from developmental stages in the literature, noted by Hayes (2004) and others – this data will be discussed in chapter 4 7.3.1. However, one can also demonstrate that an OO-Faith >> Markedness bias is required to ensure the acquisition of some end-state grammars as well: see Becker (2006).

3.3 Connecting M >> F and OO >> IO as surface-oriented biases

Bruce Tesar (p.c.) points out that the high-ranking M and OO-F biases have in common a reliance on surface evidence. In other words: the violation profiles of M and OO-faith are defined exclusively by looking at the outputs that children have not just hypothesized, but actually heard. As a result, their full potential for responsibility for surface contrasts and neutralizations is already known.14

One related point is that this surface-oriented property makes it straightforward to learn the appropriate context of markedness and OO-faith activity using error-driven learning. To see this, I show here how our M >> F biased learner correctly acquires a grammars in which a specific and general markedness constraint are crucially ranked with respect to one another.

This very simple example is the case of a language in which coda consonants are allowed, but coda clusters are not permitted (Blevins 1995 lists the languages Thargari, Sedang and Mokilese as having this syllable profile.) The analysis of this pattern that I will adopt in chapter 2 is one with two markedness constraints in a stringency relation: a

14 The one hypothesis that the learner must make in the case of OO-faith is to determine which segments in a derived form make up the morphological base.
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general NoCoda constraint, and a more specific NoComplexCoda constraint. The singleton coda pattern comes from sandwiching faithfulness between these markedness constraints. If we assume for example that coda clusters would be repaired via deletion, we can use the ranking in 28a) below to derive the right results:

28) **The singleton coda grammar**
(a) NoComplexCoda >> Max >> NoCoda
(b) Faith >> General M          (c) Specific-M >> Faith

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bab</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>bab</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bab</th>
<th>*Complex Coda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>bab</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>bab</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The error-driven BCD learner will discover the correct ranking in 28a) without incident. Our phonotactic learner will only make one kind of error – one which reduces the singleton codas it hears in words like [bab] – and this error will produce the ERC in 29) below:

29) **ERCs for the singleton coda grammar**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner - loser</th>
<th>*ComplexCoda</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bab - ba</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the first pass of learning from this error, the high-ranking M bias from section 3.1 will first install the specific *ComplexCoda in the top stratum, simply because it does not prefer the loser. Since it does not prefer the winner either, though, it will not resolve the error, so BCD will be forced to install faithfulness in the second stratum and then place NoCoda at the bottom of the ranking. This process generates the correct ranking from 29a).

30) a) In Palestinian Arabic, unstressed [i] is usually deleted:
   /fihim-u subj → [fi hym], *[fi hmu]
   /fihim-na subj → [fhim na], *[fhim na]

b) even if the [i] comes from a morphological base (bases underlined):
   /fihim → [fi him] and: /fihim-u acc → [fi hym], *[fi hmu]

c) … except when the base [i] was stressed:
   /fihim → [fi him] so: /fihim-na acc → [fhim na], *[fhim na]

This effect is re-analyzed by Kager (1999)\(^\text{15}\) using OO-Max constraints relativized to segments in the base’s prosodic head (see also McCarthy, 1995a; Alderete, 1999). The relevant constraint, in both Kager’s definition and the current OO-faith terms, is in 31):

31) **Head-Max(B/O):** ‘Every segment in the base prosodic head has a correspondent in the output” (Kager, 1999: 214)

\(^\text{15}\) See also Kenstowicz, 1997; Steriade, 1998.
In comparing the base and derived forms in (30b) and c), the learner gets the overt evidence that OO-Max-Prosodic Head is satisfied while general OO-Max is violated (as well as IO-Max):

32) An OO-faithful grammar

(a) M >> General-OO-faith

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/fīhim-wuₐₜₐc.</th>
<th>Syncope</th>
<th>OO-Max[Seg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) Ḩīhim</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Ḩīhmu</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Specific-OO-faith >> M >> General-OO-faith

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/fīhim-naₐₜₐc.</th>
<th>OO-Max[Seg]</th>
<th>Syncope</th>
<th>OO-Max[Seg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) Ḩīhím</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Ḩīhmna</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With these violation profiles, the learner does not need any further bias apart from its preference for OO-faith constraints, and for constraints that prefer no losers, to get the right ranking. Since we are assuming an initial grammar where OO-faith is undominated, the learner will only be making errors like (33a):

33) ERC row for the Palestinian Arabic syncope grammar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/fīhim-wuₐₜₐc.</th>
<th>Syncope</th>
<th>OO-Max[Seg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ḩīhmu – Ḩīhmu</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This error makes it clear that Syncope must rank above the general OO-Max constraint; this will produce the ranking (32b).

3.4 Interim Summary

This section has demonstrated the idea of Biased Constraint Demotion, with two biases for ranking surface-oriented constraints (Markedness and OO-faith) above IO-faith. The resulting ranking biases our learner uses install as many of these constraints as possible at every stratum, resolving as many errors as possible without resorting to assumptions about the input.

With this backbone of BCD in place, we’re left with the much less straightforward issue of the ranking choices between IO-faithfulness constraints. When no further errors can be resolved without installing some IO-faith constraints, how should the learner choose among them? Which choices will consistently result in a more restrictive grammar?

4. An input-oriented ranking bias in BCD: Specific-F >> General-F

Prince and Tesar (2004) argue compellingly for principles that choose between installable faithfulness constraints during phonotactic learning with an eye to ensuring restrictiveness. While I do not argue with the usefulness of their principles in the cases they discuss, what I do here is concentrate on one bias they do not adopt, namely a bias for installing the most specific faithfulness constraint (Smith, 1999, 2000; Hayes, 2004). To understand this bias, this section introduces a set of specific faithfulness constraints – positional faithfulness – and make the case for both this bias’ necessity and its challenges.
4.1 The theory of positional faithfulness

The positional view of faithfulness constraints that I adopt takes as its starting point a general observation that is so well summed up in Smith (2002) that I quote verbatim:

“There is a set of phonologically prominent or "strong" positions that are well known for their special ability to license phonological contrasts, resisting neutralization processes that may otherwise be active in a language (Trubetzkoy 1939; Steriade 1993, 1995, 1997; Beckman 1995, 1997, 1998; Casali, 1997; Padgett 1995; Lombardi 1990; Zoll 1996, 1997, 1998) […] Many languages will tolerate a particular phonological contrast, such as that between voiced and voiceless obstruents or that between oral and nasal vowels, only inside one of these strong positions. Specific examples of special contrast-licensing behavior in the various strong positions can be found in the references cited above. “(Smith 2002: 8).


Positional faithfulness constraints are thus an encapsulation of this “special ability to license phonological contrasts”: they formalize the claim that it’s not an accident that some languages contrast voicing in onset and neutralize it in coda, but not the other way around. A fairly comprehensive set of such positions are used to define constraints in 35) below – here I use them to create a series of Ident[voice] constraints:

35) A set of Ident[voice] constraints
a) Ident[voice]-segment “Output segments must match their input correspondents for the feature [voice]
b) Ident[voice]-V: “Output long vowel segments must match their input correspondents for the feature [voice]”

These Ident constraints have been defined with respect to output contexts. As we will see in chapter 2, other contextual faithfulness constraints – at least positional Max -- must be differently defined, either by referring to input contexts or through some other mechanism. These definitional issues are not the focus of this work, but I will point out the definitional assumptions necessary to my analyses when they arise.

4.1.1 Why not (only) positional markedness

This dissertation does not argue that positional faithfulness constraints are the only way the grammar encodes contextual sensitivities – that is, that there are no positional markedness constraints. However, neither do I adopt the position of Prince and Tesar (2004) that positional markedness constraints should be the only way, in virtue of their ease in learning. Instead, I claim that some positional faithfulness constraints are

16 It has been suggested that the proper context of this constraint is ‘released consonants’ or something similarly phonetic in its definition (see e.g. Kingston, 1985; Steriade, 1999; Côté, 2000.) In this work, however, I will continue to use the syllabic position Onset.
indeed necessary to capture the range of both developing and adult grammars, and therefore that their learning consequences must be taken seriously.

To support this claim, this section puts the learnability arguments of this chapter on hold and provides three arguments in favour of positional faithfulness. These arguments are (i) its ability to capture the similarity between positional neutralization and assimilation, (ii) its ability to characterize strong positions as blockers, as pointed out in Beckman (1998) and (iii) its ability to capture generalizations about positions whose complements seem to be non-categories.

The first argument comes to me from Pater (p.c.); it originates in part in Mester and Ito (1989)’s analysis of onset-driven voicing assimilation, and was taken up in the OT literature by Cho (1990) and Lombardi (1991, 1996, 1999). The relevant generalization is that onsets both preferentially resist obstruent voicing neutralization as compared to codas, and also preferentially determine the value of coda-onset voicing assimilation. As cited to this end by Lombardi (1996), languages like Polish, Dutch, Catalan and Sanskrit demonstrate this privilege of onset voicing, in that the voice specification of their obstruent clusters is determined by the input voicing of the onset segment and their word-final segments are uniformly voiceless. As 36) illustrates, the positional faithfulness constraint Ident-Onset provides a unified account of both cross-linguistic tendencies:

17 The reader who does not wish to lose the thread of the learning argument and is willing to grant the existence of such constraints is advised to skip to §4.1.2 below.

---

### 36) The positional faithfulness account

**a) coda (word-final) neutralization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/bad/</th>
<th>/Id[vce]/</th>
<th>*VcdObs</th>
<th>/Id[vce]/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>bad</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>≠ bat</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>pat</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**b) onset-driven cluster assimilation...**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/adpa/</th>
<th>Agree[vce]</th>
<th>/Id[vce]/</th>
<th>*Onset</th>
<th>/Id[vce]/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>adpa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>≠ atpa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>adba</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**c) ... to either voicing value**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/atba/</th>
<th>Agree[vce]</th>
<th>/Id[vce]/</th>
<th>*Onset</th>
<th>/Id[vce]/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>atba</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>≠ adba</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>atpa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### 37) The positional markedness account

**a) coda (word-final) neutralization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/bad/</th>
<th>*Coda-VcdObs</th>
<th>/Id[vce]/</th>
<th>*VcdObs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>bad</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>≠ bat</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>pat</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**b) ... but not coda-to-onset assimilation (cf. 36c with winner [adba])**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/adba/</th>
<th>Agree[vce]</th>
<th>/Id[vce]/</th>
<th>*Coda-VcdObs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>adba</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>≠ atpa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>atpa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This argument also demonstrates the advantage of faithfulness constraints relativized to featural contexts as well. Similar to the onset/coda case above, it is also the case that stops both resist place neutralization over nasals, and also determine the direction of nasal/stop place assimilation (Joe Pater, p.c.). See also especially Steriade (2000) on the special behaviour of retroflex consonants in both direction of assimilation and positional neutralization compared to other places of articulation. I will return to featurally-limited faithfulness of this sort in §6.1.

The second argument is the ability of segments in privileged contexts to block phonological processes, in a way that cannot be expressed in terms of markedness. The compelling example of the blocking comes from Beckman’s discussion of Guaraní vowel harmony (Beckman 1998: 153-184.) The relevant distribution of Guaraní nasality can be described as follows: (a) stressed vowels freely contrast for nasality (they are either nasal or oral), and (b) unstressed vowels and sonorants are only nasalized through a process of nasal assimilation, in which nasality spreads leftward from a stressed nasal vowel, nasalizing all sonorants and passing transparently through voiceless obstruents, “\textit{up to but not including the next stressed vowel}” (Beckman 1998: 157, her emphasis.) The examples below demonstrate how this long-distance nasal harmony is stopped by a stressed vowel, whether nasal or oral (note that due to the typographic messiness of marking nasality and stress above vowels, I have marked nasality by underlining each nasalized segment):

38) Guaraní Nasal harmony blocked by stressed vowels
( Beckman 1998: 159, 178; citing Poser 1982: 130; Gregores and Suárez, 1967)

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{/re} + \texttt{xó} + \texttt{ta} + \texttt{rama\'í} \rightarrow \texttt{rexótaramó} \quad \text{‘if you go’}
  \item \texttt{a\'aqapó} + \texttt{ra} + \texttt{rey} + \texttt{ú} \rightarrow \texttt{a\'aqapóraeyú} \quad \text{‘if I work you come’}^{18}
\end{itemize}

To capture the fact that only stressed vowels are freely nasalized, the positional faithfulness story uses the ranking $\text{Ident[nasal]} \prec \text{*NasalV} \prec \text{Ident[nasal]-Seg}$:

39) Faithfulness to input nasality
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{Stressed vowels can be nasal…}
  \item \ldots but unstressed vowels neutralize to oral
\end{itemize}

\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
\texttt{tupá} & \texttt{Id[nas]} & \texttt{*NasalV} & \texttt{Id[nas]} \texttt{Seg} \\
\hline
\texttt{tupa} & \texttt{*} & \texttt{*} & \texttt{*} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

The positional faithfulness constraint for stressed vowels will also capture the fact that stressed oral vowels block the continued spread of nasality in data like (38). Whatever constraint drives nasal harmony (here I simply adopt Beckman’s use of $\text{Align-L[nasal]}$), this markedness constraint is also ranked between the two $\text{Ident[nasal]}$ constraints and so can be violated only to preserve the nasality of a stressed vowel (compare 40ii and iii):

40) Blocking nasal harmony by stressed vowels (adapted from Beckman 1998:179)
\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{re} + \texttt{xó} + \texttt{ta} + \texttt{rama\'í} \rightarrow \texttt{rexótaramó} \quad \texttt{Ident[nasal]} \prec \texttt{Align-L[nasal]} \prec \texttt{Ident[nasal]-Seg}
\end{itemize}

\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
\texttt{rexótaramó} & \texttt{Id[nas]} & \texttt{*NasalV} & \texttt{Id[nas]} \texttt{Seg} \\
\hline
\texttt{re} & \texttt{*} & \texttt{*} & \texttt{*} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\footnote{Beckman (footnote 10) tells us that the morpheme given in the input of this example as \texttt{ra\'í} with an unstressed nasal vowel is in fact a reduced version of the conjunction/postposition \texttt{rama\'í} seen in the previous example, whose nasality is expected. There is also some rightward nasal spreading from \texttt{ra\'í}’s unstressed nasal vowel; see Beckman’s footnote 9 on the phonological status and treatment of progressive nasal harmony in Guaraní, which does not concern us here.}
The aspect of Guaraní that argues crucially for a positional faithfulness account is this pattern of blocking in (40) above. The positional markedness alternative to account for Guaraní would replace the constraint Ident[nasal]-σ’ with a constraint like License[nasal] – a markedness constraint that requires nasal vowels to be associated with strong positions, such as the stressed syllable (see Flemming 1993; Steriade, 1995 for a fuller story.) The problem for this account is how to handle the mapping in 40) – why should stressed oral vowels block the spread of nasality? As Beckman puts it, the claim of License[nasal] is that “[+nasal] is licensed whenever it is associated to a stressed syllable, regardless of its input source. The underlying nasality/orality of the stressed vowel is irrelevant” (Beckman 1998: 183.) And as 41) below shows, no matter how these markedness constraints are re-ranked they cannot explain why nasal harmony does not spread through a stressed vowel that is underlyingly oral:

41) Failure to block nasal harmony with License[nasal] (from Beckman 1998:183)

This ability to block processes that would change the input specifications of strong positions is thus another reason to maintain the existence of specific faithfulness in the grammar.

The third argument about the best definition of contexts is exemplified by the proposal of Noun-Faithfulness in Smith (2001). Smith demonstrates that a variety of languages display a wider set of contrasts in nouns than other categories (verbs, adjectives, function words, etc.) One of Smith’s examples comes from the accentual system of Fukuoka dialects of Japanese, in which nouns escape the otherwise-general pattern of pitch accents on the penultimate mora of lexical items:

42) Pitch accent in Fukuoka Japanese:

(a) Verbs/adjectives: pitch accent on σ with penultimate mora:
   tabé  ‘ate’  akáka – aká  ‘red’
   tabé   ‘to eat’  akákařo   ‘probably red’

(b) Nouns: faithful to pitch accent on other moras,
   inöti  ‘life’
   ōokami  ‘wolf’  (initial mora accented)

... and to lack of accent on the penultimate mora:
   atama  ‘head’  (unaccented)

Smith’s point includes the fact that this special property of nouns appears to be fairly asymmetric: that languages like Fukuoka-prime in which pitch accent is predictably assigned in all morphological categories except verbs, except adjectives, etc. are unattested. Thus, positing markedness constraints relativized to every lexical class except nouns seems to suggest we’re missing something: i.e., faithfulness to nouns.

With these arguments in hand, we will now return to the learning discussion under the assumption that positional faithfulness constraints form part of CON, and so must form part of our learnability story.
4.1.2 Stringency, not fixed rankings

To use the terminology of Prince (1997) and de Lacy (2002): the sets of faithfulness constraints that I have adopted in 35) above stand in stringency relations. The constraint Ident-Onset[F] is less stringent than Ident-Segment[F] because the former assigns a proper subset of the violation marks assigned by the latter; in other words, violating a less stringent constraint entails violating a more stringent one.

The effects of stringency have also been derived using fixed rankings of two sets of specific constraints. For example, McCarthy and Prince (1995)'s approach to the phonological privilege of roots is to split faithfulness into Root-Faith and Affix-Faith versions, and to propose the ‘meta-ranking’ (fixed ranking) of Root >> Affix.

Throughout this dissertation, I will be adopting stringency rather than fixed rankings. For starters, we will see below in section 4.3 that stringency relations between faithfulness constraints can be language-specific, and therefore uncapturable in any fixed ranking. And though they are often similar in their effects, the fixed-ranking and stringency approaches also do make different typological predictions. These differences stem from the effects of what Prince terms an ‘Anti-Paninian’ ranking. An Anti-Paninian ranking is a crucial ranking of a less stringent constraint above more stringent one (i.e., General-F >> Specific-F) – and the effects of Anti-Paninian rankings cannot be replicated in a fixed ranking model, because they are precisely what the model prevents.

While the need for Anti-Paninian rankings between markedness constraints, and therefore the use of stringent definitions, seems fairly solid (see especially de Lacy (2002)'s extensive cross-linguistic discussion of sonority-driven stress) the choice between fixed rankings and stringency for faithfulness is less clear. Several proposals have been made which rely on General-Faith >> Specific-Faith rankings to produce attested patterns: see Keer (1999: 82-85) on Fula geminate hardening; Lombardi (1999) on Swedish voicing assimilation; de Lacy (2002: chapter 8) on Chipeweyan coalescence and other patterns. However these analyses suffer from a typologically-uncomfortable prediction known as ‘Majority Rules’ (see Bakovic, 1999ab; Lombardi, 1999; Wilson, 2000; de Lacy 2002: §7.7.3) -- a problem whose real scope and possible solution I will not address here. I will return to Anti-Paninian rankings and phonotactic learning in §7.3.

4.2 The learnability argument for a Specific-F >> General-F bias: Smith (2000)

In the same spirit as the high-ranking M bias: we want our learner to assume rankings that resolve errors while being IO-faithful in as few contexts as possible. This means that when choosing a ranking that is faithful to the input, the learner should only install the least stringent (i.e. most specific) F constraint that can resolve an error. This bias aims at avoiding the learning of superset grammars, as spelled out in Smith (1999, 2000) as well as in Hayes (2004).

Imagine that the learner is confronted with the error in 43):

43) an ambiguous ERC

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
\text{input} & \text{winner} & \text{loser} & *\text{mid} & \text{Ident[mid]} \\
\text{bedat} & \text{bedat} & \text{bidat} & \text{L} & \text{W} \\
\end{array}
\]

In order to resolve this error, the learner knows that some faithfulness must be installed above *mid; that is, they can choose between one of these two rankings:

19 See the Prince and Smolensky (1993) appendix on Panini’s theorem, which gives rise to the term.

20 See also the rankings in Strujke (2002) between other Faithfulness and her Existential Faith constraints.
44) Two ways to resolve the ERC in 43)
   a) Ident(mid)−σ1 >> *mid >> Ident(mid)
   b) Ident(mid) >> *mid >> Ident(mid)−σ1

Of these two rankings, 44a) is the more restrictive, because it accounts for the winner’s mid vowel while leaving the height of non-initial vowels up to markedness. This grammar is one in which mid vowels are allowed to surface faithfully only in initial syllables; elsewhere they are still ruled out by *mid:

45) The restrictive results of 44a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner ~ loser</th>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>Ident(mid)−σ1</th>
<th>Ident(mid)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bedat/</td>
<td>badet</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>mid</td>
<td>Ident(mid)−σ1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>bedat</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ident(mid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>bedat</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ident(mid)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assuming the other ranking in 44b), however, means that any input mid vowel will be able to surface faithfully:

46) The possible overgeneration of 44b):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner ~ loser</th>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>Ident(mid)−σ1</th>
<th>Ident(mid)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bedat/</td>
<td>badet</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>mid</td>
<td>Ident(mid)−σ1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>bedat</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ident(mid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>bedat</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ident(mid)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The problem with 46) is the usual superset problem: that if the target language does in fact only permit mid vowels in initial syllables, the grammar in 46) won’t cause any further mid vowel errors, and so won’t provide any evidence that an overly-permissive language has been learned. If however the reverse error has been made – the learner has chosen the grammar of 45) instead of 46) – the learner will get evidence that they’ve made the wrong decision. Once they hear a mid vowel in a non-initial syllable, they’ll make an error that creates an ERC row like in 47) below. This error clearly demonstrates that installing Ident(mid)−σ1 will not account for the target’s full range of marked vowels, so that Ident(mid) must be used:

47) An unambiguous ERC row that chooses the ranking in 46)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner ~ loser</th>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>Ident(mid)</th>
<th>Ident(mid)−σ1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bedat/</td>
<td>badet</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>W c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same relationship holds true of morphologically-specific faith, e.g.:

48) An ERC row adapted from Smith (1999)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner ~ loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max(Seg)-Rt</th>
<th>Max(Seg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bedat/</td>
<td>bedat</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When presented with this error, the learner must choose the ranking in 49a) below, and not 49b). This ensures that if the target language only permits codas in roots, the learner will not mistakenly assume that affixes can have codas too.

49) The two ranking possibilities given 48)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner ~ loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max(Seg)-Rt</th>
<th>Max(Seg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>Max(Seg)-Rt &gt;&gt; NoCoda &gt;&gt; Max(Seg)</td>
<td>restrictive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>Max(Seg) &gt;&gt; NoCoda &gt;&gt; Max(Seg)-Rt</td>
<td>not restrictive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The conclusion, then, is that finding the most restrictive grammar compatible with a set of ERC rows depends in part on installing the most specific W-assigning faithfulness constraint above each L-assigning markedness constraint.

4.3 The problems of enforcing the Spec-F >> General-F bias

4.3.1 Language-specific relations between faithfulness constraints

As Prince and Tesar (2004) demonstrate, implementing a specific >> general faithfulness bias is not at all straightforward. The previous two biases were easy to enforce because they make reference to language-independent properties. Markedness or Faithfulness, Output-Output or Input-Output – these are definitional properties of a constraint. But there is not always something intrinsic to the definition of a constraint that puts it in a special to general relationship with another – and while many specific to general relations are universal, Prince and Tesar also point out that the stringency relations between faithfulness constraints can be contingent. In contingent cases, it is only the interaction of other high-ranking constraints that carve up the space of possible surface forms in such a way to make a particular faithfulness constraint less or more specific than another.

4.3.1.1 Prince and Tesar’s example

Here is the extent of the problem. Imagine that our learner has constructed the following ERC row:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner~loser</th>
<th>*[mid]</th>
<th>Iden-mid-σ1</th>
<th>Iden-mid-σ’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>képa ~ kípa</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which of the IO-faithfulness constraints that prefer the winner should be installed? What follows is Prince and Tesar’s demonstration that given other facts about the target language (in particular, its pattern of stress assignment), these two faithfulness constraints might stand in either stringency relation.

In Language A, the correct generalization is that mid vowels only appear in initial syllables – that is, the true ranking in the language is in 51)

51) HLA:  Iden(mid)-σ1 >> *mid >> Iden(mid)-σ’

Suppose further that this language assigns stress without fail to the initial syllable of every word; it also assign stresses to later syllables in longer words (this is the case in e.g. Pintupi; see Hayes, 1995 and references therein.) In such a grammar, the initial syllable context is in fact more specific than the stressed syllable context – because of how stress is assigned, every initial syllable is stressed, but not every stressed syllable is initial.

Now consider Language B, whose Support table also includes the entry in 50) but whose correct ranking is the reverse of Language A:

52) HLB:  Iden(mid)-σ’ >> *mid >> Iden(mid)-σ1

In language B, stress is always confined to the initial syllable of a word, but some words do not bear stress at all.21 As a result, these two contexts (and associated faithfulness

---

21 On the plausibility of such a language, Prince and Tesar (2004) cite the example of Seneca, (e.g. Michelson, 1988), where “stress behaves more like pitch accent [and] stressless words may occur”. Perhaps
constraints) stand here in the opposite specificity relation: every stressed syllable is initial, but not every initial syllable is stressed.

In their search for the most restrictive grammar, the learners of Language A or Language B are in equally dangerous but opposite situations. In resolving this one error, the specificity relations between Ident(mid)-σ1 and Ident(mid)-σ' are crucial to choosing the subset grammar – but depending on the language either relation could hold. And the language-specific evidence as to which context is more specific than the other can’t be read off any faithfulness constraint to mid vowels, initial syllables or stressed syllables. Instead, these facts are only buried away in the constraint rankings that determine stress – Align-Head-L, Trochee vs. Iamb, and the like.

4.3.1.2 A morphological example

Given the centrality of this issue to my argument, it is worth seeing that this problem is not just a function of initial and stressed syllables. Contingent specificity relations between positional contexts will also emerge as the result of morphologically-specific constraints like Root-Faith. For this case, we can use the same ERC, only slightly modified:

53) a morphologically ambiguous ERC

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c}
\text{input} & \text{winner-loser} & *\text{mid} & \text{Ident-mid-σ1} & \text{Ident-mid-Root} \\
\hline
\text{kipa} & \text{kepa – kip} & \text{L} & \text{W} & \text{W} \\
\end{array}
\]

The languages that could have created this error include the following two in which the stringency relation is crucial, but again in either direction. In Language A, what we should take from this is that the constraint in this contingent stringency relationship would really be Ident[mid]-PitchAccent-σ.

there are no prefixes or pro-cliticizing elements, so every initial syllable is also a root syllable. But the reverse is not true, since roots can be bigger than a syllable. So in language A: initial syllables are a special case of root syllables.

In the second language, affairs are different. Language B again has no prefixes, but its roots are small – in fact, no longer than a syllable – meaning that root syllables are always initial syllables. Furthermore, this language has free-standing words that do not count as roots – i.e., function words can create their own Prosodic Words, so some initial syllables are not root syllables. Thus in language B, root syllables are a special case of initial syllables.

The resulting learning problem is just as in the previous section. Language A could restrict mid vowels only to initial syllables, and Language B could restrict mid vowels only to roots – both meaning that only the Ident constraint referring to the more specific context should be installed above *[mid]. But how can the learner know which Ident constraint that is? Again, the fact that root syllables are more or less specific than initial syllables is encoded only in the ranking of constraints that say nothing about the mid vowel that caused the error in 53), but rather in the ranking of constraints that e.g. align morphological roots and prosodic words (McCarthy and Prince, 1993 et seq.)

4.4 Interim Summary

In the face of the problem raised above, Prince and Tesar (2004) go so far as to suggest that positional faithfulness in fact be barred from CON, and replaced with positional markedness constraints instead (e.g. Zoll, 1998) whose specificity relations pose no problem for learning, as discussed in §3.3. Nevertheless, the claim of this
dissertation is that the kinds of evidence marshaled at the beginning of this discussion (§4.1.1) require us to include positional faithfulness constraint in our typology, and therefore that their consequences for restrictiveness must be accomodated by our learner. And since the previous sections have demonstrated that a restrictive learner must be biased to choose the faithfulness constraint possible with the most specific context when installing W-prefering constraints: our learner will have to be able to discover these relations.

Returning to the broader picture: sections 2 through 4 have presented the Biased Constraint Demotion approach to restrictiveness, and the three ranking biases that I adopt in my version of this algorithm. Before moving on, the next section returns to the role of the Support in BCD learning, and uses the biases we’ve now seen to emphasize its key role in the on-going quest for restrictiveness. Then, in section 6, I will return to the proper treatment of the specific >> general faithfulness bias, given the problems just raised in §4.3.

5. Returning to the role of the Support

As was emphasized at the beginning of this chapter, the Rich Base assumed in Optimality Theory means that language-specific knowledge in an adult OT grammar is instantiated fully in rankings, rather than in lexical items. Nevertheless, in the BCD approach it is in fact the Support and not the constraint rankings that are the real locus of learning over time. BCD is a function from Support data to a ranking; the BCD learner is gradual and incremental at the level of the Support, but quick and flexible in its rankings.

22 See Beckman, Jessen and Ringen (2006) for an interesting different kind of argument for positional faith over positional markedness.

The calculation from the Support to a ranking is something the learner can do any time it wants, and there’s nothing sacrosanct about the current ranking per se. Learning is a continual process of updating the Support, and then seeing what rankings that Support permits the BCD algorithm to construct.

As a relevant comparison: Ito and Mester (1999) propose a learning strategy called Ranking Conservatism, which implements the M >> F ranking at the initial state and also throughout learning, though in a formally rather different way than does BCD. Roughly speaking, the Ranking Conservative learner proceeds gradually away from the initial state by re-ranking in ways that account for the errors made but otherwise keep as many M constraints above as many F constraints as possible. As it turns out, this imperative is not enough to ensure that learners do not adopt superset grammars by accident: Prince and Tesar (2004) discuss two cases in their Appendix A in which Ranking Conservatism isn’t enough; see also Broiher (1995).

5.1 A kind of learning error: winner misparses

The BCD’s reliance on the Support also makes it resilient to superset traps created by missing or incorrect assumptions about hidden structure. Since the learner is never committed to its rankings independent of its Support: if new information comes to light in the Support it will be reflected in the ranking. The kinds of mistaken hidden structure that could in principle get into the Support are varied: wrong morphological categories or decomposition, wrong syllabification or footing, or similar. I will call these mistakes ‘winner misparses’.

The first point about such misparses is that, like other errors, they are all a function of the current ranking. An upcoming example is the syllabification of a word-medial, post-tonic cluster like [käbla]. On the one hand, NoCoda prefers the complex onset parse, as in (51a). On the other hand, however, the constraint Stress-to-Weight (e.g. Hanson and Kiparsky 1996; Elenbaas, 1999; Elenbaas and Kager, 1999) prefers syllabifying this cluster as a coda-onset cluster, because it requires that stressed syllables be closed. What will decide between these syllabifications is thus relative re-ranking of these two constraints at the point when the learner hears this winner:

54) Choosing the syllabification of the winner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Stress-to-Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[käbla]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*käbla</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stress-to-Weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>käbla</td>
<td>*!)</td>
<td>NoCoda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*käb.la</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that since they are based on constraint rankings, winner misparses are not necessarily infrequent – that is, they are not one-time glitches. If the learner’s current grammar assigns the wrong syllable structure or other representation to a class of winners, they will continue to make these parsing errors until some further learning takes place.

The point here that is these winner misparses can prevent the correct acquisition of other aspects of the grammar, and that overcoming their influence requires remembering errors so one can undo the rankings that winner misparses caused. This is what the Support allows us to do.

5.2 How the Support allows BCD to overcome winner misparses

Imagine the learner is acquiring a language with coda devoicing, where onset obstruents can be voiced or voiceless but codas are always voiceless.\(^3\) This grammar requires the simple ranking in 48) below:

55) The target grammar

Ident[voice]-Onset >> *VoicedObs >> Ident[voice]

One thing the learner must do to learn this grammar is to correctly syllabify all voiced obstruents as onsets. If it does this correctly, then its ERC rows will look like 53) below:

As we saw in 4.2, a bias for the most specific faithfulness constraint will ensure that this ERC row will teach the BCD learner the right ranking in 56). The problem illustrated in 54), however, is that an incorrect ranking of the constraints Stress-to-Weight and NoCoda could drive this learner to the coda-onset syllabification of this cluster. If the learner has adopted the 54b) ranking in which Stress-to-Weight chooses the coda-onset sequence, this will change the violations in their ERC row for kabla ~ kapla. In this grammar, the winner’s [b] and loser’s [p] of this cluster are syllabified as a coda, so Ident[voice]-Onset will not make a choice between them:

\(^3\) Thanks to John McCarthy for suggesting this example.
57) The misparsed ERC row

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>*VoicedObs</th>
<th>Ident[voice]-Ons</th>
<th>Ident[voice]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[káb.la – káp.la]</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only grammar that BCD can learn from this ERC row is the ranking below:

58) The superset grammar learned from 57):

Ident[voice]-Ons >> Ident[voice] >> *VoicedObstruent

And this ranking defines a superset language compared to 55), because it allows a spurious voicing contrast in coda position:

59) The restrictiveness problem with 58):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hypothetical /káb/</th>
<th>Ident[voice]-Ons</th>
<th>Ident[voice]</th>
<th>*VoicedObs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>káb</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>káp</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So for the present, the learner has acquired a superset grammar – so long as they have the learning ERC row of 57) in their Support, every cycle of BCD re-ranking will generate a grammar with general Ident[voice] ranked too high.

But this error is not a permanent overgeneralization for the learner. When the learner gets evidence for the ranking NoCoda >> Stress-to-Weight, he or she will now have a way to update his or her Support entries – fixing the input and winner representations, and thereby calculating the correct constraint violations as in 56). (I do not go into the details here of how such further learning operates – see Tesar and Smolensky 2000’s notion of RIP and the acquisition of hidden structure like footing; see Tesar et al 2003 for their discussion of a proposal about later morphological reparsing of winners in the Support, using the process called Surgery.) But once it has happened, the first time they re-rank after that Support update, they will now choose the right ranking.24

Note that the learning cycle that gets the learner to the correct grammar will not come as a result of any voicing errors. Once BCD has chosen a grammar on the basis of the incorrect parse, it now allows voiced obstruents in all syllabic positions, so it cannot make any errors in phonotactic learning. The reason the BCD learner can nevertheless overcome these winner misparses, and revert to a subset grammar is that it stores the errors it is no longer making. When its ranking changes in a way that can affect old errors (e.g. re-syllabify them), it can re-calculate the relevant constraint violations and so use them to choose the newest, most restrictive grammar.

5.3 A second example 25

This example involves a different kind of winner misparse which has received considerable discussion: the footing of a trisyllabic word with medial stress, as either trochaic [(σ σ σ)] or [(σ σ) σ] (see Tesar, 2000.)

Imagine our learner is now acquiring an iambic language with foot-initial strengthening: foot-initial stops must be aspirated, but all others are unaspirated. This language requires has the allophonic ranking in 60) below:

60) The target grammar

Foot-Initial Aspiration >> *Aspirate >> Ident-[laryngeal]

24 It is worth noting that choosing the right syllabification of a medial consonant sequence is far from easy. It may indeed depend on something quite subtle process that e.g. can be understood as triggered only by closed syllables, and which is not triggered in the first syllable of CVbV words with initial stress.

25 Thanks to Joe Pater for suggesting this example.
To correctly diagnose this allophonic ranking, the learner must again have the winner’s representations correct. If the learner has parsed all its feet into iambs, then its ERCs rows will look like 61), and BCD will be able to choose the right ranking.

61) Learning foot-initial aspiration: the right winner parse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*Aspirate</th>
<th>Ft-InitialAsp</th>
<th>Ident[laryng]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[p*abó]la</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Imagine however that the learner were to make the error above early on, at a point when foot form had not yet been decided. What will decide between these foot structures is the relative ranking of Trochee and Iamb:

62) Choosing the footing of the winner

(a)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lamb</th>
<th>Trochee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p*abóla</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p*a(bóla)</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lamb</th>
<th>Trochee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p*abóla</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p*a(bóla))</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the learner has adopted the ranking in (b) instead of (a) (even just for this error), this will create a different ERC row, precisely with respect to the foot-initial aspiration constraint:

63) The misparsed ERC row

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*Aspirate</th>
<th>Ft-InitialAsp</th>
<th>Ident[laryng]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[p*a(bóla)] – [p(a)bóla]</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And the only grammar that BCD can learn from 63) is the superset one below:

64) The superset grammar:

Ft-InitialAsp >> Ident[laryng] >> *Aspirate

This ranking defines a superset language compared to the target in 60), because it allows a spurious laryngeal contrast outside the foot-initial position:

65) The restrictiveness problem:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ft-InitialAsp</th>
<th>Ident[laryng]</th>
<th>*Aspirate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p(bópa)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again: this winner misparse has led our learner to acquire a superset grammar. But once Trochee has been properly re-ranked above Iamb, the learner can re-evaluate their ERC rows like 61) to look instead like 63), which will finally lead to the right allophonic ranking.

5.4 Summary

This section has highlighted a crucial role of stored errors in biased learning – the escape from superset grammars when early learning data is re-interpreted. I will also return to this point in later chapters, when I demonstrate the trouble that a memory-less learner like the GLA has in keeping restrictive despite winner misparses (chapter 3 §4; chapter 4 §7.3.2.)

With the centrality of the Support fully in mind, we can now return to the problem of the specific-F ranking bias, and see how learners can use their current Support to handle even contingent F-subset relations.
6. The proposal: finding the most specific IO-Faith constraint

Section 4 provided arguments (i) that our theory should contain positional IO-faithfulness constraints, (ii) that their presence in CON requires a bias for BCD to rank the most specific constraints as high as possible, and (iii) that specific-to-general relations between faithfulness constraints are not all universal, and can differ crucially from language to language. With all these claims in mind, this section presents the proposal for properly constructing this bias.

6.1 The goal: determining subset relations between the contexts of faith

To adequately determine specific-to-general faithfulness relations, the learner must somehow access information about the rest of the language being learned, which our BCD learner is storing in the Support. Central to what follows is the idea that to discover the specificity of faithfulness constraints, learners must abstract away from particular constraints and instead consider the contexts of those constraints. This move is somewhat subtle, but it represents a rather different approach to the problem than the one envisioned in Prince and Tesar (2004)’s discussion, so I will endeavour to clarify the matter below.

First, the problem. If a language has a crucial ranking of a specific faithfulness constraint above a more general one, it is because something marked only appears in the specific position but it banned in the general one. What this means for the learner is that in errors during phonotactic learning, the constraint violations assigned by the specific and general IO-Faith constraints will be identical: when either assigns a W, they both will:


66) \[\text{specific-}F = \text{general } F, \text{ in the subset grammar’s ERC rows}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner — loser</th>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>Ident[mid]-Seg</th>
<th>Ident[mid]-σ1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bedat</td>
<td>bedat — bidat</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No errors will exist in which Ident(mid) assigns a W but Ident(mid)-σ1 does not. Thus, our learner is not going to learn that Ident[mid]-σ1 is more specific than Ident[mid] by examining this ERC row – something must be abstracted away from.

In my proposal, the learner’s attention is directed away from the Ws assigned by the faithfulness constraints in 66), and even away from mid vowels, and instead aimed at the contexts “Seg” and “σ1”. The learner will examine the observed winners of their language, and determine whether these positional contexts sit in a subset/superset relation or not; from that information they will choose constraints to install.

6.1.1 Constraint stringency vs. context specificity

The way of calculating the specific-to-general bias that I will propose relies on context specificity, rather than constraint stringency itself, to guide the learner’s ranking decisions. It is important to see that the specificity of contexts does not translate straight to the stringency of constraints – because faithfulness constraints have both contexts and also banned mappings. In 66) above these two properties do line up, because the two faithfulness constraints at hand are both relative to the vowel feature [mid]. Thus we can say both that the context ‘σ1’ is more specific than “Seg”, and also that the Ident[mid]-σ1 constraint is less stringent than Ident[mid]-Seg.

The method Hayes (2004) uses to impose his Favour Specificity bias also uses context specificity rather than constraint stringency; see section 7.2 for more details.
But stringency relations do not hold between constraints that protect different features. For example, Ident[mid]-σ1 is not less stringent than Ident[voice]-Seg because they penalize completely different mappings, so each can be violated independent of the other:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/peg/</th>
<th>Ident[mid]-σ1</th>
<th>Ident[voice]-Seg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peg</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pig</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pek</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pik</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I will argue in section 6.5 below that there is good reason to focus on contexts rather than constraints – because even when abstracting away from the unenlightening cases like 66), constraint violations can be misleading when it comes to contingent stringency relationships. To understand the proposal, however, it is enough to remember that this search for subset/superset relations will be focused on contexts, and only then will apply the search’s findings to faithfulness constraints and their ranking.

6.1.2 Outline of the proposal

To summarize so far: what we need is a way to detect any specificity relationship between any two faithfulness contexts C1 and C2. Broadly speaking, this search is going to involve looking at each instance of C1 among the language’s winners and seeing whether it is also an instance of C2, and then vice versa. If the two contexts do not stand in a specific-to-general relation, we will only need to come across the two relevant pieces of evidence to determine no such relation exists. To determine that there is such a relation, however, our search will have to continue until all winners have been examined – to be sure that every known instance of C1 is also a case of C2.

As we saw in section 4, central to Prince and Tesar’s skepticism about the specific faithfulness bias is the existence of contingent faithfulness stringency – in the present terms, contexts can sit in contingent specificity relations. However, many contexts always stand in specificity relation, and it could well be argued that searching the entire Support for evidence of such relations is rather inefficient. One universal relation is simply that the most general faithfulness context – what I have been calling simply “Seg” – is less specific that any faithfulness constraint above the segmental level, which references either a prosodic or morphological category:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of the two kinds of universal prosodic context specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Id(mid)-Onset, Id(mid)-σ1 …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are less stringent than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id(round)-Rt, Id(round)-Noun …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are less stringent than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id(mid)-segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Id(round)-Segment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same point can be made at the featural level – that the context “Seg” is more general than any more specific combination of features (e.g. Ident(voice)-Labial, Ident(voice)-Labial and Dorsal.) In fact a stronger claim can be made at the featural level, by adopting the fairly standard OT assumption that there are no language-specific meanings to featural combinations – i.e. that the context “Labial and Dorsal” refers to the same set of segments in every language.27 This means that the relationships between featural contexts is definitional and language-independent, and so all their subset and

27 For the alternative type of view, see e.g. Rice and Avery 1989, 1991.
superset relations can merely be read off their constraint definitions. This is illustrated in (69) below:

69) **Two examples of universal featural context specificity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IdentPlace-(Stop or Fricative)</th>
<th>IdentVoice-(Nasal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>is less stringent than</td>
<td>is less stringent than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IdentPlace-(Stop or Fricative or Nasal)</td>
<td>IdentVoice-(Nasal or Oral Stop)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result of these universals, my approach to calculating IO-faith specificity has two steps. When considering a set of faithfulness constraints, the learner will first ‘pre-compile’ the specificity between their contexts using universal properties of CON – defined below as the kind and number of ‘contextual arguments’ each takes (explanation to follow.) If this first pass underdetermines the specific-to-general relations (as it will in the case of e.g. Ident(F)-σ̅ and Ident(F)-σ̅₁) – the learner will then turn to the Support’s winners, and evaluate contexts one by one. This second step will require a tool over which the learner can calculate these relationships, which I will call here the Context Table. To summarize:

70) **The method for detecting IO-faith Specificity**

(a) Is there a universal relation between contexts X and Y? (the Context Arguments test)
(b) Does the Support reveal a contingent relation between contexts X and Y? (the Contingent Specificity test)

---

**Note:** For work which uses featural faithfulness constraints of this sort see e.g. Becker (2006) on (OO) Ident(ve)-Labial; Beckman and Ringen (2006) on Ident(ve)-Fricative.

---


In the sections that I follow I demonstrate how and why these two steps work; integrating them into a BCD-style ranking bias will be the province of section 7.

Before continuing, a remark about efficiency and computation may be in order. Given that the first step of this method establishes contextual relations that are universal, it might be something of a pedantic pity to re-calculate whether e.g. segments that are onsets are a special case of segments every time the learner needs to choose the ranking Ident(F)-Onset >> M >> Ident(F)-Seg. As an alternative, one could either hardwire the learner with the knowledge of these context subset relations, or else ask the learner to apply step 1 every time they need to but then store the results to be used in all subsequent rankings.

If these two alternative approaches were to be implemented computationally, it seems likely that a constant recalculation of universal context specificity would add unnecessary effort to the learner’s task. The only reason to do so would seem to be a purely formal interest in hard-wiring as little into the learner as possible – beyond this aesthetic concern, I leave the matter open.

---

6.2 **The first step: finding universal specificity relations**

The schematics in (68) and (69) showed the two kinds of universal specific-to-general relations we want our learner to notice just from constraint definitions, or rather the definition of their contexts.

---

28 One substantive issue with hardwiring these universal specificity relations might arise when comparing constraints with multiple contexts, some but not all of which are in universal stringency relations, and thereby deciding e.g. whether Ident(mid)-Root-Seg and Ident(mid)-σ̅₁-Labial are in a stringency relationship. Whether the relevant constraints are ever in conflict in a ranking situation is an empirical question to which I do not know the answer.
First, we must decide what a context is. All work on positional faithfulness is concerned with giving constraints the right structural context – input initial syllable, output onset, and so forth – as well as its banned unfaithful mapping (voicing mismatch, missing correspondent, etc.). In this work, the contextual arguments of constraints are always at the level of the segment, or above: either a prosodic or morphological category. Some representative examples of constraints and their context arguments are given below:

71) constraint positional context argument(s)
(a) MAX segment
(b) DEP-{V} vowel & segment
(c) IDENT[vowel] segment
(d) IO-DENT[lab]-Ons onset & segment
(e) IO-DENT[phar]-Rt root & segment
(f) IO-DENT[mid]-Rtσ initial syllable & root & segment

As 71) shows, all the positional constraints have been defined with the argument segment as well as something else. This is important for one thing because it allows the comparison of phonological and morphological contexts, whose affiliations only overlap at the segmental level. With the arguments defined this way, we can find the most specific members of a set of positional contexts merely by finding proper subsets:

73) (i) MAX (a)’s context is less specific than those of constraints (b),(d)-(f)
(ii) IDENT (c)’s context is less specific than those of constraints (b),(d)-(f)
(iii) IO-Ident-Rt (e)’s context is less specific than that of IO-Ident-Rt-σ1 (f)

I am also assuming that faithfulness constraints can be relativized to featural contexts. Thus, we will need to determine specificity relations among the subsegmental context arguments of constraints. One current view of featural faithfulness comes from the theory of de Lacy (2002), in which faithfulness constraints protect features in direct proportion to their markedness, and where featural markedness directly reflects stringent markedness scales. As an example, the featural markedness scale on major places of articulation in 70) below results in a set of IDENT[place] constraints, which increase in stringency from the most specific to the most general:

74) Place of Articulation Markedness Scale, from most to least marked:
(scale and constraints adapted from de Lacy, 2002: 167,173-174; see e.g. Jakobson 1941/1967; Paradis and Prunet, 1991; Lombardi, 1995)

dorsal > labial > coronal > glottal

---

30 I only include (g) just to show that in principle a constraint could have three context arguments.
31 This means I have nothing to say about faithfulness to floating features or their kin – on such objects in the OT context, see e.g. Zoll (1996), Wolf (2005).
75) constraint examples
   subsegmental context argument(s)
   (a) IDENT[place]-dors       dorsal
   (b) IDENT[place]-dors, lab   dorsal or labial
   (c) IDENT[place]-dors, lab, cor   dorsal or labial, or coronal
   (d) IDENT[place]       dorsal or labial or coronal or glottal

This theory's faithfulness constraints wear their stringency relations on their sleeves. But notice that the relationship between the number of arguments and the specificity of a constraint is opposite to the prosodic domain: here, each argument adds another featural context for faithfulness to apply to, rather than further restricting its application. As such, the test for subsegmental arguments equates decreased specificity with supersets rather than subsets:

76) the Subsegmental Context Arguments test
   GIVEN: two subsegmental context arguments, S1 and S2
   IF:   if S1 is a proper superset of S2
   THEN: S1 is less specific than S2

By this reckoning, we can calculate that 75)d)'s context is less specific than all three other constraints; that 75)c)'s context is less specific than a) and b)'s, and so on.

6.3 The second step: finding contingent specificity relations

We now have seen the straightforward way of determining the specific-to-general relations inherent to constraint definitions. In this section I turn to the method of determining contingent specific-to-general relations, using a tool I will call the Context Table (CT). Note that the method for building such tables, though to a slightly different end, was also proposed by Hayes (2004), footnote 31, and that my CTs were (re)designed with his proposal in mind.

A Context Table is a chart that keeps track of whether a faithfulness context can occur independent of another, in a given set of words:

77) A Context Table, not yet filled in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>σ'</th>
<th>onset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>σ'</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onset</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the left of each row and the top of each column are a series of contexts. In a completed CT, the two cells marked “?” will either be filled in with a check or left blank. To complete the table, the learner must find every instance of each context in every winner.

For illustration purposes, imagine the learner has added only three ERC rows to the Support thus far, and that the resulting winners are as in 78):

78) A set of stored words:
   (a) pát  (b) ibák (c) páda

Here is how a context table is completed. To fill in each cell, the learner asks whether each instance of phonological material in the context of row x is also in the context of column y:

79) The Context Table procedure
   GIVEN: For a set of winners, and a context table with rows r1 to rx, columns c1 to cy and cells <row, column>
   IF:   some segment is in the context of row x but not in the context of column y
   THEN: put a mark in cell <i,j>
In 77), there are two contexts, so the ‘if’ statement of 79) above ranges over two questions: “is every segment in a stressed syllable also in an onset?” and “is every segment in an onset also in a stressed syllable?” Given the first question: the first segment in a stressed syllable that is not an onset (say, the á of [pat] in 78a) will cause the learner to update this context table as in 80):

80) **A Context Table, half filled in**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>σ’</th>
<th>onset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>onset</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To answer the second question: once the learner comes across the onset of an unstressed syllable (like the [d] of 78c), they will add a second mark to their table:

81) **A Context Table, fully filled in**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>σ’</th>
<th>onset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>σ’</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onset</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reading context tables to answer the specificity question works as follows:

82) **The Contingent Specificity test**

**Given**: two context arguments, C1 and C2, and a context table with cells <row, column>

**If**: cell <C1,C2> of a Context Table has a mark while cell <C2,C1> does not

**Then**: C1 is less specific than C2

As soon as the learner has put marks in cells <C1,C2> and <C2,C1> of a table, the test above already tells them that no stringency relation holds between two constraints – the search is over. However, if at the end of the search these two cells are asymmetric (one has a mark, and the other doesn’t) the learner will have found a contingent specificity relation.

To illustrate this, imagine we provide our learner with a novel language, which has the following two attested properties. First: as in Pintupi discussed in §4.3.1.1, stress is assigned using trochaic feet built L-to-R, meaning that initial syllables are always stressed, as well as every odd syllable after that. This means that initial syllables are a special case of stressed syllables. Second, mid vowels in this language are restricted to initial syllables only – this is the case in Shona: see esp. Beckman (1998) and references cited therein. So let’s call this language Shontupi. With respect to the distribution of mid vowels, the necessary Shontupi ranking is:

83) Ident[mid]₁ > *mid > Ident[mid]ₚ (…and Ident[mid]ₙₚ, etc.)

And in the course of acquiring Shontupi, our learner encounters the by-now familiar ERC row repeated in 84):

84) **/képa/ *[mid] Ident[mid]₁**

| képa – kípa l w w |

Based on this error, our learner can build a context table. To do so, we must have some winners to examine, so:

85) **A representative set of Shontupi words**

képa
típu
kópilâ
tabukida

In examining these words using the reasoning from the context table procedure above, the learner will discover e.g. that the segments [la] of ‘kórílà’ are in the context [σ'] but not [σ₁]. This means that it will enter a mark in cell <σ', σ₁>:

86) The resulting context table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>σ₁</th>
<th>σ'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>σ'</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, it will never come across a word in which some segment is in an initial syllable, but not a stressed syllable. Thus the table in 86) will be its final context table, to which it will apply the Contingent Stringency test:

87) The Contingent Stringency test, applied to 86)  

Since: cell <σ', σ₁> cell has a mark while cell <σ₁, σ'> does not  
Then: context [σ'] is less specific than the context [σ₁]

And with this knowledge, the specific >> general faith bias our learner will be armed with in section 7 will correctly resolve errors like the one in 84) by installing just the more specific constraint, Ident[mid]-σ₁.

6.4 Why context tables are dynamic

The context tables that I have proposed here are dynamic. They are built on-the-fly – constructed as biases demands, used once to choose between a set of Faithfulness constraints at one particular stratum and then forgotten, and are not stored in any learning memory. In other words, context tables are NOT like the Support, in that they are not the learner’s gradual lexicon of contextual asymmetries encountered so far, built up incrementally over time. This section demonstrates the reason to build CTs dynamically rather than incrementally: to prevent redundancy in the recovery from winner misparses that will add extra marks to early context tables.

6.4.1 What can go wrong in a context table?

Two things can go wrong in the building of a context table. Compared to a hypothetical correct table, either a missing mark can be absent from a cell where one should be (89a), or an extra mark can be present in a cell where one shouldn’t be (89b):

88) The correct Context Table for a language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>σ₁</th>
<th>σ'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>σ'</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

89) a) A missing mark    b) An extra mark

When will these mistakes get made, and what kinds of restrictiveness problems can they cause?

First: errors of missing marks are easy to make, but they don’t cause any permanent restrictiveness problems on either the dynamic or incremental approaches. For example, the learner of Shontupi who hasn’t seen any words longer than two syllables yet will only have seen words with one initial and one stressed syllable – being the exact same syllable in each word. If at this point they build a initial syllable/stressed syllable
context table, they will build the one in 89a), missing a mark, and so they will have no
stringency reason not to install e.g. Ident-[mid]σ, which can unfortunately build them a
superset grammar.

However, this missing mark will appear as soon the learner encounters a word
like e.g. képilà, in which the learner can see that stressed syllables need not be initial.
And regardless of whether the context table that encodes this discovery is being built
from scratch when required by the BCD algorithm, or being augmented incrementally,
the next time the learner uses the Context Table procedure it will correctly include the
mark and so require the correct installation of only Ident-[mid]-σ.

Unlike missing marks, extra marks will get into a context table not by having
insufficient data but through the structural misanalyses that I have called ‘winner
misparses’. In the present case, a relevant winner misparse would make the learner of
Shontupi incorrectly believe they’d heard an unstressed initial syllable. This could result
from misparsing a two-word sequence (clitic-noun, preposition-verb etc.) as one word,
making it appear that stress falls on the second syllable of this false “word”:

90)  A winner misparse
   a) correct parse:   [ba] [képilà]
   b) potential misparse: [báképilà]

This misparse will result in a CT with an extra mark in the top right-hand corner:

91)  the extra mark caused by a winner misparse

Like with the missing mark, this CT wrongly assures the learner that there is no
stringency relationship between initial and stressed syllable contexts, and so creates the
possibility that Ident-σ’ constraints will be installed when Ident-σ₁ constraints should be
used.

As I argued in previous sections, winner misparses are a likely part of the learning
process, because getting the right structural analyses of words depends on grammatical
and lexical properties that are not available anywhere in the acoustic signal. Another
such example where a winner misparse would choose a superset grammar comes from a
language in which stressed syllables are always in the root. If the learner of this language
misparses a word’s root-affix boundary as in 92b) below, the apparent fact that stress can
appear on an affix would cause the creation of the incorrect context table in 93b):

92)  A morphological misparse
   a) correct parse:   [σ’ σ σ] root word
   b) potential misparse: [σ affix [σ σ] root] word

93)  a) the correct CT
     b) the extra mark CT

(The other mark, which registers the fact that root syllables need not also be stressed
syllables, will be correctly drawn in response to either parse – because in both winners
the second and third syllables are in the root but unstressed.)
6.4.2 Overcoming extra marks in a context table

Under the dynamic approach to context tables, extra marks are just hiccoughs in data processing – in the same way that winner misparses are themselves. If the Shontupi learner draws a misleading CT because of a bad parse, it may cause the temporary construction of a superset grammar, but this error will only last as long as the bad parse does. Once a word is reparsed and its Support entry has been corrected (e.g. 93b has been replaced with 93a), the next cycle of learning will require a new CT to be drawn and the right stringency relations will emerge.

In an incremental approach, however, extra marks would be somewhat messier to overcome, because they’d require a separate clean-up strategy in the CT-building mechanism. Once the learner had realized that [ba képi là] was in fact two words, she would have to entertain the re-calculation of every marked cell one of whose structural contexts was in the re-parsed word.32

Furthermore: making context tables dynamic leaves the Support as the one true and constant repository of learning data, in keeping with (at least part of) the BCD spirit. As the Support grows and changes, its emerging knowledge will influence both the frequent re-ranking of constraints and the frequent recalculation of dynamic context tables, both when prompted by the learning algorithm.

6.5 Why contingent specificity cannot be learned from Ls and Ws

In this section I demonstrate why contingent specificity relations cannot come from the comparison of the ERC rows themselves – that is, why they cannot be assessed by comparing the behaviour of faithfulness constraints rather than contexts (recall the discussion in section 6.1 above on the difference.)

What the learner wants to know about the target language is whether faithfulness in one of the two contexts under consideration implies faithfulness in the other, but not vice versa. So with the contexts of initial and stressed syllables in mind, one approach might have been to look across the Support for winner-loser pairs in which faithfulness to some feature is decisive in one of the two domains (assigning a W), but ambivalent in the other (assigning an e).

To give a concrete example that can demonstrate this approach’s failure, let us continue to imagine that our target language is Pintupi in which initial syllables are a special case of stressed syllables. So in looking for asymmetric ERC rows as suggested in the previous paragraph, the learner will be hoping for examples like 94) below:

94) An asymmetric ERC row

| /kipy/ | *front+rd | Ident-hi-σ1 | Ident-hi-σ’ |
| kipy ~ kipi | L | e | W |

In this approach, this ERC would act as a hint that Ident(hi)-σ1 is a more stringent constraint in the target language than Ident(hi)-σ’. This in turn would translate into a specificity relation between the two contexts [σ1] and [σ’].

As it turns out, however, the nature of positional faithfulness makes this kind of evidence from ERC rows unreliable – even contradictory. Because when searching the
Support for asymmetric rows like 94), an unlucky learner of Pintupi might make the error in 95a), and build the ERC in 95b) as a result:

95a) An unfortunate error:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/kýpa/</th>
<th>*front+rd</th>
<th>Ident(hi)-σ₁</th>
<th>Ident(hi)-σ'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kýpa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-kipá</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

95b) The resulting perverse ERC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/kýpa/</th>
<th>*front+rd</th>
<th>Ident(hi)-σ₁</th>
<th>Ident(hi)-σ'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kýpa</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this language, this ERC demonstrates the reverse asymmetry compared to 94). As such, it is completely misleading to the learner: it suggests that stressed syllables are a special case of initial syllables! As we know that the target language’s initial syllables are always stressed, this can’t be right.

The crucial problem with using an ERC row like 95b) to reason in the way we did previously with 94) comes from the differences between their winners and losers. In 95b), the loser differs from the winner in its violation of Ident(hi)-σ₁, because it has un-rounded the initial syllable. However, this loser also differs from the winner by shifting stress onto the second syllable. And it is because of this second change that the loser does not violate Ident(hi)-σ': not because the input’s stressed syllable height has been preserved, but because the input’s stress has been moved. This problem is in some sense inherent to a pathology in the definition of positional faithfulness – one which has been raised by a number of authors33 and which remains unresolved.

33 See Beckman (1998) citing Rolf Noyer, as well as Wilson (2000).

7. Implementing the Spec-F >> Gen-F bias

7.1 A working BCD algorithm

With all the results of the chapter so far, we are now in a position to put together our rankings biases into a working BCD algorithm. To understand how this works, we need one more piece of Prince and Tesar’s proposal; I will describe it here rather briefly, but the reader who is unfamiliar with BCD is encouraged to consult the much more thorough explication of these ideas in Prince and Tesar’s work.

We have already seen that ranking biases drive the learner to install e.g. markedness higher than faithfulness when possible. To get from ranking biases to a BCD algorithm, we must see how the learner stays as close to their biases as possible even when the data makes installing any of the preferred constraints impossible.

The leading idea from Prince and Tesar on this aspect of the algorithm is that the learner should install just as many of the dispreferred constraints in the current stratum as will allow the installation of preferred constraints in the next stratum. To take the markedness >> IO-faith bias: if there is more than one set of minimal IO faithfulness constraints that can be installed in stratum n that will allow some markedness constraints to be installed in stratum n+1, then the learner chooses the set that allows the most markedness constraints to be installed. In their BCD version, this idea is enforced only with respect to markedness >> IO-faith, but it can be generalized here to help enforce the OO-faith >> markedness bias as well.34

With this final piece, we can now see the prose version of the BCD algorithm I will be assuming for the rest of the dissertation. It is given in 96) below: while this

34 See Prince and Tesar 2004’s definitions of ‘Smallest Effective F-Sets and Richest Markedness Cascades for the details.
version is given in my own wording, I wish to be explicit that the BCD method itself is in no way innovated beyond that of Prince and Tesar (2004) – my additions are just to add the OO-faith bias as step 1, and to include the specific >> general IO-faith bias in the way that I have.

96) My BCD algorithm

Step 1: Install all OO-Faith constraints that prefer no Ls
   a) if any can be installed, move onto step 3
   b) if none are left to installed, move onto step 2
   c) if some are left but none prefers no Ls,
      i) Install the smallest set of W-prefering Markedness constraints that will allow the installation of the most OO-faith constraints in the next consecutive strata\(^\text{35}\), and move onto step 3

Step 2: Install all Markedness constraints that prefer no Ls
   a) if any can be installed, move onto step 3
   b) if none are left to installed, move onto step 4
   c) if some are left but none prefers no Ls,
      i) Find the set of context arguments of all W-prefering IO-Faith constraints. If there is only W-preferer, install it and move onto step 3, otherwise
      ii) Determine all the specific-to-general relations among their contexts, using the Context Arguments and Contingent Specificity tests, and find the resulting set of W-prefering IO-faith constraints with the most specific context arguments, and then
      iii) Install the smallest set of these W-prefering IO-faith constraints that will allow the installation of the most Markedness constraints in the next consecutive strata and move onto step 3

Step 3: Remove all resolved errors from the Support, and return to Step 1 to build the next stratum

Step 4: Install all remaining IO-faith constraints in the bottom stratum, and END.

Having adopted this algorithm, the reader whose primary interest is in natural L1 learning data can now safely skip ahead to the summary of this chapter in section 8. For others, however, the two sections below provide some discussion of the ways in which specific to general relations can be calculated, and their consequences for BCD’s ranking decisions.

7.2 Ways of calculating Spec-F >> Gen-F relations: the Azba case study

In this section, I illustrate the way in which the set of faithfulness constraints the learner chooses to calculate IO-faith specificity will affect the learning results. The case under discussion here is the Azba language, invented by Prince and Tesar and also discussed by Hayes. (It is a hypothetical example, but these authors note that it resembles both Attic Greek and Russian.) The example is one in which the learner is trying to learn the distribution of voiced fricatives, in a language where fricative voicing only appears in coda position through regressive assimilation from onset stops – e.g. \([azba]\). In all other contexts, the language only allows voiceless fricatives (e.g., \([sa]\) and \([as]\)), while stops can be either voiced or voiceless. As a result, the Azba lexicon looks like this:

78}

\(^{35}\) Again, see the definition of ‘Richest Markedness Cascade’ in Prince and Tesar (2004) to understand what “the next consecutive strata” means.


97) The schematic Azba lexicon

a) stops: \([ba]\) \([pa]\) \([ab]\) \([ap]\)
b) fricatives: \([sa]\) \([as]\)
c) clusters: \([azba]\) \([aspa]\)
The concern is what faithfulness constraint will be used to protect the fricative’s voicing in [az.ba].

In the illustration that Prince and Tesar originally provided and which I will follow, there are three Markedness constraints: two that penalize voiced obstruents (*b and *z), and one that requires voicing agreement between obstruent clusters (Agree(voice)). There are also four faithfulness constraints: defined just as Ident(b), Ident(z), and their onset-only versions, which we can construe as constraints protecting voicing. With these constraints and this lexicon the learner’s errors will all result from devoicing, in the three contexts that voicing appears: onset stops, coda stops, and coda fricatives. Thus, the Azba learner’s set of ERC rows looks like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agree (voice)</th>
<th>*b-Onset</th>
<th>*z-Onset</th>
<th>Ident(b)</th>
<th>Ident(z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) ab ~ ap</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) ba ~ pa</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) azba ~ aspa</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this Support set, the BCD learner will first install Agree(voice) in the top stratum. But since Agree(voice) assigns no Ws it resolves no errors, and both remaining markedness constraints *b and *z both assign Ls. So what IO-faithfulness constraint(s) should the learner choose?

---

### 7.2.1 Using a context-based F-specificity bias

In the BCD algorithm that I defined in 96), the learner will indeed choose the right constraint. This is partly because my learner computes specific to general relations via tests across contexts, not constraints. It is not necessary for a more specific version of a particular constraint (like Ident(z)-onset) to assign Ws in order to notice that Ident(z) has a very general context. This is illustrated below: after having assigned Agree(voice) to its first stratum, my learner will use its third step to install a constraint in the second stratum and come up with the right choice:

99) **BCD learning of Azba with a specific-F contexts bias**

(Since there are no OO-faith constraints under discussion here, I skip Step 1)

**To build stratum 1:**

**Step 2:** Install all Markedness constraints that prefer no Ls

Resulting stratum: Agree(voice)

**Step 3:** Errors removed from the Support: none.

Error remaining: ba ~ pa, ab ~ ap, azba ~ aspa

**To build stratum 2:**

**Step 2:** Install all Markedness constraints that prefer no Ls
c) since some are left but none prefers no Ls:

---

36 This would mean, in the terms of section 6, that these constraints are really Ident(voice)-fricative, Ident(voice)-stop, Ident(voice)-Fricative-Onset and Ident(voice)-Stop-Onset: these are the definitions used by Hayes. Since there is no specificity relation between the context arguments ‘stop’ and ‘fricative’, I will use the simpler constraint labels from Prince and Tesar. However, this point raises the issue of whether it is ever necessary to compute specificity using both prosodic and subsegmental contexts, and if so how these would be interpreted by the ranking algorithm (in particular, which would take precedence.) See § 7.4.
i) Find the set of context arguments of all W-prefering IO-Faith constraints. 

W-prefering constraints: \{Ident(b)-Onset, Ident(b), Ident(z)\}
Context arguments: \{Onset, Seg\}

ii) Determine all the specific-to-general relations among their contexts, using the Context Arguments and Contingent Specificity tests, and find the resulting set of W-prefering IO-faith constraints with the most specific context arguments.

Resulting relations: Seg is less specific than Onset

iii) Install the smallest set of these W-prefering IO-faith constraints that allows the installation of the most Markedness constraints in the next successive strata and move onto step 3

Resulting stratum: Ident(b)-Onset

Step 3: Errors removed from the Support: ba ~ pa, azba ~ aspa

Error remaining: ab ~ ap

Now everything is smooth sailing. The only remaining error is 98ji), whose ERC row contains only one W-prefering IO-faith constraint, Ident(b). And after installing Ident(b) in the third stratum (by Step 3i), the learner will have resolved all the errors in the Support, so they are free to install all remaining markedness constraints in the fourth stratum (*b) and (*z), and then all remaining IO-faith constraints in the final stratum (Ident(z) and Ident(z)-Onset).

I spell out these remaining steps of the algorithm below just for completeness. But the crucial point is that this learner has installed all faithfulness constraints related to voiced fricatives (z) below the markedness constraint *z, and so chosen the most restrictive grammar consistent with the data:

100) BCD learning of Azba with a specific-F contexts bias, part two
(continuing to skip Step 1, as in part one)

To build stratum 3:

Step 2: Install all Markedness constraints that prefer no Ls

Resulting stratum: Ident(b)

To build stratum 4:

Step 2: Install all Markedness constraints that prefer no Ls

Resulting stratum: *b, *z

To build stratum 5:

Step 2: Install all Markedness constraints that prefer no Ls

Since none are left to installed, move onto step 4:

Step 4: Install all remaining IO-faith constraints in the bottom stratum, and END

Resulting stratum: Ident(z)-Onset, Ident(z)

101) The final Azba ranking:

Agree(voice) >> Ident(b)-Onset >> Ident(b) >> *b, *z >> Ident(z)-Onset, Ident(z)

7.2.2 Using a constraint-based F-stringency bias: Hayes’ simulation

Appendix A of Hayes (2004) discusses the Azba example, from both the perspective of his own Low-Faithfulness Constraint Demotion algorithm as well as a version of BCD that includes a version of the specific >> general faithfulness bias. He concludes there that if the BCD is equipped with this bias, the Azba-learning child will indeed correctly choose to install Ident(b)-Onset. His demonstration of this, using both algorithms, appears on his website.37

37http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/hayes/Acquisition/AzbaSpecificityBCD.htm
Hayes’ version of the specific faithfulness bias is like the one I have proposed in that he determines the specificity of contexts by looking at winners, but the way the bias uses that specificity information is somewhat different. Once his learner determines that no more markedness constraints can be installed, it determines the stringency relations of the faithfulness constraints themselves – and not just of all W-prefering constraints, but of all unranked IO-faithfulness constraints. It then and rules out all the more general ones, before considering which of the remaining constraints are W-prefering.

In the Azba case, this means that both the general Ident constraints are ruled out because their Ident-Onset constraints are less stringent. Then, choosing a W-prefering faithfulness constraint necessarily picks the Ident(b)-Onset constraint, because Ident(z)-Onset does not prefer any winners (it only assigns es.)

To see that this works, I apply this approach below to just build the first two strata of the Azba grammar:

102) **BCD learning of Azba with an all-F stringent constraint bias** (adapted from: http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/hayes/Acquisition/AzbaSpecificityBCD.htm)

- **The Support, repeated**
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agree (voice)</th>
<th>*b</th>
<th>*z</th>
<th>Ident(b)-Onset</th>
<th>Ident(z)-Onset</th>
<th>Ident(b)</th>
<th>Ident(z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td></td>
<td>*e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>ab – ap</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>azba – aspa</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To build stratum 1

**Step 1:** Install all Markedness constraints that prefer no Ls

Resulting stratum 1: Agree(voice)

To build stratum 2

**Step 1:** Install all Markedness constraints that prefer no Ls

Resulting stratum 2: -- empty --

103) **The first two strata:** Agree(voice) >> Ident(b)-Onset

It is, of course, something of a lucky accident that there was only one remaining faithfulness constraint that assigned a W at stratum 2 – or rather, a function of the small constraint set used to illustrate this case. This just means we did not need to rely on the other principles for choosing among IO-faithfulness constraints in the later parts of Step 2 – or indeed the principles for choosing between IO-faith constraints used by Hayes 2004 to similar ends.

The important point about the Hayesian specific-to-general faithfulness bias is that it requires calculating the stringency relations of every unranked faithfulness constraint in CON. In the Azba case: the reason the learner knew not to install Ident(z) is because it knew Ident(z)-Onset was more specific – even though Ident(z)-Onset assigned no Ws, and therefore could not possibly be useful in resolving errors. In the approach to calculating context specificity that I presented in section 6, this would mean recalculating a Context Table across ALL contexts, at least once per re-ranking (or at least across all contexts whose relationships that could be contingent.)

7.2.3 Prince and Tesar (2004) on the Azba language

A third approach would be to calculate the stringency relations between W-prefering constraints. This is the specific-over-general faithfulness bias that Prince and
Tesar (2004) consider, and which they point out will be unable to find the right constraint to install in the Azba case. As just emphasized above: looking just at the W-preferring constraints, the learner will not be required by an F-stringency bias to rule out Ident(z), because the specific Ident(z)-Onset constraint doesn’t prefer any winners.

104) **BCD learning of Azba with W-preferring stringent constraint bias**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agree (voice)</th>
<th>*b</th>
<th>*z</th>
<th>Ident(b) -Onset</th>
<th>Ident(z) -Onset</th>
<th>Ident(b)</th>
<th>Ident(z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) ab – ap</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) ba – pa</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) azba – aspa</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To build stratum 1
Step 1: Install all Markedness constraints that prefer no Ls
Resulting stratum 1: Agree(voice)

To build stratum 2
Step 1: Install all Markedness constraints that prefer no Ls
Resulting stratum 2: -- empty --

Step 2: Find the set of W-preferring Faithfulness constraints
Constraints ruled out: Ident(z)
Remaining constraints: Ident(b)-Onset, Ident(b), Ident(z)-Onset

Step 3: Rule out all unranked W-preferring Faithfulness constraints that are more stringent than any other.
Constraints ruled out: Ident(b)
Remaining constraints: Ident(b)-Onset, Ident(z)

7.2.4 **Summarizing the Azba results**

The Azba discussion above suggests that there are two good ways of calculating specific-to-general relations among IO-faith constraints: either we calculate across context arguments for a small(er) set of constraints as I have done, or we calculate across a large(r) set of constraints as Hayes does. As I mentioned above, the approach that I use does have the potential benefit of requiring fewer calculations among contexts with potential contingent subset relations. But the real choice between these options (and any others) will have to be made by using them in learning algorithms to handle a wide variety of data.

7.3 **Returning to Anti-Paninian rankings and phonotactic learning**

The Azba example has brought out one further point about the workings of the specific-over-general faithfulness bias adopted here. What we’ve seen is that even when a general faithfulness constraint must be ranked above a markedness constraint, my learner will choose first to install the specific one, and then the general one. We can see this by focusing our attention on just the stop voicing constraints in the Azba example, in the Support and the final ranking:

105) **The Support, repeated in part**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*b</th>
<th>Ident(b) -Onset</th>
<th>Ident(z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>ab</td>
<td>ap</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>ba</td>
<td>pa</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>azba</td>
<td>aspa</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

106) **The final ranking learned, repeated in part from 101**

Ident(b)-Onset >> Ident(b) >> *b

It is clear from the first error 105i) that general Ident(b) will have to be ranked above *b in the final ranking – and installing this faithfulness constraint would be
sufficient. In other words, our learner would get the right surface pattern if he had instead used a ranking algorithm that chose this ranking:

107) A different ranking for Azba, that is equally surface-restrictive:
Ident(b) >> *b >> Ident(b)-Onset

Is there any problem with choosing 106) instead of 107) from this Support? One point already addressed in section 4.1.1 is that the ranking in 105) is sort of Anti-Paninian (Prince 1997 et seq.), in that it ranks a general faith constraint above a specific one with some constraint intervening.38 So to rephrase the question: is there any problem with a learner who never adopts Anti-Paninian rankings from this Support?

Luckily, no. The crucial thing about AP rankings among faithfulness constraints is that they can only be necessary to analyze alternations – and alternations will provide a support different than the one in 105). Here I will demonstrate this using the Swedish voicing case from Lombardi (1999)39 as an example. I will not provide a full account of how the AP ranking should be learned, but merely suggest the aspects of the Support that would be relevant to its discovery.

From the perspective of phonotactic learning, the facts of Swedish voicing are just like Azba: coda-onset clusters can either be all voiced or voiceless. Using the by-now familiar constraints, the error in 108) shows only that some Ident[voice] constraint must out-rank *voice – so my BCD algorithm will choose the ranking in 109):

38 Though it is not crucial that the general ranks above the specific – thus, it might be better to refer to these rankings as ‘incidentally Anti-Paninian’.
39 This discussion owes much to Alan Prince’s LSA 2005 summer institute course notes.

108) The Support for Swedish voicing in phonotactic learning (using the Lombardi, 1999 analysis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agree (voice)</th>
<th>*voice</th>
<th>Ident(vce) -Onset</th>
<th>Ident(vce)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) azba – aspa</td>
<td>e L W W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

109) Resulting ranking

Agree[voice] >> Ident(vce)-Onset >> *voice >> Ident(vce)

However, this ranking turns out not to be the right one for Swedish. What alternations from Swedish demonstrate is that obstruent clusters can only be voiced on the surface if both of their input members were voiced, as in 110d). If either input obstruent was voiceless, the cluster will also be voiceless (110a-c):

110) The truth about Swedish – from alternations

| (a) /apta/ → [apta] | (d) /abda/ → [abda] |
| (b) /apda/ → [apta] |
| (c) /abta/ → [apta] |

The ranking that the phonotactic learner in 109) adopted, however, cannot explain the mapping in (110b): the fact that /apda/ devoices to [apta], even though its input onset member was voiced. Thus, assuming this ranking will lead to the following error:

111) The error made by the phonotactic learning grammar:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/apda/</th>
<th>Agree (voice)</th>
<th>Ident(vce) -Onset</th>
<th>*voice</th>
<th>Ident(vce)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>⊗ apta</td>
<td>*1</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≈ abda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Support for Swedish voicing, including alternations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner – Loser</th>
<th>Agree (voice)</th>
<th>*voiceIdent(vce) - Onset</th>
<th>Ident(vce)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) /azba/</td>
<td>azba – aspa</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) /apda/</td>
<td>apda – abda</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At this point, our learner has evidence that Ident(voice)-Onset chooses a loser. This is something novel about learning from alternations -- recall that in phonotactic learning, IO-faithfulness could only assign es and Ws. In the face of L-preferring faithfulness constraints, the F-specificity bias that I’ve suggested could be amended. For example, Step 3 could install faithfulness constraints that prefer some winners and no losers -- this would correctly choose the general Ident(voice) constraint in 112).

Whatever the right strategy to deal with alternations, my present point is only that general >> specific rankings among faithfulness constraints cannot be necessary on the basis of phonotactics alone. Since the learner must already be assuming unfaithful I-O mappings before they’re crucial, this investigation will fall into the broad category of issues for restrictive learning in the face of alternations.

7.4 Summary and outstanding issues

In this section I have implemented my bias for the most specific IO-faithfulness constraints possible, using the tools I built in section 6 for calculating both universal and contingent specific-to-general relations between the contexts of faithfulness constraints. I have put this bias in the context of my version of BCD, which I will use in the next chapters. I have also provided some discussion of how this bias compares to the ones considered by Hayes (2004) and Prince and Tesar (2004), and raised the issue of how this bias will carry over to the learning of alternations (§7.3.)

There are of course many outstanding issues. One central issue is how the IO-faith specificity bias interacts with other principles that enforce restrictiveness in the ranking of IO-faith constraints -- that is, whether the details of Step 2c) of my algorithm are the best ones. But remaining questions should also be asked about the workings of the bias itself. One already alluded to in footnote 33 is the potential interaction between degrees of specificity in prosodic and subsegmental contexts. That is: what should the BCD learner do when choosing between the following two constraints?

113) Two potential faithfulness constraints with conflicting specificities
   a) Ident[voice]-Stop
   b) Ident[voice]-Obstruent-Onset

The problem is that stops are more specific than obstruents, but onsets are more specific than segments. Thus, at the subsegmental level 113a)’s context is more specific, but at the prosodic level 113b)’s context is more specific. In such a case – which constraint should the learner install? A second issue is the possibility that multiple faithfulness constraints might need to be considered to determine the specific-to-general relations between context arguments.

In part, the answer to these questions will come from a better understanding of the correct theory of faithfulness. (In the first instance: if there is no constraint like Ident[voice]-Obstruent-Onset, that particular ranking indeterminacy will never arise.)

8. Chapter 2 Summary, in preparation for Chapter 3

This chapter has presented a view of error-driven phonotactic learning in Optimality Theory, using one of a class of Biased Constraint Demotion algorithms. I
have drawn together arguments from the literature to support three ranking biases for choosing the most restrictive grammar consistent with learning data. Together, these biases aim to rank OO-faith above Markedness, and Markedness above IO-Faith, and to install only the most specific of IO-Faithfulness constraints rather than any more general ones. I have focused in particular on this third bias, and argued that the difficulties in determining the most specific faithfulness constraints should be handled by calculating specificity across the contexts of faithfulness and examining the relations between those contexts in the language’s observed output forms (winners.) And in discussing the benefits of BCD learning, I have continually stressed the use of stored errors – the Support – to ensure that restrictive grammars can be learned at every stage of acquisition, and so that early errors about the learning data do not persist in later rankings.

Most of the rest of this dissertation is concerned with how this BCD-style learner can be used to describe and predict aspects of natural language acquisition. Before embarking on this project, however, I note that Prince and Tesar are very explicit about the limited connection between their work on restrictiveness and the analysis of child data: 114) “It is important, however, to keep the subset issue notionally distinct from issues in the analysis of early acquisition patterns. The proposals we shall entertain are not intended to provide a direct account for child language data, although we expect that they ought to bear on the problem in various ways.” (Prince and Tesar 2004: 250)

With this caveat in mind – what aspects of child language data could this BCD learner speak to?

One prediction is that the biases of BCD characterize what is usually called the ‘initial state’. In other words, they provide the ranking of constraints before any errors have been made and ERC rows added to the Support. 40 Thus, they also provide the grammar which begins the process of creating errors. For the BCD learner I gave in section 7.1, this initial ranking will look like 115):

115) The initial ranking, chosen by my BCD algorithm in the absence of ERC rows

OO-Faith >> Markedness >> IO-Faith

Note that the IO-faith specificity bias can’t have any initial ranking effect; this is because IO-faithfulness constraints are only spread out in the ranking if errors demand it, and until then are dumped in one stratum at the bottom of the hierarchy by Step 4.

What does this ranking tell us about early grammars? The high Markedness bias predicts that early grammars will be unmarked compared to the target. The high OO-faith bias makes predictions only once morphology has been learned; I will return to some support for this prediction in chapter 4 with data from Kazazis (1969), Bernhardt and Stemberger (1998) and Smith (1973). And while the IO-faith specificity bias isn’t relevant here, the existence of both specific and general faithfulness constraints at the bottom of our hierarchy predicts repairs in unprivileged contexts.

But what about stages of BCD learning once errors have been made? This is the subject of chapter 2.

40 Shelley Velleman (p.c.) points out that this pure initial state is clearly not the state of the grammar at the advent of phonological production or word learning. By the time they begin to talk, or even to produce canonical babble, children have learned many language-specific aspects of their phonological grammar. I remain agnostic as to the point at which this knowledge is rightly represented using an OT grammar of the sort being assumed here, but it will at least be before meaningful speech production begins.
CHAPTER III
ERROR-SELECTIVE LEARNING

1. Introduction

Chapter 2 presented the case for OT learning via a Biased Constraint Demotion-style algorithm. While I have proposed some augmentation of Prince and Tesar (2004)'s original proposals with additional biases and associated calculations, the approach is still very much committed to Prince and Smolensky's Cancellation/Domination Lemma (chapter 2 ex. 3) as the method of learning. In other words, getting from the current grammar to the next always involves reasoning from a set of ERC rows to the rankings that will choose winners over losers.

Biased Constraint Demotion is a mechanism for learning everything necessary to find the right rankings; as we will now see, this means it is not designed in any way to learn gradually or imperfectly. As we just saw at the end of chapter 2, gradual, realistic human learning is not Prince and Tesar's goal – they carefully point out that their aim is a formal OT ranking algorithm that behaves in accordance with the subset principle, and not one that acts like a human child.

However: the issues of restrictiveness discussed in chapter 1 are ones that should not be ignored in the investigation of early child phonologies (recall the discussion of French stress from the beginning of chapter 2 §3.) To reach their target phonological grammar, real-life language learners must find a way to replicate the observed outputs that they hear while still being restrictive. To the extent that BCD is the best way we know of keeping an OT learner restrictive, it therefore seems worthwhile to examine how a BCD learner could also be as gradual as a human child.

The goal of this chapter is therefore to propose a novel way of combining BCD with something that derives stages of acquisition – a way that relies on the insights of constraint demotion and ranking biases to derive some broadly-attested developmental stages in L1 learning. The proposal is called Error-Selective Learning: a method to make the learner choosy about which errors it adds to the Support, and therefore uses to re-rank via BCD.

This introductory section sketches Biased Constraint Demotion's over-quick learning, foreshadows the Error-Selective proposal, and provides two key examples of the attested intermediate acquisition stages that Error-Selective learning can derive. At the end of this section I provide a roadmap to the entire chapter, so that readers more interested in either data or theory can decide where to focus and where to skim.

1.1 The approach to reconciling BCD and gradual learning

The pure BCD learner performs its total re-ranking every time an error is added to the Support, which is every time an error is made. Since BCD is so efficient, it will learn everything there is to learn from each error as it is made, and ensure such an error is never made again.

Thus, one major way in which BCD is not a model of real-time language learning is that it fails to go through any intermediate stages: that is, it cannot learn partially from any of its data. For example, a learner whose current grammar does not permit any codas
to surface (described by the ranking fragment in (1)a below), only needs to make an error on a single word with a complex coda to acquire the fully-correct ranking in 1b):

1) Starting state: NoCoda, *ComplexCoda >> Max
Target state: Max >> NoCoda, *ComplexCoda

A representative flow chart of this process, using the English word ‘toast’, is sketched below:

2) How the BCD learner gets from an error to a new grammar
   
a) At an Early Stage: this error is made
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/host</th>
<th>tost</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>*ComplexCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   
adding error to the Support

b) ... the error is put into the Learning Support Table...
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner – Loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>*ComplexCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/host</td>
<td>tost</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/piz</td>
<td>piz</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   
learning: re-ranking via BCD

c) ... and the next stage is the Final Stage, with no more coda errors
   
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/host</th>
<th>tost</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>*ComplexCoda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/piz</td>
<td>piz</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   
There is no sense in which a BCD learner could choose to install Max above only NoCoda and not *ComplexCoda on the basis of the error in (2a). However, this is precisely the kind of intermediate stage that learners of languages with complex codas (like English) do go through, often for several months of development (see §1.1.1).

The illustration in (2) shows that to avoid learning complex codas immediately from just one word like ‘toast’, our learner must either not learn using BCD, or it must not learn from errors like (2a). Since the previous chapter was dedicated to the claim that BCD is a successful way to ensure that learners reach the right end state grammar, the proposal I will make in this chapter takes the latter approach and provides a more gradual way in which errors enter the Support and so trigger re-ranking.

Briefly, the idea is this. In Error-Selective Learning, errors are not immediately added to the Support when they’re made, but rather stored temporarily until a sufficient number of ERC rows have demonstrated one particular problem with the current ranking. Only at that point does the learner choose to update the Support – and not with all errors made, but with just an error that will cause a minimal change to the grammar.

The criteria that choose the right error to add to the Support are designed with two particular kinds of intermediate stage in mind. In the following two sections (§1.2 and §1.3), I provide a representative example of each from the literature; many more examples of each appear in section 2 below for the data-interested reader. I acknowledge in advance that the two types of intermediate stages I discuss below do not exhaustively describe every such attested stage in the acquisition literature – and in fact, that there are patterns found commonly in development that will not be captured by the Error-Selective idea.1 I focus here on these two stages in an attempt to make some initial progress, but the

---

1 One aspect of phonological development I will have nothing to say about here is the role of child-specific templates in e.g. Priestly (1977), Vihman and Croft (XX), Vihman (XX) and references therein. These are templates that a particular child adopts at an intermediate stage which overwrites segmental material predictably across a range of lexical items, but which unlike most templatic effects in adult and other child...
ultime success of the Error-Selective model will have to be judged with respect to a much broader range of data.

1.2 The Specific Markedness stage: English coda clusters

The data below from Trevor (Compton and Streeter 1977 – see §2.1.1) demonstrate the claim made above that English-learning children often pass through three stages of coda acquisition. At the first stage no codas are produced, at the intermediate stage only singleton codas are produced, and at the final stage complex codas now also appear.

3) Trevor’s three stages of coda acquisition

a) All codas deleted (up to 1;4.2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘duck’</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>0;10.17</td>
<td>‘plant’</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>1;3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘cup’</td>
<td>[k]</td>
<td>1;1.0</td>
<td>‘orange’</td>
<td>[o]</td>
<td>1;4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘puppet’</td>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>1;3.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Intermediate stage: singleton codas only (1;5-1;7.26)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘walk’</td>
<td>[w]</td>
<td>1;6.8</td>
<td>‘box’</td>
<td>[g]</td>
<td>1;7.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘hat’</td>
<td>[h]</td>
<td>1;6.8</td>
<td>‘toast’</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>1;7.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘melon’</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>1;7.26</td>
<td>‘milk’</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>1;7.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The intermediate stage in 3b) is one which requires a ranking like in 4) below:

4) A Specific Markedness stage

*ComplexCoda >> Max >> NoCoda

As the simple tableaux below illustrate, this ranking protects singleton codas, but still reduces complex coda clusters:

5a) Max >> NoCoda protects singleton codas in ‘walk’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/w/</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[w]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5b) NoComplex >> Max reduces coda clusters in ‘toast’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/t/</th>
<th>NoComplexCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.3 The Specific Faithfulness stage: French onset clusters

The second kind of intermediate stage comes from Rose (2000), who documented stages in the acquisition of Québécois French by two children, Clara and Théo. He presents evidence of a stage at which complex onsets are preserved faithfully in stressed syllables, but the same clusters are reduced to singleton in unstressed syllables:
6) Clara’s three stages of onset acquisition (see Rose 2000:130-133)

a) All onsets reduced (1;0.28-1;09.01)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stressed syllable</th>
<th>unstressed syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target</strong></td>
<td><strong>Child</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>/k/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kæ/</td>
<td>/kæ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Intermediate stage: stressed onsets retained (1;09.29-2;03.05)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stressed syllable</th>
<th>unstressed syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target</strong></td>
<td><strong>Child</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/bi./</td>
<td>/b/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/glis/</td>
<td>/klis/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/bi./</td>
<td>/b/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/gwæ/</td>
<td>/gwæ/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ranking this 6b) intermediate stage suggests:

7) A Specific Faithfulness stage
Max-(σ') >> *ComplexOnset >> Max

In this ranking, markedness is sandwiched between two faithfulness constraints – the higher-ranked of which is a positional version of Max. I will return to the correct definition of this constraint in section 1.4, but its effect will be to prevent input segments from being deleted from stressed syllables. With this constraint, we get Clara’s intermediate stage, as below:

It should be noted that the specific faithfulness constraints that I focus on in this chapter are positional rather than featural – that is, the contexts in which they apply are prosodic categories higher than the segment (stressed syllables, initial syllables, and Roots). However, many OT analyses of intermediate stages in child development use Ident[feature] constraints in ways that, if translated into a stringent theory of featural faithfulness, would provide parallel rankings to the one in (7). (For examples, see Pater (1997) section 4.3 on child consonant harmony constraints intermingled with faithfulness and the grammar fragments in Pater and Barlow (2003) figures 2-4.)

1.4 Analytic assumptions about the intermediate stages

1.4.1 Stringency relations among markedness constraints

Chapter 2 already made it clear that the theory of faithfulness I adopt uses stringency relations to capture the positional and specific contexts of faithfulness constraints. In the coda vs. complex coda example from 1.2 above, I’ve similarly characterized the “flanking” markedness constraints as being in a stringency relation. The top Markedness constraint is *ComplexOnset, given as a separate constraint from *ComplexCoda – rather than using a single *Complex constraint which would not be in a
stringency relation with NoCoda (because CCVC syllables would violate the former and not the latter.).

In this particular case the split seems well-justified, if only because children acquire clusters edge by edge (see the data above, or the Dutch data presented in Levelt and van der Vijver, 2004). There might well be different (or even better) analyses of the data that I present in this chapter that does not involve stringency relations between its constraints – and certainly there are intermediate stages that do not include such stringency relations. In the end, stringency relations between markedness constraints will turn out to be a relevant but not necessary aspect of my Error-Selective method of deriving stages. However, they do provide a clear example of how the proposal works.

1.4.2 Positional faithfulness and input prosodic structure

Two kinds of positional faith constraints are used in this dissertation to capture intermediate stages of acquisition. The first is the more common positional Ident constraint used normally in analyses of adult grammars (see the body of references in chapter 1 §4.1). As we already saw in chapter 1, these constraints retain input properties in a particular output context, e.g.:

9) Ident[voice]-Onset: “Output segments syllabified as onsets must match their input correspondents for the feature [voice]”

The second kind of positional faithfulness constraint, which in fact play a role in the majority of this section’s analyses, are Max constraints with a positional flavour. These constraints prohibit deletion only in certain output contexts. To make coherent the notion of “deleting from an output context”, these constraints must be defined across inputs and outputs which both contain prosodic contexts. Thus the Max-[σ] constraint used in section 1.3 will be defined as:

10) Max[Seg]-Onset: “Input segments syllabified as onsets must have output correspondents”

These constraints are therefore only violated when segments are already syllabified as onsets in the input and then deleted in the output.

As a consequence of their definition, these positional Max constraints require the assumption that the learning child has prosodic structure in his or her inputs as well. In the French case of complex onsets above: Clara must first have gotten the French syllabification right, to have parsed word-medial obstruent-liquid clusters as complex onsets. But she must also have encoded that syllabification in the input itself, so that the constraint in (10) protects her input stressed syllables.

The problem with assuming input prosodification and positional Max constraints of this sort is that they will predict an unattested set of languages with contrastive syllabification – e.g. a language that contrasts [pa.ta] and [pat.a] to remain faithful to input syllable structure (for discussion of this point, see e.g. McCarthy 2006). This state of affairs presents a dilemma: on the one hand it appears that adult grammars do not

\[\text{In fact, positional Ident constraints may need to refer to input prosodification in order to account for a wider range of phenomena than those discussed in this chapter -- see especially Wilson (2000) -- although see McCarthy (2006) for a solution to these problems for Ident that involves a different notion of GEN (OT with Candidate Chains.) Whether an OT-CC approach can also provide a solution to the problem with positional Max raised in the main text above is an interesting question for further consideration.}\]

\[\text{Note that Beckman (1998) chapter 5 defines Positional Max rather differently; see also Alber (2001).}\]
child grammars DO require positional constraints that ban deletion (see the data §2.3 below).

To resolve this conflict, something learning-specific must be said about positional Max constraints. One possible approach would be to say that learners are prevented from positional deletion by output-output faithfulness relations of some sort – e.g. requiring segments in strong contexts of the winners to be retained in the losers. In this way, we might re-define the Max[Seg]-Onset constraint in 10) above as 11):

11) OO- Max[Seg]-Ons: “Winner segments syllabified as onsets must have output correspondents.”

Such positional Max constraints would avoid any typological problems among adult grammars, because they can only assess violations in a tableau when one candidate is designated the winner.

To prevent distraction from the central points of the chapter, I will not adopt this OO-faith definition in 11) in the tableaus to come, and instead will add prosodic structure to the learner’s inputs when necessary. However determining the correct definition of positional Max constraints and their precise learning-specific properties are crucial issues for future research, especially because they raise important questions about the precise status of winners and losers and the relationships between developing and end-state grammars.

6 Cf. the discussion of this approach by Rose (2000); see also the child-specific syllabic structures assumed by Goad and Rose (2004).

7 Thanks to John McCarthy for initial discussion of OO-faith’s role in defining these constraints, and to Della Chambless and Joe Pater for later discussion.

8 Assessing this constraint is admittedly not a trivial matter – it would mean understanding ‘winner’ as something like a Fully-Faithful Candidate (see McCarthy 2006) that stands in correspondence with every other candidate. This is also reminiscent of the sympathetic candidate, in Sympathy Theory approach to opacity (McCarthy 1999).

1.5 Roadmap to the chapter

To provide some fodder for the proposal, section 2 below provides a small range of examples of the two kinds of intermediate stage discussed above, from both the existing literature and some of my own corpus work. Section 2.2 concentrates on a couple of Specific-M cases; section 2.3 spends some more time introducing a range of Specific-F effects. (The less data-minded reader can skip this section without theoretical repercussions.) Section 3 then introduces the Error-Selective Learning technique: spelling out the procedure in §3.1, discussing some of why and how it works in §3.2, and exemplifying its use in a case study of two children’s complex onset acquisition in §3.3.

Section 4 turns to a more thorough discussion of one aspect of Error-Selective Learning, namely the way its stages are connected to input frequencies. I discuss the frequency predictions of ESL (§4.1), and some evidence for the predictions from the literature (§4.2), including predictions that are not strictly tied to the Specific-M and Specific-F stages (§4.3). I also point out that ESL’s partial reliance on error frequency makes the BCD learner robust to noisy data. Section 5 makes some speculative proposals about how the Error-Selective CD learner could be extended to model variation between stages of acquisition, and section 6 concludes.

2. The data from intermediate stages

2.1 Introduction to the data

The data discussed in this chapter has been selected both to demonstrate the kinds of intermediate stages that Error-Selective learning can handle, but also to provide samples of representative intermediate stages in the literature to date. Much of the chapter focuses on the acquisition of syllable structure: codas and coda clusters, onset clusters
and other syllable margins, although examples are also drawn from the development of word shape (i.e., stages of syllable truncation). Later, in chapter 4, I will also turn briefly to some attested stages of morpho-phonological development (chapter 4 §7.2; see also this chapter §2.3.4).

I note here that the stage-by-stage characterization of the data in this section will abstract away from any and all variation within stages (although clearly the quantitative results I provide and cite from others will belie this idealization.) I leave the discussion of variation to section 5.

2.1.1 The Compton/Streeter database

Much of the data discussed in this chapter is taken from existing sources (see references with each example) but I also use data from my own work on the corpus of two children, Trevor and Julia. These data are taken from the Compton/Streeter/Pater database (Compton and Streeter 1977; Pater 1997; Pater and Werle 2001; Pater and Barlow 2003.) This database contains transcriptions by the children’s mothers, who were speech pathologists and had received additional training in child transcription before beginning the data collection. Data on the amount and breadth of the data from the children is provided below in 12):

### Statistics about Trevor and Julia’s corpora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First and last session</th>
<th>total no. of tokens^6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trevor</td>
<td>0;8 – 3;1.8</td>
<td>12,177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia</td>
<td>1;2 – 3;1.3</td>
<td>5,772</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^6 Note that some ‘tokens’ are really utterances, so that one ‘token’ might include more than one word in the data reported below.

Table 13) provides the number of different words that each child had used by the end of each month they were followed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Trevor</th>
<th>Julia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1;3</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;4</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;5</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;6</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;7</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;8</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;9</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data for these two children seems rather comprehensive – that is, it would appear to contain nearly all the words (types) Trevor and Julia uttered, up until near the end of their second year (1;9 or 1;10).

2.2 Intermediate stages that rely on specific markedness

2.2.1 More on complex codas in Germanic

It is well-established that children acquiring languages with complex coda structures (like English and Dutch) often go through an intermediate stage where singleton codas are preserved faithfully, while coda clusters are reduced to singletons.

### The initial stage:

\[ /CVC/ \rightarrow [CV] \]

### The intermediate stage:

\[ /CVCC/ \rightarrow [CV], *[CV] \]

This stage was exemplified with some of Trevor’s data in section 1; in (15) below I provide additional examples from other children at this intermediate stage. The Dutch
data from Eva come from Fikkert (1994), Levelt (1994); G’s English data come from Gnanadesikan (1995/2004), and P.J.’s English data are from Demuth and Fee (1995):

15) The intermediate stage of coda acquisition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singleton codas retained</th>
<th>complex codas reduced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dutch:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva (1;4,12)</td>
<td>/ten/ [ten] 'ten'</td>
<td>/ten/ [ten] 'duck'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/bed/ [dr]</td>
<td>/bed/ [dr] 'bed'</td>
<td>/bed/ [dr] 'tail'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ten/ [ten]</td>
<td>/ten/ [ten] 'ten'</td>
<td>/ten/ [ten] 'tail'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **English:**   |                          |                       |
| G (2;3-2;9)    | /piz/ [piz] 'piz'        | /piz/ [piz] 'peas'    |

16) *ComplexCoda >> Max >> NoCoda

2.2.2 Markedness of complex onsets, and sonority distance

A different example of a stage that requires this kind of ranking comes from the development of onset clusters. Along the developmental path from singleton onsets to the full English set of complex onsets, Trevor and Julia both go through stages where stop-r and stop-glide onsets consistently surface faithfully, but stop-l onsets are almost always reduced to singletons:

17) The initial stage

- all /CVC/ → [CVC]
- /C[Vc]/ → [CVC], *[CVC]

As summarized in 18), Trevor’s initial stage lasts until 2;2:

18) Trevor’s initial stage: all onset clusters reduced (up to 2;2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>age</th>
<th>complex onset inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>outputs raw f%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[C]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>up to 1;7</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;8-2;2</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19) Trevor’s representative words at stage one

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stop-liquid clusters: reduced</th>
<th>stop-r (and stop-glide) clusters: retained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/blocks/ [bok]</td>
<td>1:5.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After leaving the initial stage, Trevor then went through two months (2;3-2;4) at the intermediate stage discussed above. I have broken down Trevor’s cluster treatment at this point into three categories: stop-r, stop-l and tr. I leave out tr clusters below, because Trevor’s /tr/ cluster has something of an independent trajectory that seems mostly due to the [tʃ]-initial pronunciation of his own name that he adopts at this point.

---

10 In Demuth (1996) the child pronunciation AND adult target are transcribed as [dr], rather than [dz]. I assume this is a typo, but in any event the quality of the child’s onset is not important here.

11 I have not included raw numbers from Trevor’s input stop-w words at this stage because they are so few.
20) Trevor’s intermediate stage: stop-r retained more than stop-l (2;3-2;4)\(^2\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>age</th>
<th>output</th>
<th>stop-l</th>
<th>stop-r</th>
<th>stop-l</th>
<th>stop-r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2;2</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>82.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;3</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;4</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>41.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

raw #s percentages

21) Trevor’s representative words at the intermediate stage:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stop-liquid clusters: reduced</th>
<th>stop-r/stop-glide clusters: retained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘glass’</td>
<td>[gas]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘play’</td>
<td>[pei]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Julia (who talks much less than Trevor, but also begins to produce complex onsets much earlier) is at the initial stage of onset acquisition up until about the end of 1;9:

22) Julia’s initial stage: up until 1;9.25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>age</th>
<th>complex onset inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>output raw #s</td>
<td>output percentages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C]</td>
<td>[CC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>up to 1;7</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;8-1;9</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

23) Representative words at Julia’s stage one

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stop-liquid clusters</th>
<th>stop-r and stop-w clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Child</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12) Two notes about this stage. First, it is sometimes Dep that gets violated in the case of stop-liquid clusters, rather than Max: ‘problem’ as [pwaælom], (2;3.7). Second, Trevor goes through a brief period at 2;3 where /pl/ in particular is preserved as [pw], but then he reverts again to singleton [p].

21) Trevor’s representative words at the intermediate stage:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stop-liquid clusters: reduced</th>
<th>stop-r/stop-glide clusters: retained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘glass’</td>
<td>[gas]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘play’</td>
<td>[pei]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Julia’s intermediate stage lasts from about 1;10-2;1. At stage two I have broken down her clusters into stop-r, stop-l and br. This last cluster is separate because [br]’s acquisition is delayed compared to all other stop-r clusters (see the final two columns table of 24) below.)\(^3\) I have also included the numbers from 2;2, which show she’s on her way to a stage where all these clusters surface:

24) Julia’s intermediate stage: stop-r clusters retained while stop-l reduced (1;10-2;1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>age</th>
<th>output</th>
<th>stop-l</th>
<th>stop-r/w</th>
<th>stop-l</th>
<th>stop-r</th>
<th>br</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1;10</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;11</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;0</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;1</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;2</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(beginning of next stage) CCV</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

25) Representative words from Julia’s intermediate stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stop-liquid clusters: reduced</th>
<th>stop-r/stop-glide clusters: retained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘glasses’</td>
<td>[gæfbs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘please’</td>
<td>[ps]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘clap’</td>
<td>[kap]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\) With respect to /br/: given the fact that she pronounces many, if not most, of these dependent onset r/s as [w], one reasonable explanation is that her grammar rules out an onset cluster parse /br/ via the OCP-labial constraint that independently rules out [bw] and [pw] in English.

\(^3\) During this stage, Julia uses what is transcribed as [fw] for /sw/ and occasionally other clusters like /kw/. Noting that all these input clusters are voiceless, and include both labial and velar place, Joe Pater (p.c.) suggests Julia is actually producing a voiceless labio-velar consonant, having fused these clusters’ features into a single segment.

This stage can be derived by ranking faithfulness (Max-Seg) between some two markedness constraints that affect complex onsets. Here I will suggest that the relevant constraints are on the relative sonority of the onset’s segments. Below I spend some time on the theoretical details of these constraints because they will be used in the case study in section 3.3.

The constraints I will use here are an adaptation of Baertsch (2002)’s Split Margin Hierarchy constraints, which penalize onset clusters (among others) according to the sonority of first and second members.15 The sonority hierarchy I adopt is in 25) (see e.g. Blevins, 1995; Clements, 1990; Murray and Venneman, 1983; Parker, 2002; also Pater and Barlow, 2003):

26) Relevant Sonority Hierarchy (from most to least sonorous)
vowels > glides > r > l > nasals > fricatives > stops

Note that I have adopted a sonority hierarchy that distinguishes [r] as more sonorous than [l], precisely because it is this difference that matters here.16 Two well-known generalizations are (a) onset clusters rise in sonority, so that their first member is less sonorous than their second, and (b) the larger the rise in sonority, the better the cluster.17 To capture these generalizations, Baertsch (2002) expands on Prince and Smolensky (1993)’s Peak and Margin hierarchies and uses them similarly to build constraints which each penalize a sequence of sonority levels. Baertsch then organizes her constraints into fixed rankings to reflect the second generalization above – the less sonority rises between the first and second members of an onset cluster, the more marked the cluster is, and the higher its constraints sit in the fixed ranking. This is illustrated in 27) below – I have adopted Gouskova (2004)’s adaptation of the constraints, though using the reduced sonority scale of 26) above. In these constraints, ‘T’ stands for any stop, ‘S’ for any fricative, ‘N’ for any nasal, ‘L’ and ‘R’ for themselves, and ‘W’ for any glide:

27) Onset Sonority Distance Hierarchy (Baertsch, 1998, 2002; from Gouskova, 2004)

*WT >>{*WS,*RT} >> …{*WW,*RR,*LL,*NN,* SS,*TT} >> …{*SW,*TR} >> *TW

Thus, the most marked onset cluster is one which maximally falls in sonority – *[xwa], meaning in this case any glide followed by any stop – and the least marked is one which maximally rises – *[lwa].

From the present perspective, I translate the constraints in (27) in the fixed hierarchy into a set of stringent constraints. These stringent constraints each ban a particular point on the onset sonority distance hierarchy, as well as anything above (i.e. more marked than) that point. This is shown in the prose definitions of these constraints below; note that not every point on the scale is illustrated on this scale (skipped constraints are indicated by the ellipses):

28) Stringent Onset Sonority Distance Constraints (built from 27)

(a) *WT = “No glide-stop onsets”
(b) *WS, RT = “No glide-fricative or r-stop (or glide-stop) onsets”

(…)

15 See also Gouskova (2001) for a similar hierarchical OT approach to the markedness of cluster sonority, but for coda-onset sequences.
16 One argument for r’s higher sonority than l comes from English rime structure, on the assumption that the more sonorous a segment the better a nucleus it makes. While some English speakers claim to have monosyllables in ‘earl’ and ‘squirrel’, none report the intuition of a monosyllabic [lr] rime sequence. See also Parker (2002).
17 at least to a point; see e.g. Clements (1990), in which the best sonority distance is calculated both between onset segments and between those segments and the following vowel nucleus.
(c) WW, RR, LL, NN, SS, TT
   = "No onsets with a sonority plateau
   (or with any sonority drop)"

(d) LW, NR, SL, TN = "No liquid-glide, nasal-liquid, fricative-liquid or stop-nasal
   onsets (or anything with less or a sonority rise)"

(e) NW, SR, TL = "No stop-liquid, fricative-\( r\), or nasal-glide onsets
   (or anything with less or a sonority rise)"

(f) SW, TR, = "No fricative-glide or stop-\( r\) onsets
   (or anything with less of a sonority rise)"

(g) TW = "No stop-glide onsets
   (or anything with less of a sonority rise)"
   i.e., "No complex onsets"

For the case we are analyzing here, the relevant two constraints are (28e) and (f);
these are near the most stringent end of the constraint set, meaning they penalize all but
the best clusters. Since the data we are focusing on here is just stop-initial clusters, we
can reword the effects of these two constraints as in (29):

29) Stop-initial clusters allowed by two onset sonority constraints

a) NW, SR, TL obeyed by stop-\( r\) and stop-glide clusters
   (abbreviated to *TL)

b) SW, TR, obeyed by stop-glide clusters
   (abbreviated to *TR)

With Max-Seg between these constraints, we get the right effect:

30) *TL >> Max[Seg] >> *TR

To illustrate using Julia’s data from 25):

In this theory, the constraint *ComplexOnset can be dispensed with – or rather, it
is simply equivalent to the most stringent onset sonority constraint, *TW. However, in all
subsequent tableaux when onset sonority is not at issue, I will continue to use the simple
constraint label *ComplexOnset.

2.3 Intermediates stages that rely on specific faithfulness

This section discusses developmental stages that are best (or only) analyzed with
reference to positional faithfulness constraints – and in particular, positional Max.

2.3.1 More on faithfulness in stressed syllables

The first case, already discussed in section 1, comes from Rose (2000). He
presents evidence of a stage at which complex onsets are preserved faithfully in stressed
syllables, but the same clusters are reduced to singleton in unstressed syllables (see Rose
2000:130-133):

33) the initial stage
   /...CCVC.../ \[...CVC...\] /CV/CCV \[CV/CCV], *[CV/CCV]
   /CCV/\[CV/CCV], *[CCV/CCV]

   the intermediate stage
   /...CCVC.../ \[...CVC...\] /CV/CCV \[CV/CCV], *[CV/CCV]
   /CCV/\[CV/CCV], *[CCV/CCV]
34) Théo’s initial stage of onset cluster acquisition[^18]

a) Stage one: all onset clusters simplified (up to 2:05.11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressed syllables</th>
<th>Unstressed syllables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/klb/</td>
<td>/k(ph)/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

35) Intermediate stage: complex onsets in stressed syllables only (2:05.29 - 2:11.29)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressed syllables: retained</th>
<th>Unstressed syllables: reduced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/gwo/</td>
<td>/go/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g/ll/</td>
<td>/k/e/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/le/</td>
<td>/ke/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/glews/</td>
<td>/gle/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

36) Stage three: all onset clusters retained (3:0.7 onwards)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressed syllable</th>
<th>Unstressed syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(none cited)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As already discussed, the ranking that accounts for this intermediate stage is:

37) Max-stressed-σ >> *Complex >> Max-σ

(For evidence of this ranking in adult language, see Goad and Rose (2004) on Brazilian Portuguese.)

Similar data comes from Kehoe and Debove-Hilaire (2003), but from the acquisition of C-glide rather than C-liquid sequences. The 14 children in their experiment (ages 1;10 - 2;9, mean age 2;4) preserved the CGV structure of CwV and CHV more often in stressed than unstressed syllables (p <0.01). For two children, the effect was nearly-categorical, in that CGV sequences were retained 100% of the time in stressed syllables, but less than 20% of the time in unstressed syllables.

Lléo (2003) and Pietro and Bosch-Baliarda (200X) provide similar support for activity of stressed-syllable faith with respect to the development of codas, in Spanish and Catalan respectively. When Lléo’s subjects, José, first begins to produce codas between 2;0-2;2, he does so only in stressed syllables:

38) the initial stage
/CVC.CVC/ → [CV.CV]

the intermediate stage
/CVC.CVC/ → [CVC.CV] /CV.CVC/ → [CV.CVC]

The two tables below that chart these two stages are adapted from Lléo (2003):

39) José’s stage one: no consonantal codas produced (1;7-1;11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressed σ</th>
<th>Unstressed σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;7</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;9</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;11</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) medial codas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressed σ</th>
<th>Unstressed σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;9</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;10</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;11</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^18]: See Rose (2000) section 3.4.1 for the full details of Théo’s stop-liquid acquisition.
Note that at 1;9, all the “codas” that José is producing are vowels. It should be noted that Lléo does report explicitly that these vowels only ever appear as coda substitutes, and that he is not merely at a stage where vowel length/quality is uncontrolled. Nevertheless: while it may be that these epenthetic vowels are related to the input codas, they still do not indicate mastery of a stage where NoCoda has been demoted. Instead, this begins at 2;0 and increases considerably at 2;2:

40) Jose’s stage two – 2;0-22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>age</th>
<th>targets</th>
<th>faithful</th>
<th>% faith</th>
<th>targets</th>
<th>faithful</th>
<th>% faith</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2;0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus we have the ranking in 41); the tableaux in 42) below use data from Lléo (2003) table 2 to demonstrate the ranking:

41) Max[Seg]-stressed-σ >> NoCoda >> Max[Seg]

42) NoCoda >> Max reduces the coda in dos ‘two’ (1;7.27)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[dos]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[dos]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

43) But Max-σ’ >> NoCoda retains the coda in venga, ‘come on’ (1;10.3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Max-σ’</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[beng]%</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[benga]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This stage also appears in Trevor’s data. During his first months of solid coda production, his outputs almost always retain codas only in stressed syllables. Given the difference in frequent word shapes of English vs. Spanish, I characterize his intermediate stage slightly differently than José’s, but the ranking remains the same:

44) the initial stage the intermediate stage:

|       | CV/C | CV/CV | CV/CVC | CV/CVC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/CVC/</td>
<td>[CV]</td>
<td>[CV]</td>
<td>*[CV]</td>
<td>*[CV]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/CV/CV</td>
<td>CV/CV</td>
<td>[CV]</td>
<td>*[CV]</td>
<td>*[CV]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

45) Trevor’s stage one: no codas anywhere (up to 1;3)

46) Trevor’s intermediate stage: singleton codas only in stressed syllables (1;5-1;6)

---

19 As Lléo (2003) rightly notes, José’s production of codas in medial position is better than in final position – something I have nothing say about here.

20 Truncation due to e.g. Trochee and Parse-σ
2.3.2 Faithfulness to stressed syllables

There are also several examples from the literature on syllable truncation where children resist the pressure to delete syllables from a privileged (stressed or initial) position.21

With respect to the stressed syllable position, Kehoe and Stoel-Gammon (1997) and Kehoe (2000) report on an elicitation study of English-speaking children at (2;4) and (2;10), designed in part to test for stress effects on syllable truncation. In their data, truncation patterns were almost exclusively restricted to unstressed syllables while stressed ones were retained. The most compelling evidence for Max-σ in this data comes from a stage in 47) below, from Kehoe (2000)’s section 4.2.2:

47) the English intermediate stage
/wSw/ \(\rightarrow\) [(Sw)] /SwSw/ \(\rightarrow\) [(S)(SW)]

48) the data (taken from Kehoe (2000) tables 4,7, 10)22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) 22m3</td>
<td>banana</td>
<td>[næ³n], [næn³]</td>
<td>allíguitor</td>
<td>[ækíc³]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) 22f1</td>
<td>banáná</td>
<td>[næn³n], [næn³n]</td>
<td>allíguitor</td>
<td>[ækéð³]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) 27m6</td>
<td>banáná</td>
<td>[b³n³]</td>
<td>avocádo</td>
<td>[ãk³d³o]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) 28f2</td>
<td>banáná</td>
<td>[b³n³n]</td>
<td>avocádo</td>
<td>[ãkd³o]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Kehoe points out, output forms like [(ã)(k³d³o)] for “avocado” include a marked initial degenerate foot (ã). The explanation for why these children’s grammars preserve the first syllable of “avocado” but still truncate the first syllable of “banana” must therefore be a pressure to retain stressed syllables only, at the expense of marked foot shape. Thus, this stage provides evidence of another Specific-F ranking, namely:

49) Max[Seg]-σ’ >> *DegenerateFoot23 >> Max[Seg]24

50) Markedness rules out a one-syllable initial foot in ‘banana’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/b³n³n³/</th>
<th>*DegenerateFoot</th>
<th>Max[Seg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>Max[Seg]</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

51) Max(Seg)-σ’ protects the initial syllable of ‘avocado’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/õ³k³d³o/</th>
<th>Max[Seg]-σ’</th>
<th>*DegenerateFoot</th>
<th>Max[Seg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>Max[Seg]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.3 Faithfulness to initial syllables

One piece of evidence of an intermediate stage that relies on initial syllable faith comes from a later stage of syllable truncation in Greek (Revithiadou and Tzakosta, 2004); there is also some evidence for this stage in Spanish mentioned in Gennari and Demuth (1997). The former authors provide evidence from four different children acquiring Greek at a stage where words with more than 3 syllables get reduced to the stressed-foot, plus the input’s initial syllable – while other unstressed syllables are reduced:

23 This choice of markedness constraint is not the only option; each option will probably require some other assumptions about footing at this stage. In this case, using *DegenerateFoot to rule out the initial syllable of ‘banana’ requires the assumption that Prosodic words must begin with a foot (i.e. that Align-Ft-L is undominated) – but this does indeed seem to be the case for many early stages of English prosodic acquisition: see e.g. Kehoe (2000), and also §4.3 of this chapter.

24 John McCarthy suggests that this stage could also arise if the learner assumes that the initially-stressed syllables are long and therefore do not constitute degenerate feet.
52) the Greek intermediate stage:
\(/wSw/ \rightarrow [w(Sw)], *[wSw] \\
/\wsw/ \rightarrow [w(Sw)], *[w(Sw)]

53) the data (taken from Revithiadou and Tzakosta (2004, ex. 4) 25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Target</th>
<th>Child Output</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1 (2;09.25) /hu.lu.mi.či/</td>
<td>[hu.(mɪ.či)]</td>
<td>‘straw diminutive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1 (2;09.12) /yu.ru.na.ca/</td>
<td>[yu.(na.ca)]</td>
<td>‘pigs diminutive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (2;04.05) /mɪt.ti.ni/</td>
<td>[mɪt.(ti.ni)]</td>
<td>(name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (2;04.05) /fi.to.ya.fi.es/</td>
<td>[fi.(fi.eθ)]</td>
<td>‘photographs’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As with Kehoe’s banana vs. avocado data, this truncation pattern also requires the use of a faithfulness constraint relative to initial syllables, because what markedness constraint could be prompting the retention of an initial unstressed syllable? Thus, sandwiching a markedness constraint against unfooted syllables, Parse-σ, between positional and general faith again derives the right ranking for this intermediate stage:

54) Max[Seg]-σ1 >> Parse-σ >> Max[Seg]

55) Parse-σ rules out unfooted syllables… except those protected by Max[Seg]-σ1,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>yu.ru.na.ca</th>
<th>Max[Seg]-σ1</th>
<th>Parse-σ</th>
<th>Max[Seg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yu(na.ca)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[na.ca]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.4 Faithfulness to morphological roots

The example of a Specific Faith stage relativized to roots that I present here is somewhat different from the rest in that it comes from historical sound change. The relevant data, raised by Albright (to appear), come from a change from Middle High German (MHG) to Modern Northeast Yiddish, in which the process of final obstruent devoicing disappeared.

In Middle High German, final devoicing held in both roots and affixes, so that forms were either voiceless across the board, or alternating:

56) Source language ranking (MHG):

\[*FinalVcdObs >> Ident[vce]-Rt, Ident[vce]*\]

In the case of roots, final consonants that had alternated in MHG between voiced and voiceless became uniformly voiced in Yiddish: compare the MHG nominative singulars and plurals in 57a) below with the corresponding Yiddish forms in 57b) (data from Albright, to appear examples 4 and 5) (data cited from Katz, 1987):

57) MHG root-final voiced obstruents became voiced in Yiddish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Middle High German forms</th>
<th>b) Yiddish forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom. sing.</td>
<td>nom. plur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loP</td>
<td>lobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rat</td>
<td>reder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tak</td>
<td>tage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hus</td>
<td>hiuzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brief</td>
<td>brieve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the same time, Albright points out that the two Middle High German affixes that similarly alternated became uniformly voiceless in Yiddish:

26 This may not be the correct phonetic transcription of the vowels for MHG forms, but the final obstruents in the singular forms are definitely correct.

25 Admittedly, since these authors do not provide percentages of outputs that conform to each particular pattern, we do not know how much of a stage this really was. However, it seems encouraging at least that the two children I’ve used here used this truncation pattern on different words, at the same age.
Thus it would appear that in the transition between Middle High German and Yiddish, speakers re-ranked from the fully unmarked grammar in 56) to the Specific-F ranking in 59):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>59)</th>
<th>Post-sound change ranking (Yiddish) – c.f. 56):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ident[vce]-Rt &gt;&gt; *FinalVcdObs &gt;&gt; Ident[vce]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The explanation for why root-final consonants all became voiced rather than voiceless is a somewhat separate matter; see Albright (to appear) for the argument that it was paradigmatic leveling to the plural, and for a somewhat different approach to this data in general. But as for this re-ranking of *FinalVcdObs, Albright says:

60) “The older stage of the language provided no evidence for the relative ranking of Ident-IO[LexCats](voi)\(^{27}\) and Ident-IO[voi] […] Therefore, we have no particular reason to expect that a demotion of the ban on voiced codas should have placed it below one constraint but not the other.” (Albright, to appear: 9)

My goal is to suggest a mechanism whereby it is predicted that learners who are abandoning the fully M >> F ranking in 56) first move onto an intermediate ranking like 59). However – as Albright points out in his footnote 8: “If some external force managed to create voiced obstruents just at the end of stems, but not affixes, [a ranking bias of Spec-F >> Gen-Faith] would indeed learn exactly the right grammar (attested in Modern Yiddish.) However, [that bias] does not straightforwardly explain why voiced codas should be created in the first place.” It is certainly true that the extent to which my approach to gradual re-ranking can extend from synchronic developmental stages to diachronic sound change is not known, and will not be pursued further in this work.\(^{28}\)

27 His version of Ident[vce]-Rt

28 The crucial obstacle for applying this dissertation’s model in any discussion of sound change would be finding the trigger for re-ranking is, since this trigger cannot be the overt observational errors that child learners have at hand. Albright (to appear) contends that the relevant mechanism of sound change in this case was the learners’ decision to use the plural as the paradigm’s base; how this approach and my own might be integrated is a very interesting question for future research.
3. **The theory of intermediate stages: Error-Selective BCD**

As previewed in section 1, the heart of my proposal is that the learner should still use BCD as their re-ranking algorithm, in all its over-efficient splendour, but be conservative as to which errors it allows BCD to see when doing its re-ranking. Below I provide this mechanism, illustrate how it works using some of the examples we’ve already seen, and provide some discussion of its assumptions and workings.

A side note about an alternative theory before I begin: the OT phonological acquisition literature has seen much recent work using the Gradual Learning Algorithm (Boersma, 1997 et seq.), which is inherently designed to go through stages of acquisition. I alluded in chapter 1 to some problems that the GLA has in finding correct end-state grammars – all of these were to do with its choice not to retain errors for later reasoning, as the BCD does with its Support. Chapter 3 will turn to the GLA in earnest, and to the kinds of attested intermediate stages that it can (and cannot) derive.

3.1 **The Error-Selective Learning proposal**

Compared to straight BCD, my Error-Selective Learning approach (ESL) is different in two key respects: (a) what it does when it makes an error, and (b) what it does when it learns. With respect to the first, ESL retains the notion of the Support as the repository of errors that have been learned from, and which will be kept in mind each time re-ranking takes place. But ESL also uses another storage facility, called the Error Cache, which acts a holding pen for all the ERCs made on-line by the current grammar. Making an error does not trigger learning, but rather just an update of the Cache.

3.1.1 **What happens when an error is made: a Specific-M example**

Error-Selective learning starts, as with normal BCD, with the making of errors and the building of ERC rows. But unlike the straightforward BCD approach: errors don’t immediately appear in the Learning Support once they’re made; nor do they trigger re-ranking. Instead, when an error is made its resulting ERC row is added to a temporary storage area, which I will call the Error Cache:

62) **How the Error-Selective BCD learner responds to making an error**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>–Loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>*CompCoda</th>
<th>Max-Seg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/tost/</td>
<td>to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>* CompCoda</td>
<td>Max-Seg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adding error to the Cache

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>–Loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>*CompCoda</th>
<th>Max-Seg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/tost/</td>
<td>to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>* CompCoda</td>
<td>Max-Seg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) … the learner adds it to the current Error Cache:
c) … but the Learning Support Table is NOT updated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>Loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>*CompCoda</th>
<th>Max-Seg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>... empty, waiting...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And once the error has been added to the Cache: nothing else happens. While the learner has noted they’ve made an error, they do nothing immediate in response to that error, and so continue to use their current grammar, continue to make these (and other) errors and add them to the Cache, and the Cache keeps growing, until:

3.1.2 How learning is triggered

In Error-Selective learning, re-ranking is triggered when a constraint overcomes the Violation Threshold – that is, when some constraint has assigned Ls to more than x words in the Error Cache. I will refer to this particularly offending constraint as the Trigger Constraint, because it has triggered learning. If e.g. the violation threshold is 3, then as soon as some constraint assigns an L to three different winner–loser pairs in the Error Cache, learning is triggered:

63) a (sample of an) Error Cache that triggers learning:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>Loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>*CompCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>*CompOnset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i) frnd</td>
<td>trend = fe</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) piz~pi</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii) greyp~ge</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Error Cache already shows the benefit of defining *ComplexCoda as a less stringent version of NoCoda. An L assigned by *ComplexCoda is always accompanied by an L from NoCoda, as in the errors 63i) and 63iii) above; whereas NoCoda can assign Ls when *ComplexCoda is indifferent, as in 63iii). As a result, a more stringent markedness constraint will always reach its Violation Threshold before a less stringent one (much more on this point in section 4.)

3.1.3 Step 1: Choosing an error to learn from

Once learning has been triggered, the Error-Selective learner must choose one error from the cache – the Best Error – to learn from. As a first pass, we can choose errors via the two criteria I give below:

64) The Error Selection Algorithm (ESA) (first pass)

Choose as the best error that row in the Cache which:
- a) has an L assigned by the Trigger Constraint, and of those, the one that
- b) has the fewest Ls assigned by other Markedness constraints,

I will return to the general consideration of why the ESA looks the way it does in section 3.2 below: for now, let us just apply these criteria to the Cache in 63) above. Criterion (a) eliminates ‘tea’, because it does not have a NoCoda violation. Criterion (b) eliminates ‘friend’ and ‘grape’, because they also have Ls assigned by *ComplexCoda and *CompOnset. Thus, the Best Error of these four is 63iii):

65) piz~pi is the chosen Best Error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>Loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>*CompCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>*CompOnset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i) frnd</td>
<td>trend = fe</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) piz~pi</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii) greyp~ge</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv) h~si</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After choosing the best error, the learner adds that error to the Support and empties the Cache. To illustrate how far the learner has gotten now:

66) How the Error-Selective BCD Learner gets from errors to a new Support

a) At an Early Stage: this error is made…

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>Loser</th>
<th>No Coda</th>
<th>*Comp Coda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) NoCoda becomes the trigger constraint

c) the pre-existing Learning Support Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>Loser</th>
<th>No Coda</th>
<th>*Comp Coda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d) Error Cache cleared…

... empty, waiting…

And now the learner moves on to step two of learning, which is simply:

3.1.4 Step 2: Applying BCD

In the case above, this means learning from the new Support piece of data in 66e) above. As we have seen a few times already, this ERC demonstrates the need to demote NoCoda below Max, but the e assigned by *Complex Coda means that the BCD learner can install this last constraint at the top of the hierarchy. Thus, ranking from this Support will get us to the ranking *ComplexCoda >> Max >> NoCoda – and this is the Specific-M ranking we saw in section 1.2. This grammar protects the markedness of singleton codas, because the error ‘peas’ in the Support demonstrates that the target language tolerates them, but it still reduces complex codas to singletons.

3.1.5 A second example: a Specific-F stage

To see the role of Faithfulness in this error-selective decision-making process, I return to the French example of complex onsets in stressed vs. unstressed syllables. Recall that at the first stage of data, repeated below using Clara’s data, all onset clusters are reduced:

67) Clara’s stage 1 – all complex onsets reduced to singletons (1;0.28–1;09.01)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner – Loser</th>
<th>No Coda</th>
<th>*Comp Coda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
<td>/<code>fr</code>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The state of Clara’s learning during stage one – just before stage two – is reflected in the Error Cache below:

68)
This Error Cache has a number of errors with violations of *Complex – so, let us imagine we are at the stage where *Complex has triggered learning. Assuming that we have narrowed the candidates to these five using criterion (b) of the ESA, we now need a way of choosing among the errors in 68), and for that we need a third criterion:

69) The Error Selection Algorithm (ESA) (full version)

Choose as the best error that row in the Cache which:

a) has an L assigned by the Trigger Constraint, and of those, the one that
b) has the fewest Ls assigned by other Markedness constraints, and of those the one that
c) has the most Ws assigned by other Faithfulness constraints

Criteria (c) tells us that of the errors in 68), we want an error that has the most Ws among the faithfulness constraints. Given this Cache, this will mean one that has Ws in both Max-Seg and Max-σ’ columns, e.g. one of the first two:

70) The best error(s) chosen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner – Loser</th>
<th>*Complex Onset</th>
<th>Max-Seg</th>
<th>Max-Seg (σ’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i) /pless/</td>
<td>pless ~ pœ:</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) /pless/</td>
<td>*plœ:</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii) /kya’ kya’/</td>
<td>kya’ kya’ ~ ka’ ka’</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv) /baři’ze/</td>
<td>baři’ze ~ bař’či:</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v) /absi’ko/</td>
<td>absi’ko ~ papa’ko</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And adding one of these two ERCs to the Support will allow the specific >> general IO-faith bias to install just Max(Seg)-σ’ above *ComplexOnset, giving us our intermediate stage:


71) The Support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner – Loser</th>
<th>*Complex Onset</th>
<th>Max-Seg</th>
<th>Max-Seg (σ’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i) /pless/</td>
<td>pless ~ pœ:</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

72) Resulting BCD ranking
Max[Seg]-σ’ >> *ComplexOnset >> Max[Seg]

3.2 Discussion of the ESA, and Error-Selective Learning more generally

ESL is a way to learn from errors that will change the grammar as minimally as possible – while still being able to use the restrictive power of BCD. Since errors in the cache were all created by a current ranking, the ESA can find errors that only require small revisions to the present grammar (i.e. the demotion of a small number of L-preferring Markedness constraints), given the current lexicon.29

3.2.1 Analyzing the three ESA criteria for choosing errors

The Error-Selection Algorithm is the mechanism that decides which stages the learner goes through, because it chooses the errors that BCD builds its grammars from. The ESA’s three criteria are thus built to ensure that the learner will choose errors that derive the kinds of intermediate stages discussed above. They are based on the logic of ERC rows – what their Ws and Ls that they contain tell us – and they are arranged in order of decreasing importance.

29 As Elan Dresher points out (p.c.) the Error-Selective learner’s reliance on the lexicon to provide minimal changes to the grammar is reminiscent of the Triggered Learning Algorithm (Gibson and Wexler, 1994). In this way, ESL is also similar, perhaps more so, to the learning model of Fodor (1998a,b) and subsequent – thanks to Lyn Frazier for discussion.
To understand the first two criteria: recall that the Markedness constraints that assign Ls to winner–loser pairs are those which are currently ranked too high in the current grammar; they are in some way responsible for the particular error that has been made.

The first criterion of the ESA is that chosen errors must have an L assigned by the Violation Threshold. This means that the learner will attend to the most frequent marked structure in the target that its current grammar does not allow – the constraint that triggered learning in the first place. The second criterion is that the chosen error has as few other Ls assigned by Markedness constraints. This means that the learner will choose an error that makes BCD demote as few other Markedness constraints as possible – in other words, that it will teach it as few new things as possible.

Together, these two criteria derive Specific-M stages, like the singleton vs. complex codas in §3.1.1-4 above. Once NoCoda has overcome the VT, the learner will add an error to the Support that shows that NoCoda must be demoted, but which says nothing about the ranking of as many other Markedness constraints as possible (like *ComplexCoda.) Given the BCD bias for high-ranking Markedness constraints, choosing an error that does not prove the need for demoting *ComplexCoda will allow it to stay at the top of the hierarchy.

To understand the third criterion: recall that among the faithfulness constraints that assign Ws in an ERC row, at least one of them must be ranked higher in the target grammar than in the current one. It is also important to realize the W-assigning properties of more vs. less stringent faithfulness constraints. A marked structure that is assigned an L by a less stringent faith constraint will also get one from the more stringent, general faith constraint – e.g., if an onset is voiced in the target winner but devoiced in the loser, it will receive Ws from both Ident[vce]-Ons as well as general Ident[vce]. This in turn means that errors in which a marked structure appears in a privileged position will be assigned more Ws than if the same marked structure appears in a less privileged position – i.e., that compared to the voiced obstruent in onset that got two Ws assigned by Id[vvoice] constraints above, an obstruent in codas position that is devoiced in the loser will only garner a W from the general Id[vvoice] constraint.

The third criterion of the ESA is that chosen errors should have as many Ws assigned by faithfulness constraints as possible. As we’ve just seen, this criterion will choose errors that have marked structures in privileged contexts.

In conjunction with a ranking bias for specific >> general IO faith, this third criterion derives Specific-F stages; this was illustrated in the complex onset example of §3.1.5. Recall that BCD installs as few IO-faith constraints as it can and still resolve its errors, and that its biases ensure that it tries installing specific faithfulness constraints before general ones. So by choosing errors with Ws assigned by very specific faithfulness constraints, the learner ensures that BCD builds a grammar that allows marked structures only in those very specific contexts, and gradually learns their true scope as more errors are added to the Support.

3.2.2. Terminating ESL and converging on the end stage grammar

How can we be sure that Error-Selective Learning will terminate? To do so, we must make sure that the final time an error is added to the Support, it is the ONLY remaining error – that is, that nothing unexplained remains in the Cache. With the system
as it stands, it is unfortunately the case that some errors will never get added to the Support. If after some late stage of learning, the number of lexical items in the language on which the learner is still making errors is less than the Violation Threshold, then learning will never be triggered again but yet the learner will not have reached the end state. This is not a welcome result.

To make sure the Error-Selective learner terminates, we must make sure that eventually even a single error in the Cache can be added to the Support. Thus, I propose that the Violation Threshold is not just a fixed number, but rather a value that changes over time. The VT will begin fixed at its highest point, and decrease over time until it is eventually at one.31

With this caveat, the Error-Selective Learner will eventually end up with the same grammar as straight BCD would. Every time a constraint exceeds the Violation Threshold, some new error is chosen to add to the Support, and once BCD learns from an error, it is never made again. Because the Error Cache is emptied every time a new error is added to the Support – this will prevent the learner from being trapped in being triggered from very frequently violated constraints over and over again.32 Eventually all the errors necessary to finding the correct grammar will be added to the Support, at which point no more errors are made and the learner will have reached the final state.

31 Two remarks. First, it is might be fruitful in discussing language evolution to consider the effects of not letting the VT get as small as one, as a way to quantify how generalizations for which there is infrequent evidence (from perhaps only a few lexical items) are lost over generations of language acquisition. Second, note that the idea of a decreasing VT is related, but not directly analogous, to the decreasing re-ranking plasticities of the GLA – see chapter 3.

32 Although depending on the repairs that learner choose, Trigger Constraints may continue to be violated in later Error Caches. See section 3.3 below.

3.2.3 Irrelevant markedness violations

In choosing an error to move from Cache to Support as defined in the ESA above, the learner is taking into consideration all Markedness violations, and this may have somewhat unanticipated consequences. I illustrate this point in 73) below, with a slightly more articulated Error Cache involving NoCoda and *ComplexCoda. From this Cache, the learner will fail to go through the intermediate stage of singleton codas – just because the error with the singleton coda has a somewhat marked coda consonant, while another error has a complex coda with less marked segments:

73) an Error Cache that triggers learning – but of a complex coda:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner ~Loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>*Comp Coda</th>
<th>Max *Comp Onset</th>
<th>*Fricative</th>
<th>*VocalObs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i) /frɛnd/</td>
<td>frɛnd ~ fe</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) /piɛz/</td>
<td>piz ~ pi</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii) /gepɛt/</td>
<td>gepɛt ~ ge</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv) /tɛl/</td>
<td>t ~ si</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v) /pænt/</td>
<td>pænt ~ pa</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By counting the Ws assigned by markedness constraints other than NoCoda, we can see that criterion (b) of the Error-Selection Algorithm will choose the ERC row in 73v) with its one other L-prefering markedness constraint over any of the others, including 73ii) with its marked coda [z].

The upshot is that whether or not an ESL learner goes through the singleton coda stage depends on how marked the singleton vs. complex codas are in the particular errors in the Cache. So, while the learner will always be triggered to learn by NoCoda before *ComplexCoda, they are not guaranteed to choose a best error that will push them
through this stage. Overall, this seems like the right prediction: e.g. the onset sonority effects that Trevor and Julia display are not true of all learners. With respect to stages of specific faithfulness, recall the conflicting results of Rose (2000) and Kehoe and Debove-Hilaire (2003) as to which French onset clusters give rise to the intermediate stage of stressed-syllable faith only in different children. One could complicate the learner further to ensure the stringency result – e.g. by adding more analysis of the other M violations – but it is not clear that the current, simpler method is necessarily undesirable.33

3.2.4 Choosing among positional faithfulness contexts

One aspect of criterion (c) – which favours errors with as many faithfulness Ws as possible – comes from French complex onsets example. With the right set of faithfulness constraints, triggering the ESA with the markedness constraint *ComplexOnset should lead the learner to pick an error that has a complex onset in a monosyllabic word. In a one syllable word, the syllable with the Markedness violation will be in both the stressed and initial syllables, and this will result in the most faithfulness Ws:

74) A French learner’s Error Cache, repeated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner-Loser</th>
<th>*Complex Onset</th>
<th>Max-Seg</th>
<th>Max-Seg (Stressed)</th>
<th>Max-Seg (off)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i) plœz/</td>
<td>plœz = por/</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) flœ/</td>
<td>flœ = fœ/</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii) kaː /ka/</td>
<td>ka, kaː = ka, kaː</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv) bœ̃ /jœ̃/</td>
<td>bu̯je = bu̯je</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v) pœ̃ /kœ̃/</td>
<td>pœ̃ = kœ̃</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

33 John McCarthy (p.c.) points out that Error Caches like 73) will not arise only if two conditions are met: (i) the Violation Threshold is (initially) set sufficiently high to give the learner a representative sample of errors, and (ii) languages are assumed to be harmonically complete (on this notion, see esp. Smolensky and Legendre (2006) chapter 14.)

It will then be up to BCD to decide which faithfulness constraint to install above *ComplexOnset; let us assume that this French learner has already established via an illustrative Context Table from chapter 1 that French’s initial syllables and stressed syllables are in no subset relationship. In the absence of any other relevant data, the learner may well choose to install Max(Seg)-σ₁ over *ComplexOnset. While this has no deleterious consequences for the end-state grammar, it does predict that French-learning children could go through a stage where onsets are retained only in initial syllables, and nowhere else.

3.2.5 The Violation Threshold and extra-grammatical factors

In the Error-Selective model, Violation Thresholds provide the interface between the language-specific module, with its knowledge of phonological constraints and abstract representations, and all more general cognitive factors in language development.

As already mentioned in the previous section, learners’ VTs must decrease over time to ensure that they can eventually get all necessary errors in the Support to finish learning. The rate at which the VT decreases will determine the speed with which intermediate stages are overcome and new grammars are learned – and the correct initial values and rate of decrease are empirical questions (which this dissertation has far too little data to answer.) But it seems plausible that both of these parameters would vary from child to child as a function of individual cognitive abilities, and from context to context as a function of all other current cognitive demands on a child.

Allowing for different Violation Threshold values at different moments in learning also opens the ESL to one possible treatment of variability between rankings.
over the course of development -- and even perhaps regressions, where learners temporarily return to an earlier stage after having mastered a later one. These possibilities will be the focus of section 5.

3.3 Illustrating ESL: a case study of Trevor and Julia’s onset clusters

This section dissects Trevor and Julia’s stop-initial onset cluster acquisition from §2.2.2 in more detail, with the ESL proposal in mind. I present a few stages along the way to complete mastery of onset clusters, and demonstrate how the Error-Selective learner can get from each stage to the next. Note that I follow each child up until the point where their data becomes insufficiently transcribed, meaning that they are both not fully finished cluster acquisition at their final stages here.

I focus here just on stop-initial and s-initial clusters, because they are sufficiently attested in the data to make what I think are confident generalizations. While the sonority constraints that I adopt make predictions about the concurrent acquisition of other fricative-initial onset clusters, I leave them out of the current analyses.34

3.3.1 Trevor

This section will focus on Trevor’s first three stages of onset cluster acquisition. At his first stage, which lasts until approximately 2;2, all clusters are reduced to singleton onsets only. At his second stage, which lasts about two months from 2;3-2;4, he permits stop-r and stop-w clusters35 but continues to reduce stop-liquid and all s-initial clusters to singletons. His third stage begins around 2;5, when he adds stop-liquid clusters to his inventory, but still reduces s-initial ones. To summarize, then (using capital S for stops):

75) Trevor’s onsets at the first three stages
Stage 1: [CV…], *[CCV…]
Stage 2: [SrV…], [SwV…], [SV…] *[SlV…], [sCV…]
Stage 3: [SlV…], [SrV…], [SwV…], [CV…] *[sCV…]

An important caveat: these stages are in fact abstractions from the quantitative patterns of cluster preservation and reduction that Trevor passes through. The numbers I provide below will show that these are the prevalent productions at each stage, but clusters of each type are, in fact, reduced and retained to varying degrees throughout this period. For now I put aside the treatment of this variation, and discuss the ESL route through Trevor’s stages as though they were all categorical, with the promissory note that section 5 will deal with some of these variation issues.

Getting from stage 1 to stage 2:

We begin at stage one:

34 It should perhaps also be noted, however, that the sonority difference between fricatives and stops may not in fact be relevant to the typology of permissible onset clusters: see Morelli (1999). If this were true, then the sonority hierarchy relevant to building the set of Onset Sonority Constraints in 27) would be collapsed to contain as its less sonorous element ‘obstruents’ – and this would make different predictions about the stages discussed here.

35 Trevor has only one stop-j cluster – ‘piano’ – which is consistently reduced. Perhaps Trevor is not perceiving this glide, or perhaps independent markedness constraints are ruling out [pj].
76) The end of Trevor’s stage 1: all clusters reduced (up to 2;2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>age</th>
<th>output</th>
<th>stop-l</th>
<th>stop-r</th>
<th>tr</th>
<th>sC</th>
<th>percentages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>stop-l</td>
<td>stop-r</td>
<td>tr</td>
<td>sC</td>
<td>stop-l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;0</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;1</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>94.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2;2</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relevant fragment of Trevor’s grammar at this stage is fully M >> F: all of the Onset Sonority constraints (*TW, and everything else) rank above faithfulness, e.g.:

77) *TW, *TR, *TL … >> Max

Based on the words in 69) above, Trevor’s Error Cache at 2;2 includes errors as in 78) below:

78) A fragment of Trevor’s Error Cache at the end of stage 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Winner - Loser</th>
<th>*TW</th>
<th>*TR</th>
<th>*TL</th>
<th>Other Markedness</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blocks</td>
<td>blaks – gak</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glasses</td>
<td>gwirz – gjej</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clock</td>
<td>klak – kak</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cracker</td>
<td>kreak – kaka</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>train</td>
<td>tre’n – te’n</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between</td>
<td>bë’twin – ti</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

38 I consider these three tokens of sC/ productions to be an aberration.
39 As mentioned in section 2, Trevor’s acquisition of [tr] is different from the rest of his obstruent-r clusters.
40 This error is not from the corpus, but is rather inferred – as the footnote below points out, Trevor had so few stop-w inputs that we can’t be sure when he started allowing them. Whether it was at 2;2 or earlier, he would have initially not tolerated them and so made errors such as this one.

To trigger learning, one of these markedness constraints must overcome the Violation Threshold. Since these markedness constraints are in a stringency relation, the first constraint to do so will be the most stringent, i.e. *TW (already shaded in the Cache above – see below on why I’ve shaded *TR as well))

Once *TW has triggered learning, Trevor now must search the Cache to find the best error, which must at least (a) violate *TW and (b) violate as few other M constraints as possible. Since Trevor’s second stage permits both stop-w and stop-r clusters, one possibility is that among the errors violating *TW, the best one also violated *TR – that is, that those few errors with stop-w clusters happened to have more other Markedness Ls than the Cr ones. A second possibility is that between what I have called stages 1 and 2, Trevor learns twice in quick succession: triggered first by *TW, and then triggered again by *TR almost immediately afterwards. This is not so implausible given that Trevor has very few words with stop-w clusters compared to stop-r words – in fact, I have not given numerical data from Trevor’s stop-w clusters above precisely because they are so infrequent. 39 This suggests that *TR would have reached its threshold soon after *TW.

In either case: once the learning dust settles, Trevor’s Error Cache has been cleared, and his Support has been updated with an error containing a Cr cluster. From this Cache, I have chosen ‘train’:


In the entire corpus up until 2;2, his only two attempted stop-w clusters are [twi:] ‘between’ (2;1.14), and [skz] ‘squeeze’ (2;1.14).
Trevor’s Support after step 1 of learning:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner-Loser</th>
<th>*TW</th>
<th>*TR</th>
<th>*TL</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘train’</td>
<td>tre’n ~ te’n</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And after step 2 – applying BCD to this Support – Trevor gets the ranking in 78) below that protects Cr and Cw clusters:

Stage 2 ranking, from the Support in 79)

*TL, *… >> Max[Seg] >> *TW, *TR

newly demoted

Stage 2 ranking, from the Support in 79)

*TL, *… >> Max[Seg] >> *TW, *TR

Getting from stage 2 to stage 3:

At stage 2, Trevor’s ranking allows stop-r onsets, but still reduces most other onset clusters:

Trevor’s stage 2 (numbers by output):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>age</th>
<th>output</th>
<th>raw #</th>
<th>percentages</th>
<th>stop-l</th>
<th>stop-r</th>
<th>tr</th>
<th>sc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,3</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>77.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>84.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After a couple months of this, Trevor is again triggered to learn by an error in his Cache. Since his Cache was cleared when he added an error to the Support to get to stage 2, none of his errors on stop-w and stop-r clusters remain there. In the present errors (see the Cache in 82 below), *TL prefers the losers in his onset cluster errors – but so do *TW and *TR. Thus, all three of these constraints will overcome the VT and trigger learning at the same time – I have only chosen *TL to shade as the Trigger Constraint below because it is this constraint whose position will be changed in the eventual re-ranking:

A fragment of Trevor’s Error Cache at 2;5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Winner-Loser</th>
<th>*TW</th>
<th>*TR</th>
<th>*TL</th>
<th>*SN</th>
<th>*ST</th>
<th>Other Mkdness</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘glass’</td>
<td>glass ~ gas</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘play’</td>
<td>ple ~ po’</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘cleaner’</td>
<td>klau ~ kwa</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘sneakers’</td>
<td>snkaz ~ snkz</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘stick’</td>
<td>stick ~ dik</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An important question about this stage is why, if *TW and *TR have been demoted, clusters like TL are still being deleted rather than mapped to better sonority clusters: in other words, why does ‘glass’ come out as ‘gas’ and not ‘gwas’ or ‘gras’? The explanation will have to come from the ranking of other constraints. As we’ve seen, deletion (e.g. /gl/ → [g]) violates Max; a featural mutation like (/gl/ → [gw]) violates Ident constraints, as well (possibly) as other markedness constraints; some of these latter constraints must be currently ranked above Max in Trevor’s grammar.\(^{41}\)

Getting back to the Cache in 82) above): Trevor will now choose a Best Error that violates *TL but no more onset cluster constraints. Supposing that he chooses his error on ‘glass’, he adds it to the Support, and applies BCD to find the new ranking in 84):

\(^{40}\) Beyond the data cited earlier – the new errors, ‘sneakers’ and ‘stick’ are from 2;4.3.

\(^{41}\) Beyond these facts about Trevor, it is more generally the case that children’s grammars often prefer deletion over other repairs. I cannot fully treat this issue here, but it is an interesting and outstanding question to what extent the deletion preference can be reduced to the activity of other constraints or requires e.g. some initial rankings among faithfulness constraints.
83) **Trevor’s new Support:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner – Loser</th>
<th>*TW</th>
<th>*TR</th>
<th>*TL</th>
<th>*SN</th>
<th>*ST</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘train’</td>
<td>tre’n – tren</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘glass’</td>
<td>glas – gas</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

84) **Stage 3 ranking, from the support in 81):**

... *SN, *ST ... >> Max >> *TW, *TR, *TL

At this point, the major class of onset clusters that Trevor has not learned is the s-initial cluster, and the best treatment of this lag depends on assumptions about Trevor’s syllabification of those inputs with sC sequences. The issue is whether the child is treating them as true sC onset clusters, or as singleton C onsets with the s in an adjunct position outside the syllable. (In the developing English context, see e.g. Barlow 2001, Goad and Rose, 2004; Chambless, 2006):

85) **Two possible syllabifications for ‘stick’**

a) complex onset

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\hline
\text{Ons} & \text{Nuc} & \text{Coda} \\
\hline
s & t & i & k \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

b) s-appendix plus singleton onset

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c}
\hline
\text{Ons} & \text{Nuc} & \text{Coda} \\
\hline
s & t & i & k \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Trevor’s consistent pattern of /sC/ \rightarrow [C] reduction, regardless of relative sonority, allows two possible interpretations. The assumption I’ve been making above so far is that he is treating them as clusters, and so they violate so many sonority sequencing constraints that the ESA will not yet have chosen to add them to the Support (recall that the ESA’s criterion (b) wants errors that have as few L-preferring Markedness constraints as possible, ignoring the Trigger Constraint.) The alternative hypothesis is that they are adjuncts and the *Appendix constraint has yet to be demoted, as below.

86) **An alternative version of the Error Cache at 2:5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Winner – Loser</th>
<th>*TW</th>
<th>*TR</th>
<th>*TL</th>
<th>*Appendix</th>
<th>Other Mkdness</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘glass’</td>
<td>glas – gas</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘toy’</td>
<td>toy – say</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘train’</td>
<td>tren – tren</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘sneakers’</td>
<td>snikaz – nukeo</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2 Julia

Julia’s acquisition of onset clusters is a little more complicated than Trevor’s, because she treats s-initial clusters differently depending on their sonority profile. But her first two stages are just like Trevor’s (see below), so I pick up her ESL story at stage 2:

87) **Stage 1:** singleton onsets only (up to 1;9)

**Stage 2:** stop-r and stop-w onsets only (during 1;10)

**Starting with stage 2:**

As with Trevor, Julia’s stage 2 reduces permits few s-initial onset clusters of any sort.
88) Julia’s stage 2 (numbers by output):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>age</th>
<th>output</th>
<th>raw %s</th>
<th>percentages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

89) Representative data from Stage 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>clusters retained: stop-r, stop-glide</th>
<th>clusters reduced: stop-l, s-initial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Thus Julia’s Support at stage 2 is equivalent to Trevor’s – that is, it contains errors that demonstrate the need to denote *TW and *TR.

90) Julia’s Support at stage 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner−Loser</th>
<th>*TW</th>
<th>*TL</th>
<th>*SN</th>
<th>*ST</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘cry’</td>
<td>krai−kai</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Getting from stage 2 to 3

Julia’s stage 3 of learning, at around 1;11-2;0, adds s-stop and s-nasal clusters to her onset inventory – while stop-liquid, s-liquid and s-glide clusters continue to be reduced.

The table and data below illustrate this:

91) Stage 3: s[-cont] (s-stop and s-nasal) onsets also appear at 1;11-2;0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>age</th>
<th>output</th>
<th>raw %s</th>
<th>percentages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:11</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:0</td>
<td>C…</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC…</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

92) Representative data from Julia’s stage 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>clusters retained: stop-w, stop-r, s-stop, s-nasal</th>
<th>clusters reduced: stop-l, s-stop, s-nasal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target Child Age</td>
<td>Target Child Age</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To get to this stage 3, Julia must choose a best error that will let her learn s[-cont] but not s[+cont] onsets. But what is the triggering constraint? It clearly cannot be onset sonority that prefers ST and SN clusters (look at the violations in the previous Error Cache.) Instead, I suggest that the right triggering constraint is *Appendix, and that the s-initial clusters that Julia learns at stage 3 are those that her grammar has parsed as containing not a complex onset but as a singleton onset and an s-appendix (see ranking below):

93) Julia’s sC syllabifications

a) sl, sw: complex onset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ons</th>
<th>Nuc</th>
<th>Coda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) s-stop, s-nasal: appendix plus singleton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ons</th>
<th>Nuc</th>
<th>Coda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Therefore, I adopt the two syllabification patterns in 93), to illustrate Julia’s Error Cache below. With this assumption, we can see that if *Appendix triggers learning Julia will choose a best error with an s-[cont] onset cluster:

94) Julia’s Error Cache at the end of 1:10

If for example Julia chooses ‘spoon’, her Support is duly updated as in 95), she then applies BCD, and she thus gets the stage 3 ranking:

95) Julia’s new Support

96) The new ranking at stage 3, from the Support in 93)

42 This split in her syllabification might be linked to her choice of segments when these clusters are reduced. As we have seen here, Julia reduces sl and sw clusters to [s], but s-stop and s-nasal clusters to the stop or nasal. If we assume that onset selection is driven by a preference for the least sonorous onset segment (with respect to children, see e.g. Gnanadesikan, 1995/2004; Pater and Barlow, 2003; Goad and Rose, 2004; cf. van der Pas, 2004), then it would be surprising that she chose to reduce complex onset /sn/ clusters to just the more sonorous nasal. If, however, that cluster is syllabified with only the nasal in onset, the pattern is explained.

3.3.3 Summary

This section has considered several stages in the acquisition of onset clusters by two different children. I have shown in ESL how the stringency of onset sonority constraints can predict well-attested stages, whereby better onset clusters are acquired before less good ones. I have also relied on s-initial clusters’ variable syllabification to explain the differences between Trevor and Julia’s development.

One interesting point of comparison between these two children is that Julia and Trevor go through the same kinds of onset cluster stages (modulo the sC differences), but Julia’s are much earlier than Trevor’s. Why should this be? In ESL there are two options: either she has more errors earlier, or she has lower Violation Thresholds. Both of these
options seem plausible, and while in the present system this is a mechanical, rather than an empirical issue, some important questions arise from the consideration of these mechanics.

The second option makes sense in the terms of §3.2.4 above, with which we can consider VTs as flexible thresholds of a rather psychological nature: affected by other cognitive demands and individual abilities, decreasing over time as language processing gets easier for the learner, and the like.

The first option – that Julia’s Error Caches grow faster than Trevor’s – raises the somewhat unanswered question of how precisely errors get made and into the Cache. The next section deals in part with this question, because it considers how frequency affects Error-Selective Learning. As we will see, what the empirical predictions connect are ambient lexical frequencies and constraint stringency on the one hand and order of acquisition on the other. However, they have nothing central to say about rates of acquisition. In any event, the difference between Julia and Trevor’s rate of onset cluster learning will remain outside the predictive domain of this fundamentally grammatical, not psychological, approach to acquisition.

4 The roles of frequency

4.1 The connection between frequency and Error-Selective Learning

There has been extensive discussion in the literature of how lexical frequency influences acquisition order. Drawing the right formal connections between frequency and grammar is clearly a long-standing point of controversy, no less tricky in the domain of acquisition than in phonological theory as a whole. However, an important fact that the Error-Selective approach exploits is that incorporating frequencies or statistics across the lexicon into learning is logically independent from using those frequencies or statistics directly in the grammar – either in the definition of constraints or in the workings of EVAL.

In Error-Selective Learning, the ideas of Violation Thresholds and the ESA criterion (b) that favours errors with the fewest other Ls, together conspire to predict that order of acquisition should mirror markedness violation frequency. The more errors that a constraint assigns Ls to, the earlier one of those L-assigned errors will get into the Cache, and so the earlier it will be demoted.

In these two ways, the ESA only makes universal predictions about order of acquisition among more vs. less stringent M and F constraints (and then not even a completely deterministic prediction, as pointed out in §3.2.2). The relative re-ranking of constraints not in stringency relations, on the other hand, is in no way fixed beforehand. Instead, these ordering decisions will be specific to the target language, and the particular errors the learner has added to their Cache.

4.2 The connection between frequency and order of acquisition

The arguments in the literature connecting frequency and stages involve cross-linguistic comparisons, in both absolute and relative terms (for a recent brief review, see Beckman and Edwards, 2000). Here I discuss one robust example, from a series of studies that together demonstrate how differences in order of acquisition between

---

43 Similar to the decreasing plasticity of the GLA – see chapter 3 section 1.

44 Thanks to Sharon Goldwater for discussion of this point.

45 On the Faithfulness side, the ESA criterion (c) that favours errors with the most Ws predicts something comparable but not hinged on frequency – that the more privileged positions a marked structure appears in, the earlier an error that forces its acquisition will be added to the Cache.
Germanic (German, English, Dutch) and Romance (Spanish, at least) are the result of language-specific input frequencies.

4.2.1 Data from cross-linguistic frequency: initial weak syllables vs. codas

The distillation of this cross-linguistic comparison comes from Roark and Demuth (2000). The background for their study are the two generalizations given below:

98) Two generalizations about cross-linguistic order of acquisition

a) Initial unstressed syllables appear in Spanish before Germanic
   (Llóe 1997, 1998; Llóe and Demuth, 1999; Demuth, 2001)

b) Coda consonants appear in Germanic before Spanish
   (Llóe et al, 1996; Llóe and Prinz, 1997; Llóe and Demuth, 1999)

In Spanish, initial weak syllables begin to surface somewhere between 1;6 and 1;10. For example, Llóe (2003) finds that roughly 40% of the utterances from her two Spanish-learning children at 1;6 already contain initial unstressed syllables. In contrast, English unstressed initial syllables appear somewhat shortly after 2. Trevor and Julia both begin to produce them at around 2;0; Gerken (1994) reports them appearing as late as 2 and a half. Meanwhile, Spanish codas are learned starting around 1;10 at the earliest; as seen in Llóe (2003)’s data in §2.3.1, José doesn’t get them before 2;0 (see also Llóe 1997; Gennari and Demuth, 1997). In English, however, codas usually appear before or at the middle of the second year – for example, both Trevor and Julia acquire singleton codas between 1;4 and 1;6. It has also been reported for both German (Grijzenhout and Joppen, 1998) and English (Salidis and Johnson, 1997; Velleman and Vihman, 2000, 2002b) that some children’s very first productions contain codas. In addition, Llóe et al (1996) report that the proportion of closed syllables is already significantly higher in German than Spanish at the 25 word mark.

With these findings as background, Roark and Demuth (2000) compare data from Spanish and English to demonstrate that these structures are highly frequent in the language in which they appear first: initial weak syllables in Spanish, and codas in English. Their data came from corpora of child-directed speech in the two languages, using two lexicons of 18,000 words each extracted from CHILDES (thus admittedly reflecting token, not type, frequencies.)

First, they found that English initial syllables were stressed in an overwhelming portion of the corpus – monosyllabic words and disyllabic trochees already accounted for about 90 percent of the English tokens, (even when they allowed for the possibilities of encliticized ‘the’ and ‘a’). In Spanish, however, 40% of the data contained initial unstressed syllables. Furthermore, of the other 60% which had stressed initial syllables, more than a third of tokens (26% of the total) were due to just 10 extremely common words, mostly functional items: con, en, es, no, por, qué, sí, ver, y, and y. In contrast, 59.3% of the English words in that same sample had coda consonants, while only 25.2% of the Spanish words had codas.

A related study by Kirk and Demuth (2003) also found that the prevalent tendency of English children to learn complex codas before onsets (which was also true of Trevor) correlates with the frequency of these two structures in child-directed speech, rather than any of the other possible predictors they consider.

-----

46 Shelley Velleman (p.c.) reminds me that these differences also appear in babble.
47 Of these 40% -- 10% were wS words, almost 20% were wSw, and the remaining 10% were longer words with initial w.
The overall finding here is that the frequency with which (at least some) marked structures occur in children’s inputs correlates closely with their relative order of acquisition. In the Error-Selective Learning approach this connection is predicted, because markedness constraints that are violated frequently in the input will frequently create errors and so reach their Violation Thresholds earlier than infrequent ones.

A corollary of this connection is that structures with equal frequency in the child-directed lexicon should be variable in their order of acquisition. This prediction is discussed explicitly in the work and interpretation of Levelt and van der Vijver (2004), which discusses the order of acquisition of complex onsets vs. codas in the Fikkert/Levelt corpus. Among the 12 children acquiring Dutch in that sample, 3 acquire CCVC syllables before CVCC, while 9 acquire CVCC before CCVC. Since the frequency of both these syllable types is comparable in the child-directed Dutch they report on (3.4% of their Dutch corpus being CCVC vs. 3.7% being CVCC), the ESL explanation of this variation is the particular frequency quirks of the Error Cache that each child builds, based on their individual lexicons and experience.

4.2.2 Ambient not output frequencies, and the Error Cache

What we have seen above is that the lexical (token or type) frequencies in child-directed speech seem to be the driving factor. In the ESL theory of development, it is worth considering how those frequencies get mirrored in the errors that make it into the Cache.

The simplest assumption would be that children produce words with about the same frequencies as they hear them, and that the Error Cache is populated by all and only children’s overt production errors. If the child’s own production error frequencies were the right predictor, then if a child’s lexicon were skewed – e.g. his words included a great many complex onsets and only a few complex codas – they would be predicted to acquire the former before the latter.

But looking at Trevor and Julia’s outputs demonstrates for certain cases that ambient input frequencies are what drive the triggering process, and not a particular child’s production error frequencies. The clear counter-example: Trevor uses more words with complex onsets than complex codas (and by token, MANY more – see table 97). Nevertheless, he acquires complex codas around 1;8-1;9, whereas complex onsets do not appear nearly at all in his productions until 2;2 (and not reliably until about 2;4), as in table 100).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex syllable margins in the targets – Trevor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompOnset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0;10-1;3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1;8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

48 Related to this line is the argument in Fikkert and Levelt (to appear) that the prevalence of certain places of articulation in a child’s early lexicon dictates their patterns of consonant harmony.
The most immediate consequence of this point touches on the nature of my proposed Error Cache, since it is the locus of frequency effects in ESL. What this data suggests is that we must understand the errors in the Cache to include not only overt production errors made by the learning child, but crucially also errors resulting from passive listening. One potential source of these errors might be the early application of a perception grammar of the sort proposed in Pater (2004) or Boersma (2001). The general idea is that perception errors are created when the child correctly hears a target word at some auditory level, but feeds that form as an input to their current perception grammar, and then notices that their perceptual grammar has mapped the phonetic form unfaithfully. From this noticing would come a silent ERC row – normal in all respects except its lack of phonetic implementation – which the learner will add to their Cache.51

Including such passive errors in the Cache also allows us to interpret the fact that at the very first stages of production, some children have clearly demoted some markedness constraints below conflicting faithfulness constraints (like NoCoda in English and German, as cited in section 4.2.1.52) While children may never have produced words with codas before – they have surely heard many many words with them, and had time to build up enough errors to trigger learning on NoCoda. (Alternatively, the necessary errors might indeed have come from production, in late stages of canonical babble.)

However: this notion of including perception knowledge in the mechanism used for learning a production grammar clearly raises deeper questions about how these two kinds of phonological knowledge interact in development – questions that I take to be fundamentally unanswered (though see especially Pater 2004, Pater, Stager and Werker 2004, and also Escudero and Boersma 2003.) Research over the last decades has shown that children are sensitive enough to the frequencies in their linguistic input to prefer more frequent structures very early in life (see e.g. Jusczyk, Frederici et al (1993); Jusczyk, Luce and Charles-Luce (1994); Jusczyk (1997) and references therein.) Clearly, however, this sensitivity and awareness does not build the learner a fully-target grammar

51 One important consideration is that depending on the theory, the kinds of faithfulness constraints used in the perceptual parsing grammar may be different from those used in creating production errors – this is definitely the case in Boersma (2001) and to a lesser extent in Pater (2004) – so the kinds of ERCs rows produced in early perception will not necessarily mirror attested early errors in production. The spelling-out of this consideration and its consequences will be left unresolved here.

52 With respect to this early F >> M ranking, see also the different approach to stages of acquisition in Bernhardt and Stemberger (1998).
4.3 Intermediate stages without stringency: stages of prosodic truncation

The previous sections on frequency have pointed out that ESL does not make universal predictions about the order of demotion of constraints not in stringency relations – but also that it does make general predictions about the stages and frequencies in the input. In this section I demonstrate this second point more explicitly, using a well-attested stage of truncation, from English among other languages.

This example comes from the development of word shape and syllable truncation, which has been central to previous work on stages of acquisition. The relevant stage is one where children have abandoned truncation to one syllable (stage 1 below), and now allow outputs up to but no bigger than one foot.

Before discussing the analysis, a crucial data caveat. Shelley Velleman (p.c.) points out that the literature outside Germanic does not provide much support of this initial stage of truncation to monosyllables. In fact, see e.g. the results for Finnish, French and Italian in Vihman (2001) which suggest that for learners of these languages, the initial stage of production already includes two-syllable outputs (and in fact treats disyllables as the minimal word, i.e. mapping /æ/ → [æ ə]). Thus, the monosyllabic state being discussed here is not being claimed as the truly initial state, but rather reflects an early state which learners of English, Dutch etc. are commonly in at the onset of word production. (Recall from the discussion in 4.2.2 above that some grammatical learning is assumed to have taken place before production begins.)

The analysis that I propose for these two stages does not rely on a stringency relation between two markedness constraints. Rather, I suggest merely that the one-syllable stage reflects one aspect of optimal satisfaction of the conflicting constraints on foot form and alignment that begin at the top of the learner’s M >> F ranking, and that stage 2 reflects the error-driven demotion of a foot form constraint. And as we will see, the Error-Selective Learner can easily pass through this stage – not because the relevant
constraints are in a stringency relationship, but because of the frequency of violation of wordshapes.

At the initial stage, these learners reduce outputs to a single syllable. If we interpret this syllable as a bimoraic foot, this output satisfies a number of prosodic constraints: the need to align all feet with the word edge, and the demands of both foot form constraints, Trochee and Iamb (thanks to John McCarthy for suggesting this analysis):

103) Prosodic Markedness constraints
a) All-Ft-L: “The left edge of every foot is aligned with the left edge of a Prosodic Word”
b) Trochee: “Heads of feet must be left-aligned in the foot”
c) Iamb: “Heads of feet must be right-aligned in the foot”

In the ranking below, Max ranks below all of these markedness pressures, so the winning candidate in the tableau of 103) is the single syllable output in (i). For illustration’s sake, I illustrate this with a three syllable word with medial stress, although the ranking generalizes to other multi-syllabic inputs:

104) Stage One: All-Ft-L, Trochee, Iamb >> Max

There are clearly other differences between trochees and iambs than the alignment of their heads – see e.g. Hayes (1995). I assume these differences are the result of other constraints.

105) Stage one: one syllable only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All-Ft-L</th>
<th>Trochee</th>
<th>Iamb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)  (\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>(\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) (\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>(\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) (\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>(\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) (\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>(\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

106) The resulting ERC row

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All-Ft-L</th>
<th>Trochee</th>
<th>Iamb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma\mu\mu) - (\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the intermediate stage, feet must still be aligned to both word edges (so there can still only be one of them). What characterizes the move to this stage, however, is that the language-specific foot type – either trochees or iambs – has been acquired, via demotion of the conflicting markedness constraint. In English, this intermediate stage will now treat the word-medial case above by producing a bi-syllabic trochee (tableau 108 below) – but it will still reduce any word with two feet to only one (109):

107) Stage Two: All-Ft-L, Trochee >> Max >> Iamb

108) The intermediate stage: one trochaic foot...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All-Ft-L</th>
<th>Trochee</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Iamb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) (\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>(\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) (\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>(\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) (\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>(\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) (\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>(\sigma\mu\mu)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

54 Note that I am calculating Max violations here in terms of syllables only because the candidates have been simplified to syllables. The real Max constraint I am assuming in fact counts violations by segment, but nothing crucial hinges on that here.

55 The fact that outputs do not contain any post-tonic syllables at this stage, i.e. \(\sigma\mu\mu\), can be attributed to Parse-\(\sigma\) (Prince and Smolensky, 1993) or Lapse constraints (Elenbaas and Kager, 1999) constraints, that ultimately prefer to delete syllables if they cannot be footed.
... and one foot only

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{All-Ft-L} & \text{Trochee} & \text{Max} & \text{Iamb} \\
\hline
(\sigma) & (\sigma_{\text{m}}) & \ast & \ast \\
(\sigma \sigma) & \ast & \ast & \ast \\
(\sigma \sigma) & \ast & \ast & \ast \\
(\sigma \sigma) & \ast & \ast & \ast \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

The question is why children should decide to demote Iamb before All-Ft-L, and the Error-Selective answer comes from the frequencies of the forms that cause these two constraints to assigns Ls. To see this, we must consider the kinds of errors in which these constraints have different violation profiles.

Since English is a fully trochaic language, Iamb is rampantly violated in the words that children hear. One very common English word shape is the trochee itself – bisyllabic, with initial stress. And these words will create ERC rows in which Iamb assigns an L but All-Ft-L does not, since both the winner and loser’s only foot is indeed left-aligned:

110) The kind of English ERC row in which only Iamb assigns an L

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘mama’</th>
<th>All-Ft-L</th>
<th>Trochee</th>
<th>Iamb</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma) \to (\sigma_{\text{m}})</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, English is also a language with iterative footing, so that many winners violate All-Ft-L as well. But as we’ve seen above, the only English foot type that does not violate this definition of Iamb is a heavy monosyllable, so it will only be words with two monosyllabic feet to which only All-Ft-L will assign an L:

111) The kind of English ERC in which only All-Ft-L assigns an L

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘pontoon’</th>
<th>All-Ft-L</th>
<th>Trochee</th>
<th>Iamb</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma) \to (\sigma_{\text{m}})</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the Error Selective learner demotes constraints only once they reach the Violation Treshold, the question which type of ERC row will be more frequently represented in the Support? It is hopefully not contentious that children encounter English words like “mama” more frequently than words like “pontoon”. As we already saw in the Roark and Demuth (2000) findings of §4.2, 90% of their corpus of English child-directed speech contained tokens that were either monosyllabic (violating neither constraint) or disyllabic trochees (like the ERC row in 110). From this alone we should expect that lamb will reach its Violation Threshold before All-Ft-L, and so add an error like 110) to the Support to create the attested intermediate stage.

To recall the more general point, then: stringency between markedness constraints is not in any way necessary for the ESL learner to pass through an intermediate stage of constraint ranking.

4.3.1 Noting an stringent alternative

It should be noted that Curtin and Zuraw (2001) in fact derive the one-foot intermediate stage using two markedness constraints on prosodic structure that sit in a stringency relation:

112) The Specific M analysis of the one-foot stage (from Curtin and Zuraw, 2001)

All-Ft-L >> Max >> All-\sigma-L
However, the less stringent constraint that they use is the somewhat implausible ‘All-Syllable-Left’, which requires every syllable to be aligned to the left edge of the Prosodic Word. The cross-linguistic support for this constraint is not particularly robust; those patterns that produce maximally one-syllable outputs may well be dealt with using the kind of prosodic constraints assumed in the analysis above (on prosodic maximality, see McCarthy and Prince, 1993; Ito, Kitigawa and Mester, 1996; Ussishkin, 2000; de Lacy, 2004.) I will return to Curtin and Zuraw’s analysis in chapter 3 §3, however, in the discussion of how stringency relations among faithfulness constraints shape the stages of GLA learning.

### 4.4 Infrequent mistakes and the value of the Error Cache

In the original BCD model, a one-time mistake in the data can in fact threaten the entire delicate search for restrictiveness. For example, if the BCD learner of a language with mid vowels only in stressed syllables happens to hear e.g. a slip of tongue with an unstressed mid vowel and add it to their Support, it will end up with the over-generating grammar that we have been trying so scrupulously to avoid.

We have already seen that adding a Cache to the BCD learning procedure means that not every error the learner makes will be learned from; in fact, many errors will be added to the then-current Error Cache, but never get transferred to the Support. So in the Error Cache, the learner also has a place to keep temporary track of the frequency of individual ERC rows – that is, how many times a particular winner-loser pair has been seen. Thus, one could include an initial criterion in the ESA saying that a best error (i.e. a best error type) can only be one that has been made more than some minimum number of times (i.e. tokens.)

If we make this move, then to be make sure that the learner will still end up eventually with an empty Cache – see §3.2.4 above – we must also add some requirement ensuring that any ERC row which has been heard fewer than a certain number of times over a certain amount of time is erased from the Cache without any other impetus. In other words, hearing an insufficient number of tokens of a particular error type will lead the learner to decide that ERC row was just noise. Error-Selective learning makes this approach possible, unlike in BCD, because it decouples the reason for re-ranking, which is the current grammar’s errors, from the trigger of re-ranking, which is exceeding the Violation Threshold for some constraint. This gives the learner some leeway to ignore infrequently-made errors.

A very useful effect of keeping track of token as well as type frequencies in this way is that the Error-Selective learner can make the crucial distinction between (i) noisy data, which should never be transferred from Cache to Support, and (ii) grammatical exceptions, which should. Suppose that the learner is acquiring a language where a very few lexical items have codas – perhaps only three very recent borrowings – but 99.9% of the lexicon is coda-free. To be properly robust, the learning algorithm must be able to distinguish the Support for this exceptional coda language from one in which codas are 100% ruled out, even if the learner has misheard three words in the latter language as having codas. The difference will be found in their token frequencies. In the former language, only three ERCs can demonstrate the exceptionality of NoCoda but this exceptionality will be demonstrated every time each of these lexical items is heard.

---

56 As pointed out by Boersma and Hayes (2001), this ability to be ‘robust’ in the face of noisy data is a virtue of the Gradual Learning Algorithm – see chapter 3.
whereas in the latter language the misheard codas will be one-time events. Thus as the former learner’s VT sinks towards one, the three errors demonstrating the exceptional need for NoCoda $\gg$ Max will eventually trigger learning and get added to the Support, prompting some change to the grammar (recall chapter 1 §2.2.) In the latter case, however, by the time the VT gets low enough the Error Cache will already have been emptied of the misheard ‘codas’, just for having been heard only once.

5. Developmental variation and Error-Selective Learning

Perhaps the largest idealization made in the learning discussion of this chapter has been the abstraction away from any output variability in child data. The empirical reality is that children’s outputs are in fact variable in a number of ways: that at any one stage of acquisition, children produce the same words or phonological structures in a variety of different ways.

As one example to use in the discussion that follows, I return to the first intermediate stage discussed in chapter 2 in which singleton codas have been acquired but complex ones have not. One of the children in table 3) of §2.2.1, P.J., was in fact at a stage where input singleton codas were only sometimes preserved, and other times deleted. Looking back at the data from Trevor and Julia’s syllable margins month by month in section 3, it is clear that both children went through many months of variable singleton coda deletion. And after mastering faithfulness to singletons preservation, they later also passed through a stage of variability in their production of complex codas.


5.1 The ubiquity and challenges of variation in learning

The issue of where or how developmental variation should be captured by a grammatical learning theory does not seem straightforward. Broadly speaking, I see two ways into the problem. One is to attribute variability in development to the learning mechanism, and not to the grammars constructed by those mechanisms. The other way is to make variation an inherent property of the grammars per se: as we will see in detail in chapter 4, this is the nature of the stochastic OT approach and the associated Gradual Learning Algorithm (Boersma, 1997).

A third position worth considering is the possibility that all variation in learning is the result of performance problems. Under this view, learners whose grammar has just re-ranked so as to permit coda consonants must still learn to produce the necessary articulatory gestures associated with those codas. It seems reasonable that articulatory pressures are responsible for some of the variation that learners display, and I do not have any perfect arguments as to why they could not explain all variation. I note, however, that the connection between input frequencies and order of acquisition does not appear to hold in the case of marked structures that present clear articulatory problems. For example, the English interdental fricatives are notoriously difficult to produce, and while they are extremely frequent in English inputs they are quite late to be acquired. Thus, it might be possible to diagnose a kind of variation that is attributable to performance problems, and still find other evidence of grammatical variability left unaccounted for; I leave this tentative suggestion as a question for further research.

In some sense, the most extreme version of the performance problems view is to abandon the notion of children’s outputs as involving phonology at all. The claim is that
the amount of attested variation indicates that constraint rankings are not responsible for any stages of production; this is at least the position of Hale and Reiss (1998). While this tack leaves us fewer things to explain, it does so at the expense of understanding several things. First, it does not give us any way of explaining the ways in which children’s outputs are not more variable – that is, that they are stable and systematic, at all but perhaps the earliest stages (c.f. Ferguson and Farwell, 1975). A related, more specified analytic disappointment is that it writes off the observation that children’s developing grammars can often mirror and innovate patterns found in the typology of natural languages – including those beyond the target – as an accident of flapping meat and phlegm. And third, a performance-only view can not explain why children’s innovative patterns and errors can reflect sensitivities to abstract properties such as the notion of morphological basehood (see evidence of such innovations and discussion of this point in chapter 4 §7.2.)

5.1.1 The potential for a variable BCD learner

How can developmental variation be treated in the present system? As I have already stressed (or perhaps conceded) this dissertation is no way an empirical study of variability in phonological learning. But since Error-Selective learning is an attempt to model more of the human acquisition process than pure BCD, we should at least ask to what extent variability across stages can be captured by this theory.

Given that the grammars my BCD algorithm learns do not contain any variation, my error-selective learner can only demonstrate variation through some elaboration of the learning procedure. This BCD algorithm builds what I will refer to as ordinal rankings – that is, each constraint ranks above or below another -- e.g. C1 >> C2 -- but there is no sense in which C1 can be more or less ranked above C2. As I will discuss in some detail in chapter 3, other theories of learning assume an OT grammar in which constraints are ranked on a numerical scale, so that it IS possible for C1 to be ranked a lot or a little above C2 – this is true of the Gradual Learning Algorithm (Boersma, 1997 et seq.). We will see in chapter 3 that the possibility of one constraint outranking another one just a little bit is how the GLA learner naturally shows variation between its intermediate stages over the course of learning.

If we are committed to an ordinal OT grammar – which all extant versions of BCD such as the one I have adopted here certainly are – then our learner does not have any way to build rankings that encode any degrees of vacillation between intermediate stages, analogous to the GLA. Instead, however, we can consider how we could modify the error-selective BCD learner’s methods in order to derive the effects of variation between rankings. In the rest of this section I will suggest two such possible methods: neither is presented as a definitive approach to variable Error-Selective Learning, but together they may provide future areas of investigation for the model.

The first alternative is to change the notion of a Violation Threshold from a fixed value to a range of values – this means that it will sometimes be easier to trigger learning and add new errors from the Cache into the Support than other times. If the learner temporarily adopted a low VT, they would add more errors to their Support and so build rankings that appear to represent a later stage of development. If at the same time the learner also remembered that the VT that allowed those errors into the Cache was lower than normal, they could periodically empty their Support of such suspect errors, and thus

---

57 Thanks to Joe Pater for pointing out this argument to me.
5.2 Alternative I: the Variable VT approach

As discussed in section 4, the introduction of an Error Cache has consequences for any aspect of learning that is in some way temporary. What I will explore here is the notion that errors in the Cache could derive the effects of later stage rankings by being temporarily introduced into the Support, but not retained because they have yet to truly overcome the Violation Threshold.

5.2.1 The example of variable codas

Recall the first Error Cache used to illustrate ESL of codas vs. complex codas, repeated below in (113). Up until now we have treated the Error Cache as inert up until the point when some constraint exceeds its Violation Threshold. So if, for example, our Violation Threshold is set to 4, then the Error Cache below is about to trigger learning on NoCoda but hasn’t yet, and none of its errors have yet had any effect on re-ranking:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{Input} \\
\text{Winner} - \text{Loser} \\
\text{NoCoda} \\
\text{*CompCoda} \\
\text{Max} \\
\text{*CompOnset} \\
(l) \text{friend} \\
\text{frend} \sim \text{fr} \\
\text{L} \\
\text{L} \\
\text{W} \\
\text{L} \\
\hline
\text{2) } \text{pizz} \\
\text{piz} \sim \text{pi} \\
\text{L} \\
\text{e} \\
\text{W} \\
\text{e} \\
\hline
\text{3) } \text{grep} \\
\text{grep} \sim \text{ge} \\
\text{L} \\
\text{L} \\
\text{W} \\
\text{L} \\
\hline
\text{4) } \text{pit} \\
\text{ti} \sim \text{si} \\
\text{e} \\
\text{e} \\
\text{e} \\
\text{e}
\end{array}
\]

In the variable ESL approach, however, overcoming the true Violation Threshold is not actually necessary to trigger the inclusion of an error into the Support. Imagine instead that every time the learner uses the grammar they adopt a temporary Violation Threshold, that may be different than the true VTs (more on how this works in a minute.) If a temporary VT is lower than the true one, it may already be met or exceeded by some constraint in the Cache and thereby trigger an early application of the ESA. This early version of the ESA analyzes the Cache to find a best error – one which violates a Triggering Constraint according to the temporary VT. The learner will then copy this error (rather than move it as in normal ESL) to the Support.

In this system, a temporary trigger constraint is one whose number of Ls meets or exceeds the temporary VT; thus in (113) above, NoCoda is a temporary trigger constraint,
because its three Ls in the Cache meets the temporary VT. With this slight re-definition of triggering, the Early ESA is otherwise exactly the same as the original in §3.1:

114) **The Early ESL Algorithm**
Choose as the best error that row in the Cache which:
a) has an L assigned by the Temporary Trigger Constraint and of those, the one that
b) has the fewest Ls assigned by other Markedness constraints and of those, the one that
c) has the most Ws assigned by Faithfulness constraints

As we saw when we were assuming a VT of 3: the Best Error in the Error Cache above is candidate (ii) “peas”, because it violates the temporary Trigger Constraint (NoCoda) but no other Markedness constraints. And in this Variable ESL scenario, “peas” is now the temporary Best Error.

115) **Using temporary violation thresholds to trigger Early ESA**

The true Violation Threshold: 4
The temporary Violation Threshold: 3

b) NoCoda is the Temp. Trigger Constraint
d) the Error Cache NOT cleared…

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner ~ Loser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F hood</td>
<td>frind ~ frind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>priz ~ priz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/greip/</td>
<td>greip ~ greip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>n ~ si</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner ~ Loser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F hood</td>
<td>frind ~ frind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>priz ~ priz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/greip/</td>
<td>greip ~ greip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>n ~ si</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner ~ Loser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-empty, waiting-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

116) **The BCD ranking resulting from the new Support in 115(e):**
*ComplexCoda >> Max >> NoCoda

Although this error’s Trigger Constraint may not yet have exceeded the true VT, and although the Cache has not yet been cleared – adding this Best Error to the Support will still trigger step 2, and so BCD will build a new ranking:

This new ranking in 116) has brought the learner to the intermediate stage of coda acquisition – but it is not a stable grammar because the learner has not yet seen enough errors to overcome the true VT and permanently demote NoCoda. In the Variable ESL system this instability has been encoded by copying rather moving temporary errors, leaving them in both the uncleared Cache AND the Support: while the learner relied on a temporary error to get their current ranking, they are not committed to its permanence in the Support. In the Variable ESL system, this instability is resolved at the end of each use of the current ranking using a process of ‘Synching’ the Error Cache and the Support. To perform this Synch, the learner compares the Error Cache and Support, finds any identical errors that appear in both, and removes them from the Support. This has the effect of forgetting any temporary errors that have been included in the Support due to a temporary Triggering Constraint.

In the example above: after building the ranking in 116), the learner synchs the Cache and Support, finds the identical ERC “peas” in both, and so deletes it from the Support:
117) Synching the Cache and Support

d) the uncleared Cache:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>Loser</th>
<th>No Coda</th>
<th>*Comp Coda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fr/p</td>
<td>fr/p</td>
<td>/p</td>
<td>/p</td>
<td>/p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pfr</td>
<td>/pfr</td>
<td>fr/p</td>
<td>/p</td>
<td>/p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pie</td>
<td>pie</td>
<td>/e</td>
<td>/e</td>
<td>/e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/epe</td>
<td>/epe</td>
<td>pie</td>
<td>/e</td>
<td>/e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

e) the Support, with an identical error:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>Loser</th>
<th>No Coda</th>
<th>*Comp Coda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fr/p</td>
<td>fr/p</td>
<td>/p</td>
<td>/p</td>
<td>/p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pie</td>
<td>pie</td>
<td>/e</td>
<td>/e</td>
<td>/e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now the Cache and the Support have been synched, the Support’s evidence for Max >> NoCoda has been removed, so while the current ranking is at the intermediate stage of coda acquisition, the Support has returned to the previous stage. This means that the next time constraints get re-ranked (more on that below), the learner’s ranking will follow the Support in reverting to the previous stage.

Where do temporary Violation Thresholds come from? Inspired by the stochastic OT system used by the GLA, where each run of EVAL randomly draws a value for each constraint from its probability distribution, I suggest that the Variable ESL begins each use of the grammar by similarly choosing a temporary VT value from a (normal) probability distribution, whose mean is the true Violation Threshold.58

58 If it turned out that different constraints should be assigned different Violation Thresholds, we could center this normal distribution around the mean of all the true VTs. For example, we might set the VTs for prosodic constraints lower than segmental ones, to derive the fact that learners acquire their stress systems much earlier than their full segmental inventories.

5.2.2 The effects of the Variable VT approach

I began this section with the idea that the Variable ESL learner chooses a temporary Violation Threshold every time the grammar is used, not only when it makes an error. So let us now step back and see how this system works as a whole, and then consider its pros and cons.

Every time the learner has used the grammar and chosen an optimal output for some input, they determine whether their output was an error or not. If they haven’t made an error, they do nothing. If they have, they add the error to the Cache, generate a temporary VT, and then check whether any constraint in the Cache is now a trigger constraint. If not (that is, if no constraint has assigned as many or more Ls as the temporary VT value), then the learner simply goes to the existing, unrevised Support and builds a new ranking via BCD to be used next time. (This re-ranking gets the grammar back in synch with the Support, in case the last re-ranking was done using a previous temporary error.)

If the VT value chosen has been exceeded by some constraint or set of constraints, then the learner must add a best error to the Support. To know how to do so, the learner checks whether the temporary VT value is equal or greater than the true VT.59

If it is, then the learner behaves as he or she would have in section 3: uses the normal ESA algorithm, moves the chosen best error into the Support, clears the Cache, and builds a new ranking via BCD to be used next time. If however the temporary VT value is less than the true VT, the learner instead uses the variable ESA algorithm, copies the best error into the Support, does NOT clear the Cache and again builds a new ranking via

59 … or the true VT for the relevant constraint, if assuming different ones.
Finally, the learner synchs the Cache and the Support so that a copied best error will be removed again from the Support.

The first thing to say about this proposal is that it has at least done what we set out to do. That is: adding a variable notion of the Violation Threshold, and synching the Cache and Support after learning, will indeed get us the effects of variation between stages. At the end of each learning cycle, the Support of a Variable ESL learner is in the same state that it would be under normal ESL. What’s crucial is that its ranking may be different: if a low temporary VT led the learner to choose a temporary best error, the new ranking will reflect that error’s ranking entailments but the Support will already have forgotten them (via synching). In the above example: the learner has built a grammar where singleton codas are preserved faithfully, but it has forgotten the error that enforced this faithfulness. For the moment the learner appears to have acquired singleton codas, and his grammar will parse them faithfully. But the next time the current grammar makes any other error a new ranking will be built from the Support, and the learner will return to a state of coda deletion. Through this flip-flopping of contents in the Support, this system derives variability between different rankings.

This extension of this model has also not sacrificed anything integral to the original ESL proposal. As in the original ESL proposal: when the true Violation Threshold is exceeded by some constraint, errors will permanently be moved into the Support, and all future rankings will reflect that move. Because the learner clears the Cache after applying the normal ESA, synching will not find any identical errors in the Cache and Support, so nothing will be deleted. And given that BCD will always choose a ranking that prefers winners over losers, errors already in the Support will not be made again, so the Cache won’t get re-cluttered with errors it has already (truly) learned from.

### 5.2.3 Deriving developmental regression in the variable VT approach

It might also be the case that the variable VT approach could be extended to explain apparent cases of regression, if we allowed the learner to adopt a low temporary VT for an extended period of time rather than choosing one after each new error. For example, if the learner above repeatedly chose a temporary VT of 3 for NoCoda they could appear to have fully progressed to the singleton coda stage – NoCoda would be continually triggering learning and adding errors with codas to the Support, and the synching progress would be removing those errors from the Support again, just as continually. If then the learner abandoned their temporary threshold and re-adopted the true, higher VT, NoCoda would stop triggering learning until the real VT was met, and in the meantime our child would appear to have regressed back to the coda-less initial stage.

What exactly would prompt the learner to adopt this lower VT for a long period of time, and why they would later revert to the true VT, remains unclear. As suggested in section 3.2.4 above, this proposal would be supported by evidence that children’s regressions coincide with increased demands on their cognitive resources more generally – for example with the advent of a burst in lexical acquisition.  

---

60 See the somewhat related arguments in Stager and Werker (1997) and Fennell and Werker (2003) about the connection between decreased phonemic discrimination in tasks that pair sound and meaning among infants who have reached a stage of increased lexical acquisition (around 14 months). See also Pater, Stager and Werker (2004) for discussion of OT implementation of the relationship between cognitive load and variable rankings.
5.2.4 Weaknesses of the variable VT approach

This section has sketched one direction in which a variable ESL learner might evolve, but this approach does not satisfactorily address all the issues. For one thing, the use of variable VTs is somewhat stipulative: especially because if the learner can always reference what the real VT is and use it to re-synch the Cache and Support, it is somewhat unclear why they would periodically choose a temporary lower one. Furthermore, although picking the temporary VT from a normal distribution predicts that most temporary values chosen will be clustered around the true VT value, this approach doesn’t really connect the degree of evidence the learner has for ranking with the likelihood that they use that ranking at any given time.

5.3 Alternative II: the Cloned Support approach

In addition to the variable VT idea, section 5.1.1 also raised a second possibility about developmental variation in BCD learning. This alternative retains the original ESL ideas of a single, true Violation Threshold to trigger learning, and a single mechanism by which chosen errors are added permanently to a Support and the Cache cleared. What is different in this account is the conception of the Support itself. This learner uses each new best error to build an alternative Support, which contains all the old errors plus the new one, and which is kept in memory alongside the previous one. Each Support is used by BCD to build a grammar, and each time the learner goes to produce a new output they can choose any of the currently-held grammars to feed it through. Thus in this model, the learner varies between stages because they vary their choice of stored grammar to use.

5.3.1 Returning to the variable coda example

To see how the cloned Support approach works: suppose that our learner’s Violation Threshold is 4, and that the learner has just added an error to their Cache that will trigger learning on NoCoda

118) An Error Cache in which NoCoda overcomes the VT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Winner – Loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>*CompCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>*CompOnset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) /bræd/</td>
<td>frend ~ fr:</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) /piz/</td>
<td>par ~ pi</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) /greɪ/</td>
<td>gre:p ~ ge</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) /tost/</td>
<td>tost ~ to</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking at these errors, we can see that while the learner has yet to learn much of anything about English syllable structure, it has already acquired some simple facts about the English segmental inventory – for example, that mid vowels and labial consonants are all allowed. This means that some errors demonstrating a tolerance for these marked features must have already made it into the Support (as in 119a below), building a grammar like in 119b):

119a) An existing Support for the learner in 118)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Winner – Loser</th>
<th>*Mid</th>
<th>*Lab</th>
<th>Ident [mid]</th>
<th>Ident [lab]</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>*CompCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>be/bi ~ didi</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

61 Thanks to Lyn Frazier and Jonah Katz for comments that inspired this approach.
119(b) A grammar that BCD builds from 119a:

- NoCoda, >> Id[lab] >> Id[dors] >> *Mid, >> *Max
- CompCoda

As discussed several times already: the ESL learner faced with the Cache in 119) will choose 'piz ~ pi' as the best error to learn from, and up until now that has meant updating the Support with this error. Instead, this alternative learner uses the best error from 118) to build a clone of the Support in 119)a), and build another ranking from that clone. This means that after NoCoda overcomes the violation threshold in 118) and a cycle of learning has occurred, the learner has TWO Supports, as in 120) below, and thus that its grammar contains TWO different rankings as in 121):

120) The state of the cloned Support learner after NoCoda triggers learning in 118)

a) Support A – pre-existing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Winner ~ Loser</th>
<th>*Mid</th>
<th>*Lab [mid]</th>
<th>Ident [lab]</th>
<th>No Coda</th>
<th>*CompCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>béjbi ~ didi</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Support B – cloned Support A plus one new error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Winner ~ Loser</th>
<th>*Mid</th>
<th>*Lab [mid]</th>
<th>Ident [lab]</th>
<th>No Coda</th>
<th>*CompCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>piz ~ pi</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

121) The resulting grammar with two rankings

a) from Support A:  NoCoda, >> Id[lab] >> Id[dors] >> *Mid, >> *Max
- CompCoda

b) from Support B:  CompCoda >> Max >> NoCoda >> Id[dors] >> Id[lab] >> *Mid

The bold face and underlined constraints are those in conflict with each other. This is to make clear that the first ranking in 121a) is one where segmental restrictions have been overcome (F >> M) but syllable structure remains fully unmarked (M >> F) – while in 121b) some syllable markedness has also been acquired (specifically Max >> NoCoda).

In this ESL model, the learner now has two rankings as part of their grammar, and every time it uses its grammar it must first pick one of its rankings. When it picks the one built from Support B, it produces singleton codas faithfully; when it picks the one built from Support A, it still deletes all codas. And thus it vacillates between two intermediate stages.

Note that to remain in line with the goals of this dissertation, our learner must still be remembering Support(s) as its primary data rather than rankings – so, we can say that though the learner has multiple Supports in memory simultaneously, it also knows which ranking comes from which Support, and as soon as any Support is forgotten its associated ranking disappears as well.

Thus, the necessary second part of this cloned Support model is how the learner gets rid of old Supports. The basic proposal is that each Support decays in memory in proportion to how many errors it prompts the learner to make. One way to implement this idea would be that the learner keeps a “reliability score” associated with each current Support.
Support hypothesis – suppose we start each freshly-cloned Support’s score at 1 (meaning 100% reliability). The first time a particular Support’s ranking is used to process an observed form and makes an error to add to the Cache, that Support’s reliability score is lowered: perhaps by a fixed amount (say to 0.9), or perhaps more intelligently as a proportion of the number of errors in that Support.

In this second scenario: suppose the freshly-cloned Support B in 120) had a reliability score of 1 and we then used Support B’s ranking to make a new error like [tost] – [tos]. The learner would now have the Support’s two resolved errors in favour of the ranking (on ‘baby’), and one new error against it (on ‘toast’), so its reliability score would now be 0.5 (1 out of 2).

Finally: once a Support’s reliability score sinks low enough it is forgotten altogether, and its associated ranking disappears as well. In the case of 120), the ranking built from Support A makes all the same errors as that built from Support B – plus errors on singleton codas. Thus Support A’s reliability score will sink faster than Support B’s. Once Support A is forgotten, the learner will have moved out of the vacillation stage, and always produces singleton codas faithfully from now on.

5.3.2 Discussion of the Cloned Support approach

This alternative provides a different view of variation in ESL than the variable VT approach. This most recent learner does not vary between stages because the contents of their single Support grows and shrinks again, but their set of Supports grows and shrinks. One benefit of the cloned Support approach is that it does not require any selective amnesia of the true VT; nor does it require any process like synching.

The idea of a reliability score comes quite directly from Albright and Hayes (2003)’s rule-based learner.

5.3.3 Regression in the Cloned Support approach

Another use of the reliability score could be to influence the learner’s choice between its multiple current Supports in processing new data – the higher a reliability score, the more likely the learner could be to use that Support’s ranking. A side benefit of connecting a Support’s reliability with its ranking’s continued use might be that quirks in the data could create regressions to earlier stages.

To get regression in the cloned Supports model, the learner would have to get hung up on using an older Support rather than a newer one for a period of time. This would mean that an older Support would need a higher reliability score than its competitors, which could happen temporarily as a fluke of randomization. Suppose that two new Supports have just been created, so that each has a near-perfect reliability score and each associated ranking is being chosen about as often as the other. If it happened that most of the observed forms fed to the slightly older Support were relatively unmarked, while most of the marked forms were fed to the slightly newer Support, the
misleading upshot would be that the newer Support was less reliable. And for a short while – until the errors of the older Support caught up – the learner could appear to have regressed to an earlier stage.

5.4 Summarizing the variable ESL discussion

This section has presented some issues and ideas for extending the Error-Selective learner to model developmental variation between stages. I suggested two different ways in which the general proposal could be modified, by either adding some errors to the Support in a temporary way (§5.2), or by building multiple, temporary Supports (§5.3)

One point about both suggestions is that these variable ESL learners clearly treat variability between stages of acquisition differently than variation at the end-state grammar. Once errors are no longer being made, there will be no more errors in the Cache to violate Violation Thresholds or trigger Support clonings – so there will be no vacillation between rankings. This contrasts sharply with the GLA approach to be discussed in the next chapter, in which variation between rankings is an inherent property of every grammar: developing, stable or otherwise. The extent to which the variability seen in developing vs. adult grammars should be treated as a unified phenomenon is not necessarily clear – in part because adult speakers can overtly control their choice of variants with respect to socio-linguistic factors, in a way that a child varying between the codaless and singleton coda grammars clearly does not. Still the BCD learner’s treatment of any kind of variation remain tenuous enough to require further work; after my discussion of the GLA, I return to the issues of end-state variation and BCD-style learning in chapter 3 §5.5.

6. Chapter Summary

The goal of this chapter has been to introduce Error-Selective Learning, as a framework for gradual learning using BCD. I have discussed at length the ways in which ESL uses properties of ERC rows and their frequency to slowly add errors to the Support, which in turn slowly provides evidence to the learner of the target grammar. I have exemplified the approach and the stages it provides using a number of constraints and languages from the literature, which I hope will have demonstrated its breadth. I have also introduced two alternative ideas for how the Error-Selective Learner could vary between stages in a gradual way, and even show the temporary effects of developmental regression. The best way to incorporate variation into the ESL model, particularly with the BCD’s view of constraint rankings, still remains to be seen; see also chapter 3 §6.
CHAPTER IV

THE GRADUAL LEARNING ALGORITHM ALTERNATIVE

1. An introduction to the Gradual Learning Algorithm

Part of the argument put forward in the previous chapters is that an OT learner can learn partially from the set of available data, and in a frequency-sensitive way, while still using a classic OT grammar that does not encode frequency itself. In this chapter, I discuss an alternative approach in the OT literature that takes a very different view. This method is called the Gradual Learning Algorithm or GLA (Boersma, 1997; Boersma and Hayes, 2001; Curtin and Zuraw, 2001; Levelt and van der Vijver, 2004; Hayes and Londe, 2006). The GLA is fundamentally different than BCD – both in the kind of grammar that it learns, and the way it processes errors – but it has properties that make it very relevant to the issues discussed here so far.

In this section I will introduce the kind of grammar that the GLA learns – a numerical and stochastic brand of OT – and then the GLA algorithm itself. I will highlight how the GLA is inherently a stage-like learner, and consider the role of ranking biases in its workings. Note that this section is not intended to provide a comprehensive introduction to the GLA: see Boersma (1998); Boersma and Hayes (2001).

1.1 The GLA view of constraint rankings

The constraint rankings that the Error-Selective BCD learner learns are classic OT hierarchies in that its constraint rankings are ordinal. Two constraints in the true, classic OT of Prince and Smolensky (1993) can only stand in one of two relations – A >> B or B >> A – and there is no sense in which A can be ranked more or less above B or vice versa. We have also seen that in the T/S view of learning, this property is relaxed slightly to allow a third relation: one of equal ranking. Thus, the first constraint ranking learned by the BCD algorithm is of the form {M} >> {F}. In this hierarchy: for each M and F constraint pair, M >> F, and within the M and F strata, each constraint is ranked equally with all others.

In contrast, the constraint rankings that the GLA learns are what I will call numerical rather than ordinal. The GLA learns grammars where constraints have ranking values along a number line, so that every constraint is ranked not just above or below every other, but at a certain distance above or below every other. This is shown below for some hypothetical constraints and ranking values:

1) The numerical view of OT constraint ranking (first try)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>higher-ranked</th>
<th>lower-ranked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>425 423 320 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*A Ident-B</td>
<td>*B Ident-C Ident-A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, the GLA learner also assumes that constraint rankings are stochastic – that they are perturbed by some statistical noise. This noise is introduced by assuming that a constraint’s ranking value does not just represent its single point on the scale, as in 1), but rather the midpoint of a normal (Gaussian) distribution of values. This means that constraint X’s ranking value is the place in the hierarchy that X is the most likely to sit, and the further away from X’s ranking value you get, the less likely X is to have that value at any point in time:
The stochastic view of OT constraint rankings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*A</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ident-B</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*B</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*C</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ident-A</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each time a stochastic OT grammar is used, a single value is chosen for each constraint from its distribution of values; this choice creates a scale of single-point constraint values as in 3) below, which for practical purposes can be used by EVAL as a classic OT ranking:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*A</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ident-B</td>
<td>424.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*B</td>
<td>422.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*C</td>
<td>320.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ident-A</td>
<td>184.342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ordinal version of 3)

*A >> *B >> Ident-B >> *C >> Ident-A

(For reasons of typographic ease the GLA numerical rankings I draw from now on will not contain the normal distribution curves above each ranking value, but the GLA model I will be discussing throughout does indeed include this stochastic component – crucially so when treating variation in section 6.)

Despite the fact that each run of this grammar relies on a single ranking that can be equated with a classic OT hierarchy as in 4), there are crucial differences between the ordinal and numerical OT versions of OT. The example above has already demonstrated this, with respect to the ranking of *B and Ident-B. The ranking values in 1) showed us that in this grammar Ident-B is ranked above *B, but only slightly above; this means that in 2), their distribution of values overlap considerably. Because of the stochastic component of this model, these similar ranking values mean that Ident-B is only slightly more likely to outrank *B in any run of the grammar: in the one-time ranking in 3), for example, the value chosen from *B’s distribution is in fact higher than the one chosen from Ident-B’s, so that for this use of the grammar, their ranking has been reversed. (Note that the amount to which the curves of two constraints overlap is a function not only of how similar their ranking values are but also how much random noise the system uses to choose one-time values.)

It is in this way that the relative distance between constraints makes numerical, stochastic OT different from the classic theory of Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004). It is also the conception of ranking values as numbers on a line that makes the Gradual part of the GLA possible, as we will now see in the next section.

1.2 How the GLA learns a grammar

Like BCD, the GLA is an error-driven online-learner: it notices when its current grammar produces a loser form, different from the ambient winner, and reacts to such an error by re-ranking constraints. However, the GLA’s procedure of re-ranking is very different from the BCD one. Rather than using the Ws and Ls of winner-loser pairs as a starting point to find a new ranking, the GLA merely promotes all constraints that assign a W and demotes all constraints that assign an L.²

²This particular method of choosing constraints to promote and demote is really only one of many GLAs considered in Boersma (1997) and Boersma and Hayes (2001). However, this is the one that these authors...
To illustrate: suppose a GLA learner whose current ranking values are those in 2) encounters the target form \([A]\), and feeds /A/ to EVAL using the one-time ranking as in 3). This ranking will create the error in 5) below:

5)a) An error caused by one run of the grammar in 3):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner</th>
<th>loser</th>
<th>*A</th>
<th>*B</th>
<th>Ident-B</th>
<th>*C</th>
<th>Ident-A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In response, the GLA will now adjust ranking values accordingly; this process is called a learning trial:

5)b) The GLA’s response to the error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner</th>
<th>loser</th>
<th>*A</th>
<th>*B</th>
<th>Ident-B</th>
<th>*C</th>
<th>Ident-A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How much are constraints promoted and demoted? Unlike in BCD, this is a question that must be answered, because our constraints are ranked by absolute values, not just relative to each other. The amount by which each constraint is moved in response to an error is referred to as the learner’s plasticity, and the GLA assumption is that over time the learner’s plasticity decreases, so that constraints move less and less in response to errors. If for example the learner’s plasticity is currently 2, the actual re-ranking effect of 5)a) applied to the old grammar from 2) will be as in 6) below – here, the previous ranking values are in regular font, and the new values are in bold:

6) The new GLA grammar:

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*A</td>
<td>Ident-B</td>
<td>*B</td>
<td>*C</td>
<td>Ident-A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2.1 The (limited) power of an error in the GLA

The GLA learner does not attempt to resolve errors in any immediate way: the grammar in 6) is only very slightly less likely to make the error in 5a) as the previous grammar in 2) was. To remember how different this is from the BCD approach I adopted in previous chapters: suppose we had added the error in 5a) to our BCD Support instead:

7) The initial ranking from 4):

| *A >> *B >> Ident-B >> *C >> Ident-A |

8) The error from 5a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner</th>
<th>loser</th>
<th>*A</th>
<th>*B</th>
<th>Ident-B</th>
<th>*C</th>
<th>Ident-A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9) BCD learning result:

| *B, *C >> *A >> Ident-A, Ident-B |

In the BCD approach, this error has been enough to completely re-arrange the grammar (compare 7) to 9), whereas the GLA learner has only slightly revised its ranking values.

Recall, however, that the BCD learner is not doomed if this re-ranking is wrong: since this error is stored in the Support, later re-rankings can undo any of these rankings if necessary. Not so in the GLA: the GLA learner does not store its errors for any later
use. After the learner has gotten to the ranking values in 6), it erases 5a) from its memory and starts creating new errors with its new ranking.

Over time, constraints that frequently assign Ls will move towards the bottom of the hierarchy and those that frequently assign Ws will move towards the top. In this way, the GLA learner demonstrates both intermediate stages and fluid grammatical variation. If the current grammar consistently produces errors where markedness assigns an L and faithfulness assign a W, the ranking values for M and F will approach each other, cross over, and finally move away from each other. As a result, the learner’s outputs will gradually shift from the M >> F grammar to the F >> M grammar, with variation between the two along the way:

**10) Demonstrating gradual learning in the GLA**

a) An error:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>*X</th>
<th>Ident-X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X ~ Y</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Initial ranking values:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>500</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*X</td>
<td>Ident-X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The grammar’s output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/X/ → [X] almost never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/X/ → [Y] almost always</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Classic OT analog:** X >> Y

c) After many learning trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>500</th>
<th>315</th>
<th>285</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*X</td>
<td>Ident-X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The grammar’s output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/X/ → [X] occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/X/ → [Y] usually</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Classic OT analog:** variation X >> Y, Y >> X

d) After many more learning trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>315</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>295</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The grammar’s output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/X/ → [X] half the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/X/ → [Y] the other half of the time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Classic OT analog:** variation X >> Y, Y >> X

e) Finally, after even more learning trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>325</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>275</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The grammar’s output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/X/ → [X] almost always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/X/ → [Y] almost never</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Classic OT analog:** Y >> X

And now that /X/ is being faithfully mapped to itself almost always, the grammar is (almost) not making errors anymore (practically speaking), so learning is no longer being triggered, and we have reached the final grammar.

As the example in 10) has shown, the only way to see how the GLA learns is to give it lots and lots of learning trials and track its progress over time. This is best done using a computer simulation; in this chapter I will use the simulation in OTSoft 2.1 (Hayes, Tesar and Zuraw, 2003).

OTSoft takes an initial set of ranking values and a table of input learning data that essentially represent ERC rows (i.e. winners, losers, and constraint violations), feeds the GLA a specified number of learning trials picked from the ERC rows, and then returns a set of new ranking values. As we will see below,

3 For one constraint to outrank another in this stochastic OT model, practically speaking, means that their ranking values are far enough apart that choosing a ranking where their values are reversed is very, very, very unlikely. It is however true that normal distributions are asymptotic to zero: so in principle no set of ranking values makes any constraint reversal truly impossible, just very unlikely. This technicality will not concern us here.

4 The other major GLA software comes with Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2006).

5 More on the initial ranking values I used below.
choosing different numbers of learning trials allows a window into the various stages that the GLA passes through along the way from initial to final states.

1.3 Goals and core properties of the GLA

The GLA was designed to be inherently stage-like in its learning. From the present perspective, the way the GLA achieves these stages also seems very reasonable: chapter 2 section 4 provided some compelling evidence that frequency of markedness violation is a good predictor of order of acquisition, and the GLA’s method of demoting L-prefering constraints precisely encodes this correlation (more on this connection in section 2 below.) Relatedly, the GLA’s use of stochastic constraint rankings allows the model to learn grammars with variation, in intermediate stages of acquisition and the end state. The GLA is also designed to be robust in the face of misleading learning data, such as slips of the tongue overheard by the learner, because (unlike classic BCD) no particular error makes much of a difference (though c.f. the ESL proposal in chapter 3 section 4.4.)

Two central properties of the GLA should be kept in mind throughout the rest of this chapter. First: the GLA is inherently about numerical rather than ordinal OT; the stochastic view of constraints is required to make “move M1 down a little bit” a coherent notion. Second: a fundamental difference between GLA and BCD learning is that the GLA doesn’t save its errors. In the BCD view, the Support is a record of why the current grammar has deviated from its ranking biases in the way that it has, while rankings come and go. In the contrasting GLA view, the ranking values are themselves the repository of learned information; rankings change slowly, and they require the evidence of many errors to be reversed. The hope is that this gradualness will be enough to ensure that incorrect re-rankings are prevented.

1.4 Ranking Biases and the GLA

How can the GLA incorporate ranking biases? In one sense it is easy. Any strictly initial state bias, like the Smolensky (1996) M >> F bias, can be mimicked in this system just by giving different initial ranking values to classes of constraints: setting e.g. all Markedness constraints to the initial ranking value 500 and all Faithfulness constraints to 100.

With respect to the GLA’s need for this bias: Curtin and Zuraw (2001) point out that their learner eventually finds the final grammar without the M >> F bias (i.e. with constraints all beginning with the identical ranking value), but that its early stages fluctuate wildly in ways that don’t match the attested data they are trying to model. And eventual convergence is certainly not guaranteed with just any distribution of initial ranking values for markedness and faithfulness. If in the target grammar M1 >> F1, but at the initial state they are ranked F1 >> M1, the learner will not make an errors showing that they need re-ranking – as we have seen many times, high-ranking F means no errors in phonotactic learning. So these two constraints will only get re-ranked appropriately if they conflict with other constraints that cause errors where M1 assigns a W.  

What the next two sections demonstrate is that in addition, the bias for F-context subsets from chapter 1 is also necessary for the GLA to reach the target grammar.  

---

6Since, as we’ve seen, IO-faithfulness can assign no Ls in phonotactic learning.

7 So far as I know, only Hayes and Londe (2006) have made this point – I return to their approach using a priori rankings in sections 2.5 and 6.2 below.
1.5 Chapter Roadmap

Sections 2 and 3 focus on ranking biases in the GLA. Section 2 deals with end-state grammars and the bias’ role in ensuring restrictiveness; section 3 returns to the Specific-F type of intermediate stages and demonstrates the GLA’s difficulty in predicting such stages without the bias. In section 4 I discuss the ways in which persistent and/or contingent ranking biases might be imposed in the GLA, and the difficulties that these approaches face. In section 5, I return to the GLA’s lack of stored errors, and the problems for restrictiveness and convergence that the GLA’s brand of memory-less learning causes. In section 6, I compare and contrast the GLA and BCD learners with respect to two problems in later phonological learning: exceptionality and variation in end-state grammars. As with the previous ones, this chapter’s discussion will highlight the learner’s need for error memory, in a format like the Support.

2. Restrictiveness and specific-to-general faithfulness relations in the GLA

I illustrate in this section the fairly simple point that the GLA’s reliance on frequency of violation makes it learn superset grammars as soon as specific faithfulness constraints are admitted into CON. To do so, I report a GLA simulation using hypothetical data, stopping every few 100 trials to see the learner’s progress until an stable end-state grammar has been reached. The results also show how the GLA puts faithfulness constraints on the same stringency scale into general >> specific rankings – although whether this result is a problem for the end-state grammar is not clear.

2.1. The exemplifying grammar

The hypothetical language I will use in this illustration, imaginatively called L, has two sets of vowels that are assumed to be marked: mid vowels and front rounded vowels. In L, the mid vowels [e, o] are restricted to stressed syllables only, while the front round vowels [y, ø] occur in both stressed and unstressed contexts. Both of these properties are well-attested: the former in Southern dialects of Italian (Maiden, 1995; Flemming, 2001) and Russian (Halle, 1959, Flemming, 2001); the latter in e.g. French and Turkish.

To let us build some words and make errors: I will assume that the entire vowel inventory is a 7 vowel system of the form: [i, y, u, e, ø, o, a], and that stress is always word-initial. According to the two prohibitions above: mid vowels [e, o, œ] only appear in stressed environments, and the front rounded vowel [y] appears both stressed and unstressed.

Given these parameters, the possible words that our learner must therefore learn to produce are as in 11):

11) Possible words of L, wrt mid/round vowels

(a) [képa], [kópi] (stressed mid vowel)
(b) [pêki] (stressed mid, front/round vowel)
(c) [lýpi] (stressed front/round vowel)
(d) [píty] (unstressed front/round vowel)

In order to learn a restrictive grammar, what we want our learners to realize is this other fact:
12) Impossible words of $L$

(a) *[kipɛ], *[päkœ] (no unstressed mid vowels)

To get this grammar, we first need general faith to vowel frontness and rounding
to rank above *front/round, as in (13)a. To get the distribution of mid vowels, we need
*[mid] to rank below the positional faith constraint, Ident-mid(σ’), but above general
faith to [mid], as per (13)b):

13) The necessary rankings of $L$:

(a) Ident-rd(Seg), Ident-back(Seg) >> *front/round
(b) Ident-mid(σ’) >> *mid >> Ident-mid(Seg)

Concentrating on just this portion of the grammar: the two driving forces in learning will
of course be the two markedness constraints *front/round and *mid. To conflict with
these markedness constraints, I will assume four Ident families of constraints – Id-Mid,
Round, Front and Back – each with both a general and stressed-syllable version.

2.2 The GLA’s learning input

To get started, we want to understand the errors that our learner will be making
and learning from. Additionally, we need to see how the constraints that the GLA will be
assuming work in treating the errors’ winners. I assume that our GLA learner will be
given a M >> F bias, so that *mid and *front/rd begin with ranking values of 500 and all
Ident constraints at 100.

The four tableaux below present the initial errors that our learner will make. Two
notes: first, I have included all seven vowel candidates in each case only to show clearly
what I gave the GLA to teach it the appropriate constraint violations – candidates with
equal or greater markedness than the inputs are shaded out to slightly illuminate the
interesting candidates. Second: the first three tableaux deal with stressed vowels – in
these cases, Ident(Seg) and Ident-σ’ get the same violations, so I have collapsed them into
one. In each case, the two stars Ident receives should be understood as one violation of
the specific constraint, and one of the general.

As it turns out: given this constraint set, all marked vowels will map in the initial
grammar to high unrounded ones (either [i] or [u], depending on the input value for
front/back.) We will see this for each vowel in turn.

First: /kɛpa/ has a stressed mid vowel; the best way to repair with this constraint
set is to raise it to the high vowel [i], as all other vowels are more unfaithful (i, iii, iv) or
more marked (v-vii):

14) The tableau of violations for /kɛpa/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/kɛpa/</th>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>*front/rd</th>
<th>Id(mid)</th>
<th>Id(bk)</th>
<th>Id(rd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vii)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Note that given that all the faithfulness constraints being discussed here are symmetric: forms with the back stressed mid vowel [o] get the exact same treatment, raising to u).

The form /pœki/ has a stressed vowel that is both mid and also front-rounded; among the vowels that do not violate either markedness constraint (ii-iv), the best repairs are either of the high vowels, [i] or [u]:

15) The tableau for /pœki/:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/pœki/</th>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>*front/rd</th>
<th>Id(mid)</th>
<th>Id(bk)</th>
<th>Id(rd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) pœki</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) œpœki</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) pkœi</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) œpœki</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) pœkœi</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) pœkie</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vii) œpœki</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The form /lœpi/ has a stressed front-rounded vowel; again, among the unmarked vowels the best repair is unrounded [i] or rounded [u]:

16) The tableau for /lœpi/:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/lœpi/</th>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>*front/rd</th>
<th>Id(mid)</th>
<th>Id(bk)</th>
<th>Id(rd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) lœpi</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) œlœpi</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) œlœpi</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) œlœpi</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) lœpi</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) lœpi</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vii) lœpi</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the last form /pity/ has a round vowel in an unstressed context, meaning that only the general Ident faith constraints are relevant to controlling its repair. Other than that, however, its violations are the same as for the /i/ in the stressed context:

17) The tableau for /pity/:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/pity/</th>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>*front/rd</th>
<th>Id(mid)</th>
<th>Id(bk)</th>
<th>Id(rd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) pity</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) œpiti</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) œpiti</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) òpœta</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) pœta</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) pœta</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vii) pœte</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As with the BCD: the goal of the GLA is get from this state to one where all inputs map to the winners (rather than to these losers or any subsequent ones.)

2.3 The stages of GLA learning

2.3.1 The initial stage

The GLA was given an initial M >> F bias of 500 >> 100, so the initial ranking values for all of our mini-grammar’s constraints were as in 18) below. Note that I have listed the constraints not according to their initial ranking but instead alongside the constraints they are in conflict with:

18) Initial ranking values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>Id(mid)</th>
<th>*fr/rd</th>
<th>Id(rd)</th>
<th>Id(bk)</th>
<th>Id(bk)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Seg]</td>
<td>[œ']</td>
<td>[œ']</td>
<td>[œ']</td>
<td>[œ']</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I ran the GLA through many different learning cycles, to get a sense of the stages that this learner tends to pass through. In each trial, I adopted OTSoft’s default re-ranking plasticities, (beginning at 2, and ending at 0.002). The first real re-ranking of markedness and faithfulness occurs after about 700 trials, at which point ranking values are typically as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>Id(mid)</th>
<th>Id(mid)</th>
<th>*fr/rd</th>
<th>Id(rd)</th>
<th>Id(bk)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>320.0</td>
<td>287.0</td>
<td>287.0</td>
<td>234.4</td>
<td>235.0</td>
<td>230.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>339.1</td>
<td>260.9</td>
<td>260.9</td>
<td>234.4</td>
<td>236.7</td>
<td>229.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>304.7</td>
<td>295.3</td>
<td>295.3</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The crucial change in this grammar is that *front/rd is now ranked equally with or below general Id-round and general Id-back. The output distributions table below in 20) shows that this re-ranking has increased the number of options for treating front rounded vowels, and reorganized their frequency:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>target</th>
<th>output</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) kep</td>
<td>kep</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) peki</td>
<td>peki</td>
<td>5% &gt;1%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) typi</td>
<td>typi</td>
<td>&gt;1% &gt;1%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) pity</td>
<td>pity</td>
<td>&gt;1% &gt;1%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In BCD terms, the ranking that this stage roughly matches is:

21) *mid >> Id(rd), Id(bk) >> *front/rd >> Id(rd)-σ', Id(bk)-σ', Id(mid)-both

Unsurprisingly, it is the general Id-round and back constraints that have gotten above Id-round(σ'), because they assign more Ws in (19). And note again that both Id-mid constraints have the same ranking value in every run.

After about 1000 trials, the learner has gotten to a third stage of ranking:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Id(mid)</th>
<th>Id(mid)</th>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>Id(rd)</th>
<th>Id(bk)</th>
<th>*fr/rd</th>
<th>Id(rd)</th>
<th>Id(bk)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*At the end of each run of the GLA, OTSoft tested its final state grammar with a 1000 trials on each input. The percentages I give in these output distribution tables reflect the results of those tests.
The crucial change at this stage is that *mid has gotten far enough below Faith that mid vowels are no longer being made high. Along with the continued demotion of *front/round, the learner has now reached a state where very few errors are being made:

23) The output distributions after 1000 trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>target output</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) *kepa</td>
<td>kep 2.9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kep</td>
<td>97.1%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>97.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) *peki</td>
<td>puki &gt; 1%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puki</td>
<td>&gt; 1%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) *lypi</td>
<td>lypi 2.9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lypi</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>96.1%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) *pity</td>
<td>pity &gt; 1%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pity</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
<td>91.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.3 The end-state grammar

For this learner, the third stage at 1000 trials is pretty much the end-state ranking; none of the crucial rankings that its values embody are going to get revised. To make this perfectly clear:

24) After 50,000 trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>target</th>
<th>*mid</th>
<th>*fr/rd</th>
<th>*mid'</th>
<th>*mid' [Seg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>304.1</td>
<td>295.9</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>295.9</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>295.9</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since no more errors are being made, these ranking values are therefore final. The comparable BCD final grammar is one that includes these two rankings:

25) The output distributions after 1000 trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>target</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) *kepa</td>
<td>kep</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*peki</td>
<td>kep</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) *lypi</td>
<td>lypi</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*pity</td>
<td>pity</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Summarizing the results

2.4.1 The superset grammar: mid vowels

The most important thing we’ve seen is that crucial stringency relations between faithfulness constraints cause the GLA to choose superset grammars. When presented data like 27), the GLA and (my) BCD algorithms get the two different rankings in 28):

27) winner ~ loser *mid Id(mid) [Seg] Id(mid) [σ']
kepa~kipa L. W W

28a stabilized GLA ranking: Id(mid), Id(mid)-σ' >> *mid
29b my BCD ranking: Id(mid)-σ' >> *mid >> Id(mid)

The problem with the GLA-acquired ranking is that it assumes mid vowels are permitted everywhere, having only observed them in the stressed syllable context. Thus
the GLA learner will faithfully parse an input with an unstressed mid vowel like [kíp] – precisely the kind of form we wanted our learner to rule out:

29) The over-generation of the GLA ranking

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{/kip/} & \text{Id(mid)} & \text{Id(mid)}-\sigma & \text{*mid} \\
\hline
(i) & \sigma \text{ kíp} & \text{?} & \text{*} \\
(ii) & \text{ki p} & \text{*!} & \text{*} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

2.4.2 The ‘Anti-Paninian ‘Ranking: front rounded vowels

A second difference between the rankings that this simulation demonstrated is that errors like 31) below give different rankings from the BCD learner as well:

30) winner ~ loser

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{lypi–li pi} & \text{L} & \text{W} & \text{W} & \text{W} \\
\hline
\text{píty–píti} & \text{L} & \text{W} & \text{W} & \text{W} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

31)a stabilized GLA ranking: Id(rd), Id(bk) >> *rd >> Id(rd)-\sigma , Id(bk)-\sigma’
31)b my BCD ranking: Id(rd)-\sigma , Id(bk)-\sigma’ >> Id(rd), Id(bk) >> *rd

The difference between these rankings is the position of the positional faithfulness constraints: BCD will install them high when it can, where the GLA doesn’t promote them any higher than it has to.

It is not immediately clear which of these end-state grammars should be preferred – because without alternations, it is not clear how we could tell whether adults learning such a language choose one ranking over the other. However, the GLA’s quick

promotion of general faithfulness constraints also has interesting but not altogether helpful consequences for its stages of acquisition. This is the focus of the next section.

3. Intermediate stages and the Specific-F >> General-F bias in the GLA

A series of studies – Curtin and Zuraw (2001), Boersma and Levelt (2000); Levelt and van der Vijver (2004) – have proposed using the GLA to generate the intermediate, often overlapping stages seen in children’s developing grammars, specifically with reference to the Fikkert/Levelt corpus of Dutch phonological acquisition.

First: Levelt and colleagues connect the order of syllable shape acquisition in Dutch to the lexical frequency of syllable types, and show how the GLA can therefore model these acquisition stages. The constraint set they use – while good for illustrating the GLA and their point – is rather idealized: in particular, their grammar has a monolithic general faithfulness constraint interposed with syllable-shape markedness constraints of various degrees of specificity:

32) Constraints from Levelt and van der Vijver

Markedness:
- Onset, NoCoda
- *ComplexOnset
- *ComplexCoda

Faithfulness:
- Faith

3.1 The Specific F stages that require the ranking bias

As we saw in the previous section, however, a more articulated set of faithfulness constraints causes problems for the GLA model. The frequency of faithfulness violations always gets a general faithfulness constraint promoted either as fast or faster as anything specific to it. As a result, the GLA does not predict intermediate Specific-F stages like the
ones discussed in chapter 3, sections 1.3 and 2.3. Substituting complex onsets for the round vowels in the simulation above, this means that the GLA does not predict the intermediate French stages found by Rose (2000) and Kehoe and Hilaire-Debove (2003) – this is schematized again below:

33) How the GLA misses the Specific F stage of French complex onsets

a) Initial state:
   *ComplexOnset >> Max(Seg)-(σ'), Max(Seg)
   Observed intermediate state:
   Max(Seg)-(σ') >> *ComplexOnset >> Max(Seg)
   Target state:
   Max(Seg) >> *ComplexOnset

b) Observed winners: bá blá bablá blabá

c) GLA Constraint movement, created by errors at initial state:
   *ComplexOnset: demoted by every word with any complex onset, i.e.: blá bablá bablá
   Max-Seg: promoted by every word with any complex onset, i.e.: blá bablá bablá
   Max-Seg(σ'): promoted by every word with a stressed complex onset, i.e: blá bablá

d) Upshot: *ComplexOnset and Max(Seg) fall and rise at the same rate, while Max(Seg)-(σ') rises slower

e) The GLA’s first new stage:
   Max(Seg) >> *ComplexOnset >> Max(Seg)-(σ'): …saving all complex onsets

f) The mismatch between (e)’s ranking and the observed intermediate stage:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Max(Seg)</th>
<th>*ComplexOnset</th>
<th>Max(Seg)-(σ')</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>babá</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>bablá</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>blalá</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GLA’s winner

3.2 The Specific F stages that don’t require the bias: Curtin and Zuraw (2001)

An interesting result, however, is that GLA can create intermediate stages in which specific-faithfulness constraints play a role, even though they rank below General-Faith. The Curtin and Zuraw (2001) simulation of Dutch syllable truncation provides such an example.9

In their simulation, Curtin and Zuraw provided a GLA learner with schematic lexical items (meaning 2-to-4 syllable strings with one main stress each), at frequencies that approximate the CELEX-based Dutch lexicon. Below I list the Markedness and Faithfulness constraints they used, and their stringency relations:10

34) Curtin and Zuraw (2001) constraints

(a) Markedness Faithfulness
   All-Ft-L Max-PitchProm (=Max-Stress-σ)
   All-σ-L Max-FinalProm (=Max-Final-σ)
   Parse-Syll Max-σ
   FīBin11

(b) M-stringency F-stringency
   All-Ft-L Max-Stress-σ and Max-Final-σ
   is less stringent than is less stringent than
   All-σ-L Max-σ

In keeping with the M >> F bias (which they point out was crucial to get their early stages to look realistic), they started all M and F constraints with ranking values of 500 and 100 respectively. The general result was that, as in Fikkert’s diary study, this simulated learner went through four stages:

9 My thanks to Kie Zuraw for discussing this data when I didn’t understand what I was saying about it yet.
10 Readers may remember that I discussed this intermediate stage in chapter 3 section 4.3, without using the constraint All-σ-L.
11 Curtin and Zuraw actually use the constraint ‘FootMax’, which says “Feet are maximally disyllabic.”
35) Stage 1: Truncation to one syllable
Stage 2: Truncation to two syllables (one foot)
Stage 3: Necessarily one or two feet (no syllables unparsed)
Stage 4: Unfooted syllables also allowed

Comparing the constraint relationships in 34), and the rankings for these stages, the GLA did precisely what we’ve seen it does: demoted the general Markedness constraints fastest, and also the promoted the general Faith constraints. Given what I have said above about the GLA’s over-zealous promotion of general faithfulness, it is therefore important to note that this learner’s stage 2 – truncation to a single foot – did preserve syllables in privileged positions (stressed and final syllables).

To see why, I show Curtin and Zuraw’s first re-ranking – stage 2 – in 36) below. As expected, the most general markedness constraint, All-σ-L, has gotten below the most general faithfulness constraint, Max-σ:

36a) \( \text{FtBin, Parse-σ, All-Ft-L} \gg \text{Max-σ} \gg \text{All-σ-L} \gg \text{Max-stressed-σ, Max-final-σ} \)

Together, the top three Markedness constraints ensure that every output is no bigger than a disyllabic foot; I collapse all three into the single constraint “OneFoot”:

36b) \( \text{“OneFoot”} \gg \text{Max-σ} \gg \text{All-σ-L} \gg \text{Max-stressed-σ, Max-final-σ} \)

Given that OneFoot is undominated – outputs are going to be no bigger than two syllables, so any input with more than two input syllables must violate general Max-σ. In such a case, the specific Max constraints play the tie-breaking roles even though they are low-ranking:

12 This is what makes this ranking different from the Anti-Paninian rankings Prince talks about, where it is crucial for other ranking reasons that General-Faith >> M >> Specific-Faith be true. See also chapter 2 section 7.3 for discussion of acquiring true Anti-Paninian rankings.
To get a GLA-style Specific-F stage here, we would need an undominated constraint that wanted no more than one complex onset in every word, so that the specific faith constraint could choose its placement:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/blabla/</th>
<th>OCP-complex onset</th>
<th>*Comp</th>
<th>Max-Seg Ons</th>
<th>Max-Seg (Stressed-e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>blabla</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>bláblá</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>*bablá</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv)</td>
<td>babá</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So far as I know, such an OCP constraint is not empirically supported. But the larger point here is that deriving Specific F stages in GLA learning relies on the existence of independent markedness pressures to make most of the ranking decisions. This requirement will surely not be met for all such attested stages, so the GLA will not be able to derive them all.

3.3 Interim Summary

Sections 2 and 3 demonstrated that a Specific >> General Faithfulness bias remains necessary in the GLA. The next section considers how that bias should or could be implemented.

4. Persistent biases, contingent biases, and the GLA

The need for the specific >> general faithfulness bias in GLA learning has also been noted recently by Hayes and Londe (2006). In part of their learning simulation of Hungarian vowel harmony, they use a GLA algorithm which includes a ranking bias for high-ranking IO-Ident[back]-Root >> IO-Ident[back]. They point out in a footnote that general faith climbs too high without such a bias.

In the BCD discussion of chapter 1, ranking biases came in two flavours. First were what I call “definitional” biases, whose effects can be read off the constraints themselves: Markedness >> Faith, OO-Faith >> IO-Faith, and Specific-Faith >> General-Faith (of the language-independent nature.) There are at least two ways in which the GLA could incorporate persistent ranking biases of the definitional sort.

One option would be to assign different plasticities according to both constraint type and direction of re-ranking. To enforce a continued preference for ranking A >> B, we would promote A a lot when it prefers winners, but only demote it a little when it prefers losers, and we do the reverse for B (promote a little but demote a lot.)

A more direct way is what Hayes (200X)y’s OTSoft manual calls A Priori Rankings. Hayes describes the OTSoft implementation of a priori rankings as follows:

40) “OTSoft implements a priori rankings for the Gradual Learning Algorithm as follows: it minimally adjusts the initial ranking values so that any two constraints that are ranked a priori are at least x units apart, for some value of x. Then, as it incrementally adjusts the ranking values of the constraints, it monitors the a priori rankings so that they continue to be enforced by at least a distance of x ranking values or greater. The default setting of x is 20, which is very close probabilistically to being an obligatory ranking.” (Hayes, 200X: 21)

Imposed in this way, a priori rankings have the effect of moving constraints independent of the learning data in the case that another constraint is getting too close. This approach can thus create a persistent ranking bias for any definitional ranking bias we like.

13 Thanks to Joe Pater for discussion of this potential approach.
However, chapter 1 was also concerned with what might be called “calculable” biases – language-dependent Specific-F >> General-F, as well as Prince and Tesar’s (and Hayes”) principles for choosing the right IO-Faith constraint to install in each stratum. These ranking biases were in fact more like ranking principles: given a certain set of IO-Faith constraints that prefer a particular set of winners, they determine the safest bet for ranking in the next stratum. It is worth re-stressing that we cannot hardwire all Specific >> General-F relations into the learner because of contingent stringency, and that morphological categories can in principle be implicated in such stringency relations.

The twin problems for including calculable ranking biases in the GLA are (a) how to calculate them and (b) what ranking consequences they should have. The first problem arises because the GLA does not store its errors, so it does not have a Support to draw Context Tables from. Of course, the real-life GLA learner must be learning not just phonotactics but also a real language, and thus a lexicon – so, we could simply say that contingent faithfulness relations are calculated from all the stored URs in the lexicon (with the continued assumption of the Identity Hypothesis whereby inputs are identical to observed winner outputs.)

But there is also the larger question of what these ranking biases actually do to the GLA’s re-rankings. To be concrete, we can first assume our GLA learner is equipped with A Priori rankings for all definitional specific-to-general faith relations – and further that every time our learner goes to promote any W-assigning faithfulness constraints it first consults the lexicon and checks for a contingent specificity relationship between that constraint’s contexts and all others.

And if the GLA learner discovers such a specific-to-general relationship? What should it do? We could first say that it adds that relationship to its list of A Priori rankings – and so if the current error only provides evidence for promoting the less specific constraint, it should nevertheless move up the more specific one a healthy 20 points above the more general one, as instructed in 40) above.

But what if the learner has discovered this specificity relation after our constraints have already gotten too high? For example: imagine that our GLA learner is trying to learn Language 1 from chapter 2 §4.3.1.1, where initial syllables are a special case of stressed syllables, and only initial syllables can contain mid vowels. If both of these Ident[mid] constraints have already climbed above *mid in the ranking – it will do no good to notice at some later point that Ident[mid]-σ1 should have been ranked a priori above Ident[mid]-σ’. What the learner needs to do to get out of this superset grammar is to demote Ident[mid]-σ’ below the relevant markedness constraint *[mid]. This is a way in which the GLA’s disconnect between errors and ERC rows seems to cause it real problems: the GLA has no notion of demoting below a certain constraint – it only moves constraints along its numerical scale, without reference to the (ordinal) position of any other constraints. And as it stands, it is not clear how the GLA could incorporate the necessary reasoning into its method of constraint re-ranking.

5. A first problem with not storing errors: winner misparses

The rest of this chapter returns to the issues raised in chapter 2 about the need for stored errors (beyond any specificity calculations), and their absence in the GLA.
In some ways, memoryless-learning has its benefits: one way is in dealing with occasional noise in the learning data. Since the GLA’s response to each individual learning datum is conservative: if a particular error is in some way wrong, it will have a negligible effect on the end-state ranking. And since the GLA does not remember its errors, there is no sense in which the grammar remains responsible for this error as it continues learning.

However, chapter 2 presented two learning situations in which a memory for learning errors was crucial. One problem, addressed in section 4.1 below, is that unlike occasional noise, persistently misleading learning data in the form of winner misparses will drive the GLA to adopt a superset grammar. Once such grammars have been learned, the GLA’s lack of stored errors prevents its recovery even once the misparses are fixed (cf. the Support-based treatment of this problem in chapter 3 §5.2)

Another problem, mentioned briefly in chapter 2 §2.2, is that not storing errors prevents the GLA from seeing fundamental inconsistency between the errors it is making. One place this inconsistency will be present in natural languages is if the target grammar includes exceptionality. What I demonstrate here is that the effect of an exceptional grammar will be the same as a variable one – and that revising lexical entries cannot provide the whole solution to this problem. Sections 5.3-5.5 discuss this issue, including the more complex treatment of exceptionality in Zuraw (2000) and Hayes and Londe (2006).

5.1 The GLA’s treatment of misparsed winners

To demonstrate the problem, I return to the example of coda devoicing and the mis-syllabification of winners discussed in chapter 2 §4.2. The core of the problem presented there was the difficulty in learning a correct grammar of voicing neutralization in coda position, when relying on learning data whose voiced onset segments are sometimes mistakenly syllabified as codas:

41) The target grammar (repeated from chapter 2 ex. 45)
Ident[voice]-Onset >> *VoicedObs >> Ident[voice]

42a) Learning onset voicing with the right ERC (chapter 2 ex. 46)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>*VoicedObs</th>
<th>Ident[voice]-Ons</th>
<th>Ident[voice]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kā.bla] – [kā.pla]</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

42b) Learning onset voicing with the misparsed ERC (chapter 2 ex. 47)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>*VoicedObs</th>
<th>Ident[voice]-Ons</th>
<th>Ident[voice]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kā.bla] – [kā.pla]</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we saw in section 2, the GLA does not correctly rank specific faithfulness constraints over general ones like Ident[voice]-Onset >> Ident[voice] without a ranking bias. Suppose therefore that we equip the GLA with an initial Specific-F >> General-F ranking bias à la Hayes and Londe (2006) (putting aside the issue of language-specific cases for the sake of argument.) In this case, we will therefore start our learner off with a ranking like 43):

43) A hypothetical GLA initial state, with both M >> F and Spec-F >> Gen-F:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*VoicedObs</td>
<td>Ident[voice]-Onset</td>
<td>Ident[voice]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The learner who knows that words like [dābla] are parsed with a medial complex onset will make errors corresponding to the correct learning ERC row in 42a). In GLA
learning, this error will cause a small demotion of *Voiced Obs and a small promotion of both Ident[voice] constraints:

44) The re-ranking effect of the right learning ERC:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{*Voiced Obs} & \text{Id[voice]-Ons} & \text{Id[voice]} \\
\hline
500 & 498 & 302 \text{ down} & 300 \text{ up} & 102 \text{ up} & 100 \\
\end{array}
\]

Repeated errors like 44) will eventually promote Ident-Onset above *Voiced Obs; once Ident-Onset has gotten high enough, no more errors will be made, and thus the learner will have found the right end-state grammar:

45) The right final grammar (hypothetical values):

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{Id[voice]-Ons} & \text{*Voiced Obs} & \text{Id[voice]} \\
\hline
406 & 394 & 206 \\
\end{array}
\]

But what about the learner who misparses the relevant winner as [kāba], and so makes the misleading error in 42b)? The GLA will react to this error with a small demotion of *Voiced Obs and a small promotion of just the general Ident[voice] constraint:

46) The re-ranking effect of the wrong learning ERC:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{*Voiced Obs} & \text{Id[voice]-Ons} & \text{Id[voice]} \\
\hline
500 & 498 & 300 \text{ down} & 102 \text{ up} & 100 \\
\end{array}
\]

As we’ve seen, the GLA does not have a mechanism for unlearning things it has already learned. As a result, the GLA learner’s only hope is to learn the right complex onset syllabification of [kāpla] before the crucial re-ranking has happened. If for example only 250 trials have gone by, the re-ranking will not yet have undone the initial rankings:

47)a) Ranking values after 400 trials  
b) Ranking values after 50,000 trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>302.660   Ident[voice]</th>
<th>300.000   Ident[voice]-Onset</th>
<th>297.340   *VoicedObstruent</th>
<th>294.000   *VoicedObstruent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

What will this learner’s end-state grammar be? For the learner who persists in their syllabification misparse of words like ‘kābla’, the final grammar will be the wrong one: *Voiced Obs will continue to sink and general Ident[voice] will continue to rise until their ranking flips and errors stop being made. With these initial ranking values (and the OTSoft default plasticity settings, as in section 2 above), this re-ranking takes about 400 trials; further refinement continues until the grammar reaches a ranking where general Faith is high enough above Markedness that no errors are being made, practically speaking.\(^{14}\)

48) Ranking values after 250 trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>362.236   *Voiced Obs</th>
<th>300.000   Ident[voice]-Onset</th>
<th>237.764   Ident[voice]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

\(^{14}\) Using an A Priori ranking, rather than an initial ranking bias, will not help this learner at all – it will get Ident[voice]-Onset ranked higher than Ident[voice], but the learner still won’t stop making errors until general Ident is above Markedness.
If at this point the learner started making errors using the correct winner parse, Ident[vce]-Onset will start assigning Ws, and both Ident constraints will now begin to climb as in 44). We can simulate this second stage of GLA learning by taking the numbers in 48) as initial ranking values, and feeding the GLA the correct input file repeated below:

49) Learning onset voicing with the right ERC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner − loser</th>
<th>*VoicedObstruent</th>
<th>Ident[voice]-Onset</th>
<th>Ident[voice]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ká.blá] − [ká.plá]</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this situation, the learner will get to the right end-state grammar. Since both Ident constraints are now rising at the same pace, the more specific Ident constraint will overcome *VoicedObstruent before the general constraint, and this will be enough to stop making errors. In this case: errors stop being made after about 75 trials, and the ranking stabilizes correctly:

50) a) Ranking values after 75 trials  
| 333.264 | Ident[vce]-Onset | 336.000 | Ident[vce]-Onset |
| 328.972 | *VoicedObstruent | 326.236 | *VoicedObstruent |
| 271.028 | Ident[vce] | 273.764 | Ident[vce] |

What this example shows is that the GLA’s robustness to persistent misparses is only a function of the number of misparsed errors – and, when using initial ranking biases, the speed with which the relevant constraints move in the hierarchy.

5.2 Winner misparses and markedness: the same problem

It should be noted that the misparse danger outlined above exists independent of faithfulness and its specificity relations. Suppose that CON included two markedness constraints: *Pharyngeal, and *Pharyngeal-affix, and that the learner was attempting to acquire a language in which pharyngeal consonants only occur in roots but not affixes. This means the target grammar would be as in 51):

51) The target grammar

*Phar-Affix >> Ident-Phar >> *Phar

With the right ERCs, learning this ranking presents no problem for the GLA. Assuming again the M >> F initial ranking values, the learner will at first make mistakes on pharyngeals and thereby create ERCs like in 52) below (roots are underlined):

52) The right ERC for the root-pharyngeal language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner − loser</th>
<th>*Phar-Affix</th>
<th>*Phar</th>
<th>Ident-Phar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gabat − abat</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result only the general *Phar constraint will be demoted:

53) The GLA re-ranking resulting from 52)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>no change</th>
<th>*Phar-Affix</th>
<th>*Phar</th>
<th>Ident-Phar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trouble will arise, however, if the learner happens to misparse words like “ʔabat” as containing the prefix “ʔa-”:\footnote{A couple remarks in defense of the claim that learners might misdiagnose part of a root instead as an affix. The first is that some spontaneous cases of this sort have been cited in the literature – e.g., the exchange: Parent: “Behave!” Child: “I am have!” A reasonable counterargument is that this misparse occurred precisely because English has a free-standing ‘be’ morpheme, whereas my *Pharyngeal-Affix example requires that the child has mistaken something for an affix when the language crucially does not have one. While I do not know of any strictly comparable cases in the literature on morphological acquisition, the most plausible scenario I can think of comes from a language like Hebrew, with both non-concatenative morphology as well as prefixes. The suggestion would be that the non-concatenative properties make children sensitive to vowel patterns, independent of their associated consonants, and that this could transfer over to prefix recognition. Thus, the learner might mistakenly decide on the basis of a series of prefixes and clitic-like things that prefixes were of the format \([C']\) (e.g. Hebrew prepositions \([b']\)-/\(k'\)-/\(m'\)- as well as verbal pronouns \([t']\)-/\(n'\)-). So when faced with a root that began \([\_\_]\) (in Hebrew prime that contained such pharyngeal-initial roots, that is), the learner could choose the relevant morphological misparse.}

54) The morphological misparse ERC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>*Phar-Affix</th>
<th>+Phar</th>
<th>Ident-Phar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ʔabat – gabat</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This ERC will make the GLA demote both the general and the affix-specific *Phar constraint:

55) The GLA re-ranking resulting from 54)

```
  500 498 102 100
  *Phar, Ident-Phar
  *Phar-Affix Phar
```

This is the same situation as we encountered for the syllabification case in the previous section. If this representational misparse lasts long enough, the affix-specific *Phar constraint will eventually get re-ranked below Ident-Phar:

56) The final-state grammar, learned from incorrect ERCs like 54)

```
Ident-Phar >> *Phar-Affix, *Phar
```

And even once the learner has learned the correct parse for “ʔabat”, and determined that it does not contain an affix – it is too late for the GLA learner to do anything. Errors are no longer being made, so there is no error-driven incentive to re-rank any of these constraints. And without a memory for its errors, the GLA learner has no way to wonder whether alternative explanations for marked structures like pharyngeals are available.

6. Exceptions and end-state variation

This section looks beyond the stage of pure phonotactic learning, to the later stages where the Identity Hypothesis is abandoned and the learner has adopted unfaithful mappings between inputs and outputs. The goal here is not to explicate how unfaithful inputs are learned, but to consider the behaviour of the BCD and GLA learners once these correct, unfaithful inputs have been chosen.

Among the various grammatical patterns the learner must cope with, I focus on grammars that encode exceptionality and variation. These two patterns are discussed in tandem here because learning theories of both numerical and ordinal OT have sometimes conflated them, though not necessarily to positive effect.

The upshot of this discussion is that the GLA is inherently better suited to handling variation – as is well known – but that the BCD learner is in fact better suited to learning exceptionality. I therefore discuss a way that the BCD could be used to learn variation (extending work by Pater, to appear), and also discuss how the learner of Hayes and Londe (2006), which relies in part on the GLA, would learn exceptions through a non-GLA mechanism. I also emphasize how any learner’s success in discovering the...
right patterns of exceptions or variation will derive from their ability to compare stored errors in something like the Support.

6.1 The GLA’s treatment of exceptionality

The Gradual Learning Algorithm’s approach to variation in phonological development is to make variation an inherent property of the OT grammatical system. Because constraints can overlap in their distribution to varying degrees, the GLA can build a grammar that produces variation between different optimal outputs with probabilities that closely match the attested frequency of variants. The Ilokano example of Boersma and Hayes (2001) shows that the GLA can mirror cases of free variation in this way, by getting just the right constraints ranked in a clump.

A necessary difference between grammars, however, is the split between free variation and grammatical exceptions, which show similar patterning among outputs but require different constraint rankings. This difference is not something the GLA is equipped to detect. Without storing errors, the learner can’t know whether they have evidence for one pattern of variable grammatical behaviour, or for two different patterns of categorical grammatical behaviour.

What I demonstrate in the rest of section 6.1 are two languages with different input-output mappings, that will nevertheless teach a simple GLA the same variation grammar in both cases. I will then return in §6.2 to more recent GLA on exceptions – the proposals of Zuraw (2000) and Hayes and Londe (2006), which use the GLA in more nuanced ways and do learn exceptionality.

16 See Pater (to appear), p. 6, for explicit discussion of this difference.

6.1.1 Two languages and their codas

The first example language is the Variable Coda language: one in which every coda in the lexicon is variably deleted in a way controlled by the grammar. To simplify from the real-life grammatical conditions of variable coda deletion attested in natural languages (segmental context, stress, word position, etc.), I will describe the variable coda language as treating every coda in citation form exactly the same: retaining it two thirds of the time, and deleting it the other third. This is the grammar that the GLA will learn correctly:

57) The Variable Coda language
   a) the lexicon (inputs)       b) the outputs
   /pak/ [pak], 67% of the time; [pa] 33%
   /blag/ [blag] 67% of the time, [bla] 33%
   /gri/ [gri] 100%
   /tro/ [tro] 100%

In contrast, we might also have an Exceptional Coda language: in this case, most lexical items with codas retain them on the surface in citation form, but an exceptional class of lexical items lose them. (To support the claim that these exceptional words have underlying codas, we can say that they do surface in some non-citation environments – e.g., when preceding a vowel-initial word.)

Unlike the previous case, the exceptional coda language varies between coda faithfulness and coda deletion on an item-by-item basis. As 58) shows, some input codas in a one-word utterance are always preserved, while others are always deleted:

17 I call this the exceptional class only because it will be less frequent in the hypothetical lexicon. Depending on the analysis of exceptionality adopted, it could be that the lexical items that retain their codas would be the ones given special treatment and thus perhaps the exceptions, even though they are more numerous.
58) *The Exceptional Coda language*
   
   a) the lexicon (inputs)  
   b) the outputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pak</th>
<th>/pak/</th>
<th>pak</th>
<th>/pak/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/pak/</td>
<td>pak</td>
<td>/pak/</td>
<td>pak</td>
<td>/pak/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/blag/</td>
<td>[blag]</td>
<td>/blag/</td>
<td>[blag]</td>
<td>/blag/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tro/</td>
<td>[tro]</td>
<td>/tro/</td>
<td>[tro]</td>
<td>/tro/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is the language that the GLA will ultimately treat as another instance of free variation (although c.f. Zuraw (2000), Hayes and Londe (2006) – see section §6.2.)

### 6.1.2 Learning the variable coda grammar

During phonotactic learning, both of these languages will look the same to the learner. Some lexical items will have codas, and some will not, and nothing else will be revealed. This is schematized below:

59) a) I-O mappings assumed  
    b) Real Inputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pak</th>
<th>/pak/</th>
<th>pak</th>
<th>/pak/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/pak/</td>
<td>pak</td>
<td>/pak/</td>
<td>pak</td>
<td>/pak/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/blag/</td>
<td>[blag]</td>
<td>/blag/</td>
<td>[blag]</td>
<td>/blag/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/gri/</td>
<td>[gri]</td>
<td>/gri/</td>
<td>[gri]</td>
<td>/gri/ - exceptional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tro/</td>
<td>[tro]</td>
<td>/tro/</td>
<td>[tro]</td>
<td>/tro/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To learn any of the bold inputs in 59b) above, the learner has to get past the phonotactic learning stage – a process that I have so far not dealt with in either the GLA or BCD contexts. For present purposes, I will assume that the learner has been augmented so as to learn variation among lexical inputs. This could be done, in principle, by determining that two outputs ([pak] and [pa]) have the same meaning, attempting to collapse them into one lexical entry, and then deciding that /pak/ is the right input choice because CON includes rankings that map /pak/ to both outputs but no ranking that maps /pa/ to both (i.e. there is no constraint that prefers final k-epenthesis.)

I will therefore grant that our learner has adopted the new input-output error pairs in 60) below. Since we now have more than one kind of error, the GLA’s behaviour will depend in part on the frequency of their occurrence. In the Variable Coda language, every input with a coda retains it two thirds of the time, and loses it the other third. This is reflected in the frequency column that I have added into the table below; OTSoft mirrors these frequencies in generating errors to feed the GLA:

60) New ERCs for the variable grammar (as handled by the GLA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>correct input</th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>frequency</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Dep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) /pak/</td>
<td>pak – pa</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) /blag/</td>
<td>blag – bla</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) /pak/</td>
<td>pa – pak</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) /blag/</td>
<td>bla – blag</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To model post-phonotactic learning, I gave this input data in 60) to the GLA.

Here is what OTSoft turned out:

61) Ranking values for the variable coda grammar after 50,000 trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>new ranking</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Dep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>238.2</td>
<td>231.8</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>231.6</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>229.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

18It is not clear to me how the GLA learner would work this out. Since the GLA does not reason about rankings in e.g. the way BCD does, I do not know how it could determine whether CON provides a stable grammar that maps /pa/ to [pak] or vice versa. To my knowledge, this is an unresolved issue.
In short: the GLA has learned this variable coda grammar correctly. One could get the frequencies closer to the targets by with some fine-tuning – e.g. changing the schedule of constraint plasticities – but for our purposes it is enough to note that this ranking allows codas more often than not, and that any lexical coda is up for deletion between a fifth and a third of the time.

6.1.3 Learning the exceptional coda grammar

As in the previous section, the learner of the Exceptional Coda language must first do some morpho-phonological processing and change its lexical inputs to realize that something other than the identity map between inputs and outputs is necessary. Here, the learner must find a way from alternations to notice that some lexical items with codas nevertheless surface in citation form without them, getting to a new set of ERC rows like those below:

63) New ERCs for the exceptional grammar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>correct input</th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Dep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) /pak/</td>
<td>pak – pa</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) /blag/</td>
<td>blag – bla</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) /grip/</td>
<td>gri – grip</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These rankings produce variable codas in all lexical items. The table in 65) below shows the frequency of coda retention and deletion: it is of course the same for each lexical item, regardless of which form always wins in the target language (indicated by the ‘>’).
6.2 Learning exceptions: GLA-related approaches

The previous section showed that a straightforward implementation of the GLA will treat both the variable and exceptional coda grammars the same – in both cases it will learn a variation grammar. I have illustrated this point primarily to add to the arguments against the GLA’s lack of stored errors – because without stored errors that categorically do or don’t follow a generalization, a language with exceptions looks just like a variable one.

There is at least one proposal in the GLA-related literature that is built especially to handle grammars with exceptions. This is the model of Zuraw (2000), which I will refer to here as the Full Listing model for reasons that will become clear.

In the Full Listing model, the GLA is used to learn the stochastic ranking of constraints that govern lexical subregularities. After learning with the GLA, such constraints overlap and so produce variable results: but in Zuraw’s system these constraints are ranked low enough that they can only have any effect on the choice of output for words that do not have a lexical entry – that is, new coinages, nonce words or unfamiliar words heard uttered by another speaker. In contrast, the shape of every input in the lexicon (whether deemed regular or exceptional by the linguist) is protected by high-ranking I-O lexical faithfulness constraints.

In fact, this model exploits the GLA’s ability to learn a variation grammar from categorically regular and exceptional inputs in a very clever way. What the GLA does for the Full Listing learner is tinker with the ranking of the constraints that prefer and disprefer particular processes, in tune with their lexical frequency, while steadily moving faithfulness up the hierarchy. Once IO-faith gets high enough, errors stop being made and learning is done. The resulting grammar is one in which, for everyday production purposes, IO-faith makes all the decisions. The learner has encoded all forms in the lexicon, both regulars and exceptions, and they will always be faithfully produced. But at the bottom of the hierarchy resides the variation grammar that the GLA learned. This ranking is the locus of speaker’s knowledge about statistical regularities in their lexicon, and it also perpetuates lexical tendencies across generations of learners by driving the frequency with which novel words enter the language as regular or exceptional.

What this Full Listing model gives up, however, is the goal that the grammar be responsible for the phonological regularity or exceptionality of lexical items. The violation profile of each winner was used in learning to build the low-ranking stochastic grammar – but in the final adult grammar that profile is not important because IO-faith keeps forms identical to their stored forms. As a result, the Full Listing learner’s grammar is not built to be restrictive, and does not rule out a Rich Base.

Hayes and Londe (2006)’s analysis of Hungarian stem-controlled vowel harmony adopts some key assumptions from the Full Listing model, but these authors also aim to build a restrictive phonotactic grammar independent of the lexicon. They do so by proposing a two-step learner, splitting the learner’s task into two consecutive parts: first, to acquire a restrictive phonotactic grammar of what is possible and impossible in Hungarian, and second, to acquire the statistical regularities of where the possible patterns of harmony occur, and how often. To accomplish the first task, they use a non-GLA learning algorithm: either BCD or Hayes’ LFCD (Hayes, 2004; see my discussion in chapter 2.

---

19 C.f. the ordinal OT approach of Pater and Coetzee (2005), designed for a related kind of learning off the lexicon.

20 As well as a constraint UseListed, which ensures that learners use their stored lexical forms as inputs, rather than creating new inputs for known words and letting low-ranked constraints affect their output.

21 I have done rather short shrift to this approach; see Zuraw (2000) chapter 2 for the whole story.
section 2), which shares with BCD the crucial properties of stored errors and the acquisition of ordinal rankings.

To accomplish their second learning task, the two-step learner uses the GLA, but with two large caveats. First, they use the constraint rankings acquired in phonotactic learning as a priori rankings for GLA learning; second, they remove faithfulness entirely from the constraint set that the GLA works with. Thus, all the GLA is allowed to learn is the relative frequency of various harmonic and disharmonic vowel sequences, via the frequency of their markedness violations.

The two-step Learner of Hayes and Londe also adopts the Full Listing assumption — namely that all derived lexical items are stored fully composed with their suffixes. In their analysis, each Hungarian stem is stored with the allomorph(s) that it is observed to take: the front suffix, the back suffix, or both in the case of stems that the authors call ‘vacillators’. In this way the two-step learner’s grammar is indeed responsible for deriving forms in the usual generative way. On the one hand, the ranking learned by BCD or LFCD in their first acquisition step ensures that stems stored with only one suffix will optimally keep that suffix in the output. On the other hand, vacillators are provided to the grammar as inputs with both suffix allomorphs, and since high-ranking IO-faith cannot choose between allomorphs\(^{22}\) the low-ranking stochastic rankings learned by the GLA will choose between them (just as they do in Zuraw’s approach to nonce words.)

Although Hayes and Londe do not discuss this brand of exceptionality: with the assumption of full allomorph listing and a generous notion of allomorphy, their model seems able to capture the exceptional coda grammar from section 6.1.3 above. However, it does so precisely because its set-up prevents the GLA from playing a role. In the first stage of phonotactic learning, the learner will determine that codas are possible and so acquire the ordinal ranking Faith >> NoCoda (just as in §6.1.3.) Upon discovering that words like \([\text{gri}]\) come in fact from inputs like /grip/ (presumably from alternations), the learner must know to store both of these outputs as allomorphs of this root – thus, the learner’s inputs will be as in (66) below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a) the inputs} & \quad \text{b) the outputs (in citation form)} \\
/pak/ & [pak] \\
/pa/ & [pa] \\
/blag/ & [blag] \\
/bla/ & [bla] \\
/\{grip, gri\}/ & [gri] \\
/tro/ & [tro]
\end{align*}
\]

With this lexicon, regular inputs with codas will retain them (67a) and exceptional inputs with two allomorphs will lose them via low-ranking NoCoda (67b):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a) Deriving regular coda preservation...} & \quad \text{b)... and exceptional coda deletion} \\
/pak/ & \text{Max} & \text{NoCoda} & /\{grip, gri\}/ & \text{Max} & \text{NoCoda} \\
(i) & \text{pak} & * & (i) & \text{grip} & *! \\
(ii) & \text{pa} & *! & (ii) & \text{gri} & *
\end{align*}
\]

One outstanding question is the extent to which this approach’s brand of allomorphy can handle all the attested types of lexical exceptions (for a sample of real cases see Pater, to appear.) What is clear from this example, though, is that the Two-Step learner of Hayes and Londe acquires this exceptional grammar but uses a re-ranking algorithm by using a BCD-like ranking, and not the GLA.

\(^{22}\) See Kager (1999), Wolf (2005) on this assumption that inputs with two allomorphs map fully-faithfully to outputs with either allomorph.
6.3 Learning variation without the GLA: a BCD approach

We have just seen that in contrast to the GLA, a Biased Constraint Demotion learner equipped with a Support can indeed learn a exceptionality grammar. As discussed in chapter 2 §2.2 Pater (to appear) uses Inconsistency Detection and Biased Constraint Demotion to successfully learn a grammar that encodes exceptionality using lexically-indexed constraints (see also Kager, in press; Flack, to appear.) In a related vein, Pater and Coetzee (to appear) also use a similar BCD approach to learn a grammar that encodes lexical subregularities; see also Becker, 2006.

On the other hand, the BCD learner has no extant mechanism for acquiring a variation grammar. Recall that the variable ESL learner I proposed in chapter 2 is variable only as long as it is learning – once all the necessary errors have been added to the final Support and the Error Cache is cleared for the final time, there are no way to cause variation because there is only one ranking. More generally, it is not necessarily clear what an end-state variation grammar should look like in an ordinal OT system, regardless of how it should be learned (on the end-state question, see Nagy and Reynolds, 1995; Inkelas, Orgun and Zoll, 1997; Anttila, 1997, 2002; Pater and Werle, 2003; Pater to appear.) Since the GLA is inherently good at learning such grammars, this chapter’s general critique of the GLA model demands some discussion of how an ordinal OT grammar might be made to capture end-state variation – and also learn it.

The approach to variation in Error-Selective Learning in chapter 3§5 started from the claim that variation in an ordinal OT system must be derived by switching between multiple grammars – unlike a GLA-style grammar, which can generate different rankings to use in each run of EVAL from a single grammar. To re-use the example of the coda variation grammar in §6.1.2 but now in ordinal OT terms: the speaker of this language will have to sometimes use a ranking in which NoCoda >> Max, and other times use a ranking in which Max >> NoCoda.

Along these lines, one well-known approach to variation in ordinal OT is to use partially-unranked constraints, as proposed by Anttila (1997, 2002); the version I will adopt here is the (2002) model. In this approach, grammars consist of sets of specified constraint rankings which are consistent with all of the language’s variation, and with all remaining constraint orderings left unspecified. This means that the speaker of the variable coda language (using just these three constraints) has a grammar in which the only specified ranking is NoCoda >> Dep, and the ranking of Max is left unspecified. Every time the speaker uses the grammar, they will randomly pick a full ordering of the constraints, which means that Max will get ranked either above or below NoCoda:

68) The variable coda grammar in the partially-unordered constraints model (adapted from Antilla 2002)

a) The grammar: specified rankings: NoCoda >> Dep
   unranked constraints: {Max}

b) The full orderings:       NoCoda >> Dep >> Max
   NoCoda >> Max >> Dep
   Max >> NoCoda >> Dep

(continued on the next page)
c) The variation these fully-ordered rankings create:

(i) first two rankings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Dep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/pak/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pak/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii) third ranking:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Dep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/pak/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pak/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are some known difficulties with this model, but does provide us with an explicit model of ordinal OT variation with which we can ask the relevant learning question: How could a BCD learner come to adopt the grammar in 68a)?

Pater (2005) provides a proposal for learning variation with the T/S algorithm which, like with everything else in this dissertation, proceeds by examining the properties of its Support. The suggestion in Pater (2005) for how the learner could conclude the need for the partially-unordered rankings of a variation grammar is to notice that the same input has created two or more winners – that is, if it detects inconsistency among errors with identical inputs. Such a Support is built below, adapted from the errors fed to the GLA back in table 60):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Dep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/pak/</td>
<td>pak ~ pa</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pak/</td>
<td>pa ~ pak</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/blag/</td>
<td>blag ~ bla</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/blag/</td>
<td>bla ~ blag</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(69) Errors for the BCD learners of the variable coda grammar

(Note two important things about this Support: first, that the frequency of each variant and its associated error is being ignored in this discussion, and second that this learner is at a state where it has already determined the correct underlying representations, including the unfaithful ones as in rows (ii) and (iv), just as was assumed in the previous GLA discussion.)

On the basis of a Support like (69), Pater (2005) proposes that the learner acquire two fully-specified rankings, each of which covers one of the two inconsistent ERC rows. Below, I spell out a slightly different way of learning from this inconsistency, relying on the partially-unranked constraints we have already used to capture variation in this section.

The BCD learner will fail to find a ranking for the Support in (69) as soon as it gets started: it cannot install a single constraint, because its Markedness constraint NoCoda prefers losers, and neither faithfulness constraint prefers only winners. To check whether its inability to find a grammar is due to variation in the data (instead of exceptionality, incorrect representational assumptions or anything else), the learner might now consider each set of errors in the Support that have the same input, and attempt to

23 As pointed out by Pater (to appear), one issue with using partially-unranked constraints to model exceptionality is that at one level it equates variation and exceptionality, just as the GLA does. What we have already seen that this makes the wrong predictions about a truly exceptional grammar – and Pater (to appear)’s more general argument is that exceptional and variable phonological patterns can easily exist one without the other and so require a grammar (and a learner) that knows the difference between them. In any event, I have presented only the bare bones of both the theory and the dissent here – see the Antilla and Pater references given above for a fuller view of the debate. See also Inkelas, Orgun and Zoll (1997) for a related but somewhat different view of partially-unranked constraints to handle variation, though not exceptions. For another issue, see footnote 25.

24 In the Antilla (2002) model used in 68a), the frequency with which each variant is chosen is a function of how many rankings of the unordered constraints choose that variant. The tableaux in 68c) show that, given this constraint set and grammar, coda deletion should be chosen 66% of the time, coda faithfulness should be chosen 33% of the time, and no other frequency of variation is predicted. While more constraints could be introduced to prefer one variant more often than the other, the connection between variants and their frequency is clearly dealt with much more elegantly in the GLA system, where just two constraints can create many different patterns of proportional variation as a function of the distance between their ranking values.
find a ranking for just that set. In the Support in 69) above, this means grouping together the first two ERC rows, and the last two ERC rows – and right away we can see that both subsets will again be found inconsistent, because they each contain conflicting information about the ranking of NoCoda and Max:

70) The Support built e.g. only for the input /pak/ is still inconsistent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>NoCoda</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Dep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) /pak/</td>
<td>pak – pa</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) /pak/</td>
<td>pa – pak</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the face of this inconsistency among errors for the same input, the learner can at least be sure that if these two input-winner pairs are right, then grammar it is learning contains variation. In the view I have adopted here, the effect of this discovery must be that the learner chooses a set of constraints to be unordered in the grammar.

Looking at 70), it is clear that the conflict between NoCoda and Max are responsible for the inconsistency. How will the learner see this? Recalling the Antilla (2002) model of variation, the method I propose is that the leaerner first builds rankings for each individual ERC row in the single-input Support (like 70), and then builds a grammar which specifies all and only the constraint orderings common to all these ERC-specific rankings.

If we take this first step for the two errors in 70), we will nearly get the two ERC-specific rankings below:

a) the first ERC from 70):

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
\text{Input} & \text{Winner – Loser} & \text{NoCoda} & \text{Max} & \text{Dep} \\
(i) /pak/ & pak – pa & L & W & e \\
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{Max >> NoCoda >> Dep}\]

b) the second ERC from 70):

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
\text{Input} & \text{Winner – Loser} & \text{NoCoda} & \text{Max} & \text{Dep} \\
(ii) /pak/ & pa – pak & W & L & e \\
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{NoCoda >> Max, Dep}\]

To take the second step, the learner can compare each constraint pair and only specify those whose ordering is the same in all the ERC-specific ranking. As spelled out in 72) below, this will build a grammar like in 68), with just NoCoda >> Dep specified:

72) Building a variation grammar from the rankings in 71)

a) NoCoda and Dep: NoCoda >> Dep in 71a)  NoCoda >> Dep in 71b)  ... specified in the grammar
b) NoCoda and Max: Max >> NoCoda in 71a)  NoCoda >> Max in 71b)  ... so left unspecified

c) Max and Dep: Max >> Dep in 71a)  Max, Dep in 71b)\(^25\)  ... so left unspecified
d) Final grammar: NoCoda >> Dep  \{Max\}

Admittedly: this procedure for collapsing ERC-specific rankings into a Antilla (2002) variation grammar works fine for a system with only 3 constraints, but would no doubt require refinement when scaling up to learning grammars with more constraints

\(^{25}\) In this comparison, I have chosen to treat the constraints left unranked within a stratum by the BCD algorithm as different from those crucially ranked. But note that the BCD algorithm puts Max and Dep in the same stratum here not because it is crucial that they be unranked – recall Step 4 of the algorithm in chapter 2, which simply dumps all remaining IO-faithfulness constraints at the bottom of the hierarchy in one stratum.) If we instead chose to adopt the specified ranking in this situation – here, Max >> Dep – we would make the same predictions for the kinds of variation the language shows (coda deletion vs. faithfulness), but different predictions about the frequency of each variant (see previous footnote.) I leave this interesting difference for further work.
(and possibly more complicated interactions.) Nevertheless we have at least seen that an explicit procedure can be defined for the BCD learner to build a partially-ordered variation grammar.

Assuming that this procedure or something like it will allow the learner to get from a Support like 69) to the grammar in 72d), there must now also be some revision to the normal workings of the learner. In all subsequent attempts to feed observed forms through the current grammar, the learner now has a number of multiple rankings that all instantiate that current grammar. It is no longer clear how the learner should proceed in parsing observed outputs, and determining when an error has been generated.

Pater (2005) suggests that error generation in a variation grammar could proceed by assuming that if an observed output can be produced faithfully by at least one of the rankings consistent with the current grammar, it does not count as an error. However, this technique will be insufficient because it will prevent the learner from seeing any lexical exceptions once a variation grammar has been adopted. Just because /pak/ and /blag/ retain their codas in a variable fashion does not mean that every coda in the language behaves this way; the partially-ordered grammar will always have one ranking that does each, but it will never notice on its own that e.g. /blak/ always retains its coda while e.g. /pag/ never does (see again Pater to appear.)

At this point, the best way to learn using a variation grammar and the Error-Selective BCD learner must be left as an open issue. But given what has come before, I suggest that a likely approach to noticing the difference between exception and variable inputs will again come from the BCD learner’s analysis of the Support and its associated rankings, as well as the range of ERC rows that share common inputs.

Overall, this section’s discussion has demonstrated that an enriched analysis of the Support can at least provide the BCD learner with the knowledge that phonological variation is part of its target ordinal OT grammar. The method by which this learner moves from an inconsistent set of ERCs with a common input to the right variation grammar, and how adopting a variation grammar at an intermediate stage affects the further course of BCD learning, remain open questions.

6.4 Summary

This section has compared the GLA and BCD approaches to the discovery of exceptionality and variation in target grammars. With respect to these two areas, both algorithms have their strong and weak points. On the one hand, BCD learning is better suited to diagnose and encode categorical exceptions, because unlike the GLA it notices that the conflicting ranking information it is receiving comes from different inputs. On the other hand, GLA learning (of numerical OT grammars) is better suited to capturing variation because unlike an ordinal OT learner it can easily respond to conflicting evidence by gradually overlapping the ranking of relevant constraints.

7. Chapter Summary

This chapter has discussed the Gradual Learning Algorithm, an alternative approach to the OT learning questions treated in chapters one and two. While the GLA is inherently a learner that goes through intermediate stages, I have argued that it is not the best way to model phonotactic learning. I have demonstrated its restrictiveness problems with specific faithfulness relations, arguing that they cannot be fully treated using ranking
biases, and also pointed to its inability to produce some Specific-F intermediate stages. I have also argued that the choice not to retain its errors, in contrast to BCD’s storage of errors in the Support, makes the GLA unable to recover from early winner misparses and the superset rankings they cause.

Finally, I have discussed the extent to which the GLA and the BCD learners can each handle grammars with exceptional forms or variation within forms. To return to one of the broader themes of this dissertation: this discussion has served to highlight that whether our eventual grammar uses ordinal or numerical rankings, it is still crucial that the learner keep a memory of its errors to determine the true nature of the pattern it is attempting to learn.
CHAPTER V
TESTING FOR THE HIGH-RANKING OO-FAITH BIAS

1. Introduction to the chapter

This chapter returns to the ranking bias proposed in Hayes (2004) and McCarthy (1998): the preference for high-ranking paradigm uniformity constraints, formalized here using Output-Output Faithfulness (OO-Faith; Benua, 2000). I will expand on the arguments discussed in chapter 2 that this bias provides a mechanism for preventing the acquisition of superset grammars, and also suggest following Hayes that it finds independent support in some children’s innovative application of paradigm uniformity in the literature (#1.3).

One interesting aspect of this approach are its predictions (exemplified in §2.2 - §2.3) about the behavior of the phonological grammar at the point of morphological acquisition: that is, the point at which derived words are first decomposed into multiple morphemes and phonological patterns become attributable in principle to the demands of OO-Faith.

In sections 3 through 5 of this chapter, I report on an experiment which tested these predictions, using an artificial language ‘wug test’ (Berko, 1958) to test 4-year-old children’s production of marked consonant clusters in two different morphological environments. The results (#5) support the claim that children prefer to repair clusters in ways that satisfy OO-Faith at the expense of other Markedness and Faithfulness pressures, and I provide some analyses (#6) of individual participant’s productions and the associated rankings that match theoretical predictions.

2. The OO-faith ranking bias and phonotactic learning

2.1 The role of OO-faith in enforcing restrictiveness

Chapter 2 (#3.2.3) made the point from McCarthy (1998) that a high-ranking OO-faith bias will make sure that paradigms are kept uniform and non-alternating unless evidence points to the contrary. Hayes (1999/2004) makes the same restrictiveness point for OO-faithful allophony, in languages where the normal distribution of some allophone is overridden just to keep a morphological paradigm uniform. The famous example he discusses is the interaction of flapping and Canadian raising (CR) in some dialects of English, already introduced in chapter 2 §3.2. To recall the facts: CR is purely allophonic in monomorphemic words: raised [ɛ] appears before voiceless obstruents, as in ‘write’ [ɹɛɪt], while [ɛ] appears elsewhere as in ‘ride’ [ɹaɪd]. However, derived forms with a base vowel [ɛ] exceptionally retain their raised quality even before a voiced flap, as in ‘writer’ [ɹɛɪrɛ], *[ɹaɪrɛ]. In the OO-faith analysis summarized in chapter 2, ‘writer’ contains a raised diphthong because it is faithful to the vowel quality of its morphological base ‘write’, whose raised vowel is allophonically-conditioned.

Hayes’ learning argument is this: at the point that a learner encounters the word ‘writer’, how does he or she account for the presence of marked [ɛ] before a voiced flap? The child who does not yet know that ‘writer’ is derived from ‘write’ cannot explain
'writer's' raised vowel with OO-faithfulness – instead, the error below (using the constraints from Chapter 1) simply suggests that the [aɪə] sequence is licit:

1) The morphologically-naïve error caused by 'writer'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ident[lo]-OO</th>
<th>*ait</th>
<th>*AI</th>
<th>Ident[lo]-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>aɪaɪ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>aɪaɪ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This error tells the BCD learner that IO faithfulness to any properties of raised vowels (here, Ident-[lo]) must rank above the general markedness constraint that disfavors raised vowels in the pre-flap context (see 2i below).

2) Initial Support during phonotactic learning, with no morphological relations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>Ident[lo]-OO</th>
<th>*ait</th>
<th>*AI</th>
<th>Ident[lo]-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) /aɪət/</td>
<td>[aɪət] – [aɪət]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) /aɪaɪət/</td>
<td>[aɪaɪət] – [aɪaɪət]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since OO-faith to vowel quality does not prefer any losers, BCD can rank it at the top of its ranking – however, it also does not prefer any winners, so it doesn’t resolve either of our errors. And while contextual markedness does explain the raised vowel in roots like 'write' in (2i), the ERC row in (2ii) can only be explained by IO-faithfulness, and thus BCD comes up with the ranking in 3):

3) The resulting ranking that BCD learns: a superset grammar

Ident[lo]-OO >> *ait >> Ident[lo]-IO >> >> *AI

As the bold emphasizes, this ranking is a superset grammar because it preserves input raised diphthongs in all contexts.

Hayes points out using data about the empirical timeline of acquisition that children do not know enough morphology early enough to avoid the superset trap illustrated in 2) and 3). And he therefore suggests that an OO-Faith bias offers part of a solution to this learning trap, if it is construed as a persistent bias that can return the grammar to a more restrictive state once morphological learning has occurred. When the learner realizes that 'writer' includes the base 'write', OO-faith constraints now prefer the raised vowel in the derived form. Imported into the present framework, this realization will mean that the Support’s ERC row resulting from 1) will be updated to look like 4):

4) Revised Support, post-morphological learning (bases underlined)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>Ident[lo]-OO</th>
<th>*ait</th>
<th>*AI</th>
<th>Ident[lo]-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) /aɪət/</td>
<td>[aɪət] – [aɪət]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Giving this revised Support to my BCD learner gets us the right ranking. In its first stratum, the Main Routine ranks OO-faith and resolves the error in (4ii); in the next stratum it ranks *ait and so resolves (4i). With all errors resolved, the algorithm ranks the rest of its constraints according to the M >> F bias, and the right ranking has been found:

5) The ranking that BCD learns from 4): the correct grammar

Ident[lo]-OO >> *ait >> *AI >> Ident[lo]-IO

I will return to the acquisition timeline of phonotactics vs. morphology, and the consequences for the nature of our ranking biases, in Section 7.
Now that we have reviewed the end-state argument for a BCD-style ranking bias for OO-faith: what does this bias predict about stages of acquisition in the present system? The rest of this chapter considers this question in some detail.

2.2. Predictions for stages of acquisition

It was shown in (1) through (3) above that during pre-morphological learning, the OO-faith ranking bias causes BCD to continually re-install OO-faith constraints at the top of the hierarchy, even though they have no effect in resolving errors or driving mappings. However – once some morphological bases have been learned, these high-ranking OO-faith constraints will suddenly kick in and begin to assign violations. At this point, they should therefore begin to drive a new kind of error: enforcing paradigm uniformity on paradigms that are not OO-faithful in the target.

The following sections illustrate this, using an example that foreshadows the experimental test of the prediction to come.

2.2.1 The target: an OO-unfaithful language

Consider a language where a particular Markedness constraint is freely violated; to use an example relevant to the experiment to come, imagine this constraint is Agree(Voice), (Lombardi, 1996, 1999), which requires obstruent clusters to agree for voicing. In our toy grammar, the faithfulness constraints that conflict with Agree[voice] are:

6) Id[vce]-IO Output segments must match their input correspondents for voicing
Id[vce]-OO Output segments in a derived form must match their base correspondents for voicing
Id[vce]-Ons-IO Output segments which are syllabified as onsets must match their input correspondents for voicing

Before processing any errors, our BCD learner ranks these constraints as in 7):

7) Id[vce]-OO >> Agree[voice] >> Id[vce]-Ons-IO >> Id[vce]-IO

To see the effects of OO-Faith at different stages, we will consider the optimal outputs for two lexical items with different morphology:

The toy lexicon
(a) /ztfdn/ simple word
(b) /wmtf+dsfl/ derived word – morphological base /wmtf/

2.2.2 OO-faith kicks in at the initial state

How would the initial stage grammar treat these two words is this base ‘wutch’ had already been identified? Ignoring the implausibility of this order of acquisition, let us describe the grammars effect on our two-word lexicon in (8). With the ranking in (7), voicing mismatches would be repaired, but repaired differently depending on whether the cluster spans a base/affix boundary (in /wmtf+dsfl/) or not (in /ztfdn/). In simple forms, the repair would remain the same as above: voicing is protected in onset, so it is changed in coda:
9) **Initial state, once post-morphology: simple word**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ztʃdʌn/</th>
<th>Id-[vce]-OO</th>
<th>Agree[vce]</th>
<th>Id-Ons[vce]-IO</th>
<th>Id-[vce]-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ztʃdʌn</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ztʃtʌm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*!zdʌdʌn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In derived forms, however, coda voicing would now be protected by OO-Faith as part of a morphological base, so voicing would change in **onset**:

10) **Initial state, post-morphology: correctly analyzed /wʌʃdʌl/**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/wʌʃ + dʌl/</th>
<th>Id-[vce]-OO</th>
<th>Agree[vce]</th>
<th>Id-[vce]-Ons-IO</th>
<th>Id-[vce]-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wʌʃdʌl</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*!wʌʃtʌl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wʌdʒdʌl</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3 **OO-faith kicks in at an intermediate stage**

Returning to Hayes’ point about learning timelines – it is probable by the time OO-faith begins to assign violations, much phonotactic learning will already have occurred. However this does not necessarily mean that the learner has reached the target ranking.

Imagine, for example, that the base ‘wutch’ were to be identified an intermediate stage between initial and final. Since the constraint set we are considering here includes just one Markedness constraint, the only possible intermediate stage is the Specific-F ranking in 11) below. This learner has promoted just a specific faithfulness constraint,

\[ \text{Ident(voice)-Onset, above Agree(voice), on the basis of some error that ESL has added to the Support (see §6.1 for what that error would look like.)} \]

11) \( \text{Id-[vce]-OO >> Id-[vce]-Ons-IO >> Agree[voice] >> Id-[vce]-IO} \)

Note, though, that this re-ranking has not been sufficient to tolerate voicing mismatches in general, because Agree(voice) still ranks above general Ident(voice).

What if morphology was learned at this point – what outputs would now be optimal for our two-word lexicon? Like the previous stage, the ranking in 11) chooses different outputs for this cluster, dependent on the morphology. In simple forms, the cluster is still repaired by a change in coda voicing:

12) **Intermediate stage, simple word**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ztʃdʌn/</th>
<th>Id-[vce]-OO</th>
<th>Id-Ons[vce]-IO</th>
<th>Agree[vce]</th>
<th>Id-[vce]-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ztʃdʌn</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ztʃtʌm</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*!zdʌdʌn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the form /wʌʃ + dʌl/, however, OO-Faith blocks voicing change in coda, and onset-specific IO-Faith blocks a repair in onset. As a result, the optimal candidate is the faithful one, in which mid-ranking Markedness is violated and the voicing mismatch survives:

13) **Intermediate stage, derived word**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/wʌʃ + dʌl/</th>
<th>Id-[vce]-OO</th>
<th>Id-Ons[vce]-IO</th>
<th>Agree[vce]</th>
<th>Id-[vce]-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*!wʌʃdʌl</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wʌʃtʌl</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wʌdʒdʌl</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\footnote{This is a rather simplified definition of OO-Faith – see footnote 12 of chapter 1 – but the simplification does not affect the analysis here in any substantive way.}
3. The experimental methodology: artificial language learning

3.1. The difficulties in testing for OO-faith in L1 acquisition

The previous chapter laid out the learnability case for high-ranking OO-faith and made predictions about stages of innovative OO-faithfulness in development. However, testing these predictions in natural L1 learning poses some problems.

The largest problem is catching children at the right stage – and being sure that it *is* the right stage. Unlike purely phonological analyses of children’s production, the predicted effects of OO-faith at any stage are also tied to the learner’s representational assumptions about morphology – its bases, relations, paradigms, and the like. Thus, the claim that a particular pattern results from the OO-faith influence is also a claim that children have learned enough morpho-semantics to calculate the right OO-faith relations and enforce their violation profiles in the ERCs added to the Support. In this respect, phonologically-transcribed data from sources like CHILDES will be insufficient in most cases to be sure of a child’s state of morphological awareness.

Furthermore, English morphology does not provide many good testing grounds for such investigation. To see the innovative effects of OO-faith in a developing grammar, a child must have learned a morphological base that undergoes some phonological process or change in its target derived form, so that the child can block that process in their own derived word productions. One of the few good cases in English is flapping, which in the target causes an alternation between base-final [t]s and [d]s and their flapped correspondents in derived forms with vowel-initial suffixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bases</th>
<th>target derived forms</th>
<th>predicted OO-faithful forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘wait’ [wait]</td>
<td>‘waiter’ [waɪtə]</td>
<td>‘waiter’ [waɪtə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘sit’ [sɪt]</td>
<td>‘sitting’ [sɪtɪŋ]</td>
<td>‘sitting’ [sɪtɪŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘need’ [nɪd]</td>
<td>‘needed’ [nɪdɛd]</td>
<td>‘needed’ [nɪdɛd]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In fact, Bernhardt and Stemberger (1998) do report the case of a child who went through this stage (see also the cases discussed in section 7.3.1) However, the biggest potential English cases come the shift of stress in fairly complicated derived words (cf. cycle ~ cyclity) that the average four year old has probably not heard very often (and whose morphological decomposition they have therefore probably not learned.)

For these two reasons, this chapter investigates the predictions of OO-faith in phonotactic learning using a somewhat novel experimental methodology: artificial language learning. In the next section I introduce this kind of testing method, and then present the child-directed version of the approach that I combined with a standard wug-test to tackle the OO-faith question.

3.2. The artificial language learning paradigm

Artificial language learning is an experimental technique where subjects are trained and tested on novel language material – words, sounds or the like – with the explicit understanding that they are from a language unknown to them. Training is implicit and quick, usually involving brief exposure to the novel language stimuli with little instruction other than to remember as much of the materials as possible. Testing can take a variety of forms, but its overall goal is to investigate what subjects have internalized about the novel language data – or, put differently, what effects the novel...
data have had on the subject’s pre-existing linguistic knowledge. Usually, the materials are constructed specifically for the purposes of the experiment; although they are frequently constructed to resemble patterns attested in natural language learning, it is not necessary that they be the actual words or inventories of any one attested language. In addition, the paradigm allow us to compare the acquisition of unattested language patterns to attested ones.

The rationale behind artificial language learning is that it can be used ask questions or test predictions that are hard to test in natural settings, and also provides a way to control for as many confounds as possible. In the recent literature, research in this paradigm has compare adults’ acquisition of minimally-different languages to test theories of how particular factors affect the ease or speed of phonological learning: properties such as phonetic naturalness, natural language attestedness, statistical patterns and probabilities, as well as the connection between static phonotactic and productive alternations. Research in this vein includes Esper (1925); Saffran, Aslin and Newport (1996); Saffran, Newport and Aslin (1996); Pater and Tessier (2003), (2005); Pycha et al (2003); Wilson (2003), (2006); Carpenter (2005), (2006); Peperkamp and Dupoux (2006); Morrison (2005). After discussing my own experimental results and their interpretation, I will return in section 8.1 to broader questions about this methodology and its applications.

3.3 The present application

The first crucial difference in this artificial language learning study is that it was with children: English-speaking four year olds who, (presumably) unlike adult subjects, were still in the process of learning their L1. To my knowledge, no previous work has used an artificial language learning paradigm of this sort with children. (It should be noted, however, that some infant speech perception research has asked related questions, in testing infants’ abilities to acquire novel phonetic categories – e.g. Maye, 2000 – as well as novel lexical representations: Saffran, Aslin and Newport, 1996; Stager and Werker, 1997; Werker et al, 1998; Chambers et al, 2003.)

In the present context, the experimental goal was to test predictions about the effect of morphological discovery on phonological production. To induce morphological learning, I taught them a novel bound morpheme – a plural suffix – through direct comparison of singular and plural forms. To test the effects of newly-learned morphology on production I wanted to induce phonotactic errors, so the materials included marked coda-onset clusters, which were either very low-frequency or absent in English. This design was an attempt to simulate a morphologically-informed but phonologically-novel state, where morphological relations were known (and so OO-faith could be active), but high-ranking markedness constraints were still high enough to induce phonotactic repairs. By virtue of using novel language stimuli, we can be sure that participants were encountering the language’s bases and plural suffix for the first time.

One question about this methodology is what grammar children are using when producing novel forms in this experiment; given that the participants were four years old, they had clearly learned most of the basic English phonological system. In most regards, the materials of this experiment were designed to allow for some agnosticism about the extent of English-specific grammar that participants brought to this task – the materials
provided children with marked structures they were unfamiliar with, and so would probably have not yet acquired even outside the experimental context.²

4. Experimental Design

4.1 Experimental predictions

The words of the artificial language taught in this experiment were designed to compare faithfulness to bisyllabic forms in the two morphological conditions exemplified in section 2.2: within a morphologically-simple word, and across the base-affix boundary of a complex form. In my experiment, the Count Plural condition contained words like [wɔtʃ.dɔl], where the first syllable was the singular base and the second syllable was the novel plural suffix; the Mass Noun condition contained words like [ztʃdɔm], where both syllables were neither base nor affix. As we saw above, grammars that have not completely demoted markedness constraints against a particular marked cluster should repair it differently in these two morphological contexts. This is summarized below:

15) Two predicted asymmetric patterns of faithfulness, using OO-faith:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>simple word</th>
<th>derived word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ztʃdɔm/</td>
<td>[ztʃd3dɔm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wɔtʃ.dɔl/</td>
<td>[wɔtʃdɔl]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) initial ranking in (7):

b) intermediate ranking in (11):

Thus, the experiment was aimed at answering two specific questions about children’s cluster productions in the two morphological conditions:

¹ One important related issue, however, is whether four-year old children have learned anything about English that drives them to be OO-faithful to clusters in the plural context that my experiment relied on. This is an issue I must look into further, and which will affect the design of subsequent experiments.

16) Prediction 1, with respect to initial syllable codas

Coda segments should be produced more faithfully in the first syllable of plural nouns than in the first syllable of mass nouns – e.g., more faithfulness to /tʃ/ in /wɔtʃ/ + /dɔl/ than in /ztʃdɔm/.

This asymmetry should manifest itself when children have made the morphological connection between base and affix and incorporated it into their phonology. Under both the initial and intermediate rankings, base codas should be protected – either at the expense of onset segments at the initial state, or Markedness violations at the intermediate state – whereas mass noun first-syllable codas should not.

17) Prediction 2, with respect to unfaithful medial clusters:

Among those tokens whose medial clusters are produced unfaithfully in some way, more of the unfaithfulness should be seen in onset position in the count nouns than the mass nouns.

This prediction is a specific test for the two-repair asymmetry of initial state. In those tokens where high-ranking Markedness has driven an unfaithful repair, the ranking of OO >> IO faith predicts onset repairs for count nouns, where OO-Faith protects the coda, but not for mass nouns where OO-Faith has no effect.

4.2 Materials

Table 23 below shows the representative properties of all the novel words children learned (details of how they learned them in the next section). Count noun singulars were all mono-syllables, of the shape CVC(C); each singular was suffixed with [dɔl] to form a bisyllabic plural with the shape CVC(C).[dɔl]. Mass nouns were all bisyllabic, of the shape CVC(C).dVC. All bisyllabic forms were initially stressed; all vowels in the second
syllable were lax (of the set i, e, a) and pronounced as unstressed but not completely reduced. Every effort was made by the experimenter to produce the clusters and their segments similarly in all tokens and contexts: in particular, coda stops were somewhat released (as they might be in very careful English speech). These measures were taken to attempt to make the two morphological types of bisyllabic words forms as prosodically-similar as possible, but to maximize the perceptability between the second syllables of plurals (always [dšl]) and mass nouns (always of the form [dVC].) Every cluster occurred both within a mass noun and across the count noun-plural suffix boundary.

The full set of clusters and items used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coda Segment(s)</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Mass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stop(s)</td>
<td>b,d</td>
<td>pob (+ dšl)</td>
<td>gbštŠ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l,d</td>
<td>wag (+ dšl)</td>
<td>mšgšn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k,d</td>
<td>škšt (+ dšl)</td>
<td>pektšm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative-Stop</td>
<td>f,d</td>
<td>fašt (+ dšl)</td>
<td>ššťčk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricate</td>
<td>tš,d</td>
<td>waťš (+ dšl)</td>
<td>žřďšan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dšš,d</td>
<td>šdšš (+ dšl)</td>
<td>šďďšlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bšš,d</td>
<td>gbšš (+ dšl)</td>
<td>mětyšdt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal-Fricative</td>
<td>nšš,d</td>
<td>našš (+ dšl)</td>
<td>grntšfp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nšš,d</td>
<td>našš (+ dšl)</td>
<td>grntšfp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Methodology

The experiment was presented to the children as a novel language-learning game, in which their task was to learn some “alien” words, spoken by an alien puppet named Bozdim (operated by the experimenter.) Children were taught the alien words by association with pictures of familiar objects: count nouns in singular and plural contexts, and mass nouns in two different containers. The children therefore learned a series of new nouns, as well as a novel plural suffix [dšl].

In training, children heard the puppet produce the alien words each paired with an object, and were encouraged to both imitate and spontaneously reproduce them in conversation. In the second part, the children played a picture-matching game with the puppet, in which the puppet named a picture and asked children to name a matching picture. In this game, children were tested for their pronunciation of the same clusters in bases (the two-syllable mass nouns with medial clusters) vs. derived forms (the plural, suffixed count nouns with clusters created at the morphological boundary.)

4.3.1 Participants

Twelve 4-year old children in the Amherst and Northampton, Massachusetts areas participated in the study. This age group was chosen because four-year-olds typically have fairly adult-like phonological grammars, but have not completely mastered difficult segments and clusters. With respect to morphology, four year olds are also reported to be at the stage of over-generalizing regular morphological patterns – e.g. foosts, moisest; ranned, bringed – and thus presumably in the throes of productive morphological acquisition.3

4.3.2 Training

Initially, the experimenter (and puppet) presented children with picture one at a time. First, children were asked for the English name for the object, and engaged in short

---

3 In fact, three of the children whose data is reported here produced English morphological errors of this sort during spontaneous conversation, including “He bringed the chair” and “I runned to the table”.

discussion of the object and its properties – its colour, size, prototypicality, etc. – to get
the child focused on the object. Then, the puppet was asked to give the name of the object
in his language. Once the puppet had given the object’s name, the child was encouraged
to repeat the name (“Can you say what Bozdin just said?”), and to use it in similar
discussion as with the English name before (“Is this a blue wug? Or is it a yellow wug?”
or “Does it look like this cup of zitchdin tastes good? Do you think the zitchdin is hot or
cold?”)

In this phase, children first learned three words of one noun class – count or mass
– and then three of the other. Within a count noun block, participants first learned three
singular nouns, and then their corresponding three plurals. Within a mass noun block,
participants learned three mass nouns, and then heard the same three again in a different
container – a glass of juice, and later a bottle of juice. Half of the participants saw count
nouns before mass nouns, and the other half saw mass before count.

The set of materials that children learned in this initial block are given below:

4 Ideally, the child would ask the puppet, but in the face of shyness the experimenter would do so instead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun class</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>Prosodic shape</th>
<th>Sample words</th>
<th>Sample matching pictures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Three singulars (base)</td>
<td>CVC(C)</td>
<td>[pob]</td>
<td>one armchair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[wat]</td>
<td>one pick-up truck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[næn]</td>
<td>one flower</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three plurals (base + suffix)</td>
<td>CVC(C),dol</td>
<td>[pobdæl]</td>
<td>many armchairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[watdæl]</td>
<td>a fleet of pick-up trucks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[nændæl]</td>
<td>a garden of various flowers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>Three mass nouns</td>
<td>CVC(C),dVC</td>
<td>[gæbdæl]</td>
<td>a glass of juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[zitdæn]</td>
<td>a cup of hot chocolate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[gændæp]</td>
<td>a mug of milk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Same three mass nouns (same 3 as above 3)</td>
<td>CVC(C),dVC</td>
<td>[gæbdæl]</td>
<td>a bottle of juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[zitdæn]</td>
<td>many cups of hot chocolate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[gændæp]</td>
<td>a carton of milk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3 Testing

Once children had learned three of each words, the experimenter asked the
children to play a matching game with the puppet. All twelve pictures seen so far were
laid out in front of the child; to play the game, the puppet pointed to one picture and
named it for the child. The child would then find the matching picture, and name it for
the puppet. In this game, the puppet pointed to one of each of the mass nouns, for the
child to match by naming the other, and to each of the singular count nouns, for the child
to match by naming the plural. Thus, testing asked the child to provide six words, all
with difficult coda-onset clusters: three underived mass nouns, and three derived plural
nouns from singular bases.

After the first game, children were presented another training block as in 19, with
six more words, and another testing game was played. (For some children, only two more
words of each category were taught, so that the second round of testing included only 4

words.)

5. Experimental Results

5.1 The data reported

To make any claims about the morphologically-sensitive phonological patterns in
the data, we must be able to claim that participants had in fact learned the artificial
language’s morphology – that is, learned its plural suffix “del”. In order to prove
sufficient mastery of /drl/, I required that participants provide at least one spontaneous
token of more than one plural noun, associated with the right plural picture. This criterion
eliminated 2 participants, leaving 10 children.

Of the 9 clusters tested, only 5 are included in the final results. Two criteria
excluded the others: first, the cluster had to be pronounced unfaithfully in more than 2
tokens; second, it had to have been produced by more than 1 child in both the mass and
plural contexts. The first criterion eliminated two clusters (gd, kd) and the second another
three (fd, ltd, bdd), which leaves the following clusters:

20) obstruent/d nasal-fricative/d
   b/d m/f.d
   f/d n/f.d
   dxd

All results reported are for these 5 clusters and 10 children. All tokens were reported,
from what was referred to above as both training and testing – this is simply to get
enough tokens.

In addition: plural tokens were only included when the participant produced a
second syllable of type dV(C). In other words, the results do not include tokens with
English plural affixes (“wutjez, pobdelz”) or zero morphology (“wutf, pob”).

5.2 Testing the predictions

The majority of children’s pronunciations were of two types: either faithful, or
with reduction in the coda of the first syllable. To first give an impression of the data,
table 21) summarizes the general results (variances across the 10 subjects given in
parentheses):

21) Results, across subject and by condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>total</th>
<th>faithful codas out of total tokens</th>
<th>unfaithful medial clusters out of total</th>
<th>faithful codas out of total unfaithful clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plural nouns</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>69/87 (0.035)</td>
<td>25/87</td>
<td>9/25 (0.1711)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass nouns</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>56/112 (0.06)</td>
<td>52/112</td>
<td>1/52 (0.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>totals</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.1 Testing prediction 1

The data in table 22) below allows us to test prediction 1 – that codas in initial
syllables should be more faithful in count nouns than mass ones. The table shows the raw
number of tokens of faithful coda productions that each subject produced in the two
morphological conditions, and also the proportion of all tokens that were coda-faithful in
each condition:
### 22) Proportion of faithful /1/ codas by subject and condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Mass Nouns</th>
<th>Plural Nouns</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>faithful</td>
<td>faithful</td>
<td>faithful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>codas</td>
<td>onsets</td>
<td>codas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>totals</td>
<td>totals</td>
<td>% coda-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>faithful</td>
<td>faithful</td>
<td>faith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summing across all 10 subjects, a one-tailed t-test showed that codas were produced faithfully significantly less often in mass noun clusters, namely in 50% of tokens, than in the plural count noun clusters, where they were faithful 79.3% of the time (p < 0.01).

Further, a pair-wise t-test, comparing the proportion means for each subject, also shows a significant difference between the lower proportions of faithful first-syllable codas produced in mass nouns compared to the higher proportions in plural nouns (p < 0.01).5

Thus, prediction 1 seems nicely borne out. This result provides some evidence for intermediate stage rankings, where plural nouns are faithful to both members of medial clusters, but mass nouns are still unfaithful in coda position.

---

5 Statistics were calculated both for all 10 subjects, but also using just the first 8, since the low number of total items for the last two subjects, D2 and N1, might have skewed the proportions. Either way, however, the result is significant at p < 0.01.
Despite this clear tendency to apply repairs in coda, table 23) does provide some support for prediction 2. Across all 10 subjects, a one-tailed t-test assuming unequal variances shows that the mean proportion of coda faithfulness in these clusters is lower for mass than for plural nouns (t = -2.077; p = 0.0322).6

5.3 Summary of results

The results of the previous section were positive: the data from our 10 children and 5 clusters does show the influence of morphological structure on phonological faithfulness, in the ways predicted by high-ranking OO-faith and the two developmental stages discussed.

While the results in the previous section were described in terms of faithful vs. unfaithful segments, it is clear that children differ in their patterns of repair, and for different clusters. Using table 23) as a guide, it seems that A3 and N1 are both at a stage where the effects of both the initial state and intermediate stages can be seen. The next section considers these two subjects’ treatments of particular clusters in the two conditions in-depth, which as we will see provide ranking arguments that match the schematic stages already seen.

6. Rankings in the results

In this section, I focus on a few examples in the data collected with illustrate the particular rankings predicted in section 2.2.

---

6 Across just the first 8 subjects, the difference between the means remains significant with a one-tailed t-test (t = -2.131; p = 0.0289).

---


6.1 A3’s cluster voicing: an intermediate ranking

Two nice examples of the predicted stages come from A3’s treatment of the cluster /t5d/. First, consider her pronunciation of two words below, with respect to cluster voicing.

24) /zt5d/ [zt5d]
25) /wzt5d/ [wzt5d]

c.f. /wzt/ [wzt]

The pronunciation [zt5d] in 24) suggests that A3 does not tolerate affricate-stop clusters that disagree for voice, and that she can repair this disagreement by voicing the offending coda. The ranking in 26) derives this pattern: Agree(voice) >> Ident(voice) requires that voicing be repaired somewhere, and coda changes in voicing rather than the onset due to Ident(voice)-Onset.

26)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/zt5d/</th>
<th>Agree(voice)</th>
<th>Id(voice)-Onset</th>
<th>Id(voice)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zt5d</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zt5t</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ zt5d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing this tableau to the token in 24) however, we can see that A3’s grammar chooses different winners when this cluster is created at a base-suffix boundary: here, voicing surfaces faithfully, violating Agree(voice). The morphological explanation offered here is that the winners preserve the base’s input voicing in this derived form.
Note that in the plural noun /wa:tʃ + dɔl/, the coda affricate is part of the word’s morphological base /wa:tʃ/ – and that A3 produces /wa:tʃ/ faithfully, with a voiceless coda. As 27) again shows, ranking the OO version of Id-voice above Agree(voice) predicts this pattern. Id(voice)-OO prevents coda voicing and positional faithfulness prevents onset devoicing in, so the (voicing) faithful candidate wins:

27) /wa:tʃ + dɔl/  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Id(vce)-OO</th>
<th>Id(vce)-Ons-IO</th>
<th>Agree(vce)</th>
<th>Id(vce)-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) wa:tʃɔal</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) wa:tʃədɔl</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ (c) wa:tʃdʒɔl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This result is positive in two respects. First, A3’s asymmetrical treatment of cluster voicing mismatches, despite the language’s equal tolerance of them, is an intermediate stage ranking of the sort predicted by this gradual learner.

Second, the nature of this asymmetry in A3’s grammar lends support to the hypothesized OO-faith bias as well. Without such a pressure, it is not clear why A3 should protect coda voicing – at the expense of the markedness of voicing disagreement – only in forms whose codas form part of a morphological base.

6.2 A3’s treatment of coda affricates

Now we will consider two of A3’s other tokens, with respect to the affricate [tʃ]:

I will leave aside the spreading of continuancy onto the plural affix in 29a) although this effect seems ripe for analysis using a Markedness pressure for clusters to agree in continuancy, plus OO-faithfulness to the base.

I assume that simply deleting the continuant feature is not an option, due to other high-ranking faithfulness constraints.
The crucial test case is A3’s treatment of the count noun /wætʃ + dæl/: while in this form the coda affricate is no longer at the word edge, it is still produced faithfully. The explanation here is that its deletion is blocked by OO-faith, i.e. Ident[+cont]-OO.

This ranking in 32) simply demonstrates one preference of OO-faith over IO-faith in A3’s grammar:

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Input} & \text{Output} \\
\hline
\text{gumfdin} & [gumfdin] \\
\text{næmf} + dæl & [næmf] \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

(Note that I am abstracting away from [p], which N inserts variably for all three of these forms.)

Whatever the markedness problem with a coda [mf] sequence – described here with the purely ad-hoc constraint *Coda[mf] – N’s grammar offers two different ways of solving it. In the mass noun, he retains all the input segments, but changes the place of articulation of the coda nasal from labial to coronal:

6.3 N’s treatment of [mf.d] clusters: an initial state ranking

A similar example comes from N’s unfaithful realizations of /mfd/ clusters. N does sometimes produce this cluster faithfully, but looking just at the unfaithful ones reveals another two-repair asymmetry:

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Input} & \text{Output} \\
\hline
\text{gumfdin} & [gumfdin] \\
\text{næmf} + dæl & [næmf] \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

(continued...
6.4 Summary of analyses

This section has highlighted three cases where the experiment results match the theoretical model. In all three cases, the child produced the same coda-onset cluster differently according to its morphological contexts, remaining preferentially faithful to base material in a derived context just as the OO-faithfulness account predicts.

7. Theoretical discussion

7.1 The intermediate stage, and Error-Selective Learning

The predictions that lead to my experiment were about the kinds of errors OO-faith could induce in a phonotactic learner – both at the initial stage in which markedness is still all-powerful (the ranking in 7), and at an intermediate stage where specific faithfulness alone has overcome markedness (the ranking in 11). This first stage, where Markedness is always obeyed, was a starting assumption of the learning theory I’ve adopted throughout this dissertation. But we have not yet seen why the Error-Selective BCD learner should go through this particular intermediate stage, whose ranking from 11) I repeat below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/nænf+ dal/</th>
<th>Max(Lab)-OO</th>
<th>*Coda[mf]</th>
<th>Max(Seg)-IO</th>
<th>Max(Lab)-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) nænfdl</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) nænfdl</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) nænfdl</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) nænfdl</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/æmf+ dal/</th>
<th>Max(Lab)-OO</th>
<th>*Coda[mf]</th>
<th>Max(Seg)-IO</th>
<th>Max(Lab)-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) æmfdsl</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) æmfdsl</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) æmfdsl</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) æmfdsl</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


38) (repeated from 11)
Id[vee]-OO >> Id[vee]-Ons-IO >> Agree[voice] >> Id[vee]-IO

To build such a ranking, the Error-Selective learner will have to have added an error to the Support where positional Ident-Ons[voice] prefers the winner so that BCD can install it high. With just the two errors and four constraints of section 2.2, however, this wouldn’t happen – in that Error Cache, the only faith constraint doing any work is the general IO-Ident[voice]:

39) Initial Support during phonotactic learning, with no morphological relations (repeated from 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>Ident[lo]-OO</th>
<th>*ait</th>
<th>*AI</th>
<th>Ident[lo]-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(ii)/[air2]/</td>
<td>[air2] = [a:i:2]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If, however, we had a slightly more complex CON that included more markedness constraints, it could well be the case that some errors would optimally satisfy Agree-Voice by changing onset rather than coda voice. Such is the case in the hypothetical Error Cache below:

40) An Error Cache

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>Id[vee] -OO</th>
<th><em>Ved Velar t=</em>[g]]</th>
<th>*Affricate</th>
<th>Agree[voice]</th>
<th>Id-Ons[vee]-IO</th>
<th>Id-[vee]-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) zitfdm – ztfdm</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) zitgm – zitkm</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If Agree[voice] were now to trigger Error-Selective learning on this Cache: the Markedness criterion of the ESA wouldn’t choose between the two errors, because they each violate Agree[voice] and one other Markedness constraint. Thus the Faithfulness
criterion would be allowed to choose, and this would mean choosing (ii) as the best error because of its additional faithfulness W for the specific faithfulness constraint:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>Id[vce]-OO</th>
<th>*g</th>
<th>*Affricate Agree[vce]</th>
<th>Id-Ons[vce]-IO</th>
<th>Id-{vce}-IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(ii) ztgin – ztkin</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And adding just this error to the Support will make BCD choose the ranking in (42) below – which is the intermediate voicing grammar from above:

42) Id[vce]-OO >>*Affricate >> Id-Ons[voice]-IO >> Agree[vce], *[g] >> Id[vce]-IO

The goal of the Error-Selective Learning proposal is not to insist that all learning goes through the same set of stages. For example, I have not claimed that learners of a language where Agree-Voice is freely violated will always go through an intermediate stage where onset voicing determines the clusters’ voice properties. To recall the real-life example of French complex onsets acquisition in section 2, it appears that children impose positional faithfulness in different amounts, on different marked structures. This approach simply provides a mechanism by which the frequency of different markedness violations could produce intermediate stages like 42) above.

7.2 Independent evidence of innovative OO-faith

Hayes (2004) cites two cases in the literature where children appear to have innovated an OO-faithful pattern, in which their outputs fail to undergo a target-language process (i.e. satisfy Markedness) just in the higher interests of paradigm uniformity. As mentioned in chapter 2’s discussion of how to treat variation in children’s developing grammars (§5.1): these innovations provide a serious challenge to any claim that production errors are a result of performance-only factors. That is: the evidence below suggests that children have innovated an OO-faith constraint for which there is no evidence in the target grammar, and then systematically ranked it high enough to make their child-specific patterns contingent on the bases that this OO-faith constraint protects.

One case that Hayes analyzes comes from data described by Kazazis (1969) from Marina, a Greek-learning child. Modern Greek has an allophonic alternation between velar and palatal fricatives which can be predicted by a following vowel. This alternation disrupts paradigm uniformity, because some verbal stems alternate between velar and palatal final consonants:

43) Greek imperfective present paradigms: allophonic [x,y] ~ [c,j]

| 1sg. [e xo] | 1pl. [exume] | 1sg. [fev ro] | 1pl. [fev rume] |
| 2sg. [e ei s] | 2pl. [e e cte] | 2sg. [fev jis] | 2pl. [fev jet e] |
| 3sg. [e e i] | 3pl. [exume] | 3sg. [fev ji] | 3pl. [fev ru ne] |

This means that in the target Greek grammar, the markedness constraints that control the distribution of palatal and velar fricatives outrank both IO and OO faithfulness to fricative place:

44) Target Greek ranking

*[x i, y i] >> *[c, j] >> OO-Max[place], IO-Max[place]
The child Marina had been correctly producing Greek velar and palatal fricative allophones — up until 4;7, when for a few weeks she began defaulting to the velar fricative just where the palatal disrupts the paradigm uniformity of verbal stems:

45) Marina at 4;7: fricative palatalization blocked by OO-Faith

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2pl. ‘to have’</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[exe]</td>
<td>[eekte]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

46) Marina’s grammar

\[ \text{OO-Max[velar]} \gg *[xi, vi] \gg *[c, j] \gg \text{IO-Max[velar]} \]

This data fits neatly with the present theory. The BCD algorithm predicts that Marina should indeed have been installing \[ \text{OO-Max[velar]} \] at the top of her ranking all along, for no reason other than her biases. Below that, the distributional evidence from her phonotactic learning ranked her markedness constraints in the right allophonic order. With the assumption that she has now realized that words like [eekte] have a verbal base /ex-/, these new errors have emerged under new pressure from undominated OO-faith:

47a) Simple words: fricative place decided by *[xi]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/eekte/ (hypothetical)</th>
<th>OO-Max[velar]</th>
<th>*[xi, vi]</th>
<th>*[c, j]</th>
<th>IO-Max[velar]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) exete</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) eekte</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hayes also cites Bernhardt and Stemberger’s (1998) case mentioned in §3.1, of an English-learning child who, from 2:0 – 3:8, consistently flapped in simplex words (e.g. ‘water’ [wWar]), but only produced base-faithful voiced and voiceless stops in derived words even where the adult phonology required a flap (e.g. ‘sitting’ [sItIN] from base [sIT] and ‘needed’ [nIrid] from base [nID]).

Another case of OO-faith innovation comes from Smith (1973)’s seminal diary study of English acquisition by Amahl. Both Macken (1980) and Jesney (2005) point out a paradigm uniformity quirk in Amahl’s puzzle-puddle-pickle chain shift. This shift in Amahl’s grammar between 2;2 and 2;11 caused coronal stops to become velar before laterals, in both simple and derived words:

48) Amahl’s velarization before laterals: /t, d/ \(\rightarrow\) [k, g]

| /puddle/ [pxpl] | ‘gentele’ [drenkal] | ‘padding’ [pxplin] |
| ‘turtle’ [t’skal] | ‘gently’ [drenklis] | ‘pedaling’ [pxplin] |

This pattern is a more extreme version of the English ban on tl and dl onset clusters (cf. the syllabifications of ma.tress vs. at.tas) – in Amahl’s grammar, these sequences are ruled out regardless of syllabic position. For present purposes I simply

10 See Bernhardt and Stemberger (1998) for their alternative analysis of this data.
11 Amahl was learning a British English dialect that lacks this post-vocalic [i].
adopt the constraint *tl, intended as an OCP constraint that disallows sequences of coronal stops and laterals, and rank this constraint above faithfulness to consonantal place (see Jesney, 2005 for a full treatment of this chain shift in Amahl’s grammar.)

49) Amahl’s pattern of pre-lateral velarization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*tl</th>
<th>Max [place]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) psdl</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>(b) pugl</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is one class of words in which pre-lateral coronals do not become velarized: derived words whose base had only the stop and not the following lateral. As shown in 21) below, words like ‘tight’ surface with their normal coronal stop, and this stop is retained in derived words like ‘tightly’ even though provide the phonological context for velarization:

50) Velarization blocked when the base has no velarized segment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*tl</th>
<th>Max [place]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘hard’ [hard]</td>
<td>‘hardly’ [hardl]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘soft’ [soft]</td>
<td>‘softly’ [softl]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘tight’ [tait]</td>
<td>‘tightly’ [taitl]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The explanation adopted here is that coronal stop in ‘tightly’ is required to be OO-faithful to the stop in its base, ‘tight’.12

12 An alternative account of this data is that Amahl’s pre-coronal velarization was the result of misperception (that he was hearing tl as [kl] in words like ‘gentle’ or ‘gently’), and that those words whose bases had no l allowed him to perceive the coronal correctly – see Macken (1980).

7.3 The persistent OO-faith bias and the GLA

7.3.1 The empirical need for persistent OO-faith

Section 2.1 alluded to the argument in Hayes (2004) that the OO-faith bias must be persistent, given the facts of order of acquisition. The facts that Hayes refers to come from the growing body of experimental work about receptive learning in very young children. On the one hand, this work has demonstrated that children have internalized native phonotactic distributions in some sense roughly by the age of 8-10 months (e.g. Werker & Tees 1983, 2002; Jusczyk et al 1993, 1994; Frederici & Wessels 1993; Johnson and Jusczyk, 2001). Second, what experimental evidence we have about the early receptive acquisition of morphology suggests the beginning of such learning occurs somewhere in the second year of life (e.g. Shady, 1996, Santelman and Jusczyk 1998, as well as a brief survey of references in Hayes, 2004).

Of course, this kind of evidence from perception experimentation does not translate directly into a claim about the relative order of acquisition of productive grammars or rankings. The entire survey of production data discussed throughout chapter 2 makes it obvious that the production grammar still has much to learn about phonology for several years after the perception revolution of 8-10 months. The anecdotal OO-faith data from section 1.3 also suggests that morphological basehood and its effects on...
phonological patterns and paradigms is also still very much under construction throughout early childhood.

7.3.2 The GLA problem with persistent biases and OO-faith

The lag between the acquisition of surface phonotactics and morphological bases provides another kind of winner misparse of the type described in chapter 4. As we’ve already seen, ERC rows that are added to the Error Cache or Support before any relevant morphological bases have been identified are missing the input structure that allow them to be assigned OO-faith violations.

52) (repeated again from 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>Ident[lo]–OO</th>
<th>*ait</th>
<th>*Ai</th>
<th>Ident[lo]–IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[i]/ajaira/</td>
<td>[jaira] – [aira]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And so the same argument can be made as in previous sections. The GLA is in danger of end-state overgeneration if the morphological information missing in (52) stays missing long enough – because once this misparsed winner has promoted IO-faith above Markedness, the GLA learner has no way to reverse that ranking.

Imagine that we equip the GLA with an a priori bias for OO-faith, which ensures that regardless of input data, the OO version of any faithfulness constraint must always remain 20 points above the IO version. Now let us try to learn the distribution of Canadian Raising from section 2. Before morphological discoveries have been made, the learner makes errors that are parsed as in 53) below:

53) Errors during phonotactic learning, with no morphological relations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner – loser</th>
<th>Ident[lo]–OO</th>
<th>*ait</th>
<th>*Ai</th>
<th>Ident[lo]–IO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)/ajaira/</td>
<td>[jaira] – [aira]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These provide evidence for demoting *ai and promoting IO-Ident – and by virtue of this a priori ranking bias, OO-Ident will be promoted as well when IO-Ident gets too close, as shown in 54):

54a) The GLA learning effect of 51), early in acquisition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>no change</th>
<th>➔</th>
<th>➙</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ident[lo]</td>
<td>*ai</td>
<td>Ident[lo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-OO</td>
<td>-IO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

54b) The potential role of the a priori OO-faith bias, later in acquisition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>➙</th>
<th>➔</th>
<th>➙</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>602</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ident[lo]</td>
<td>Ident[lo]</td>
<td>*ai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-OO</td>
<td>-IO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 54b), IO-faith has gotten close enough to OO-faith that the apriori bias pushes both constraints up the hierarchy, even though 53) only provides evidence to move the IO version.13

13 For the reader who wonders how *ai can have gotten to a ranking value of 582, considerably higher than its starting value: recall that the grammar could be making other independent errors in which *ai preferred the winner. This wouldn’t be the case in our Canadian Raising example – but my real point is not the OO >> IO ranking but rather the reversal of IO-faith and Markedness.
By the later stage ranking above, the GLA has learned the same grammar that BCD initially does – but since it’s stopped making errors, there is no more learning to be done. Fixing a lexical entry for “writer” to include a base won’t cause any errors, because the grammar in 54)b) has high-ranking Faith along both dimensions, even though either would do:

55) No error, post-morphology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/dait + 2a/</th>
<th>Ident[lo]–OO</th>
<th>Ident[lo]–IO</th>
<th>*AI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) dait</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) dait</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kie Zuraw (p.c.) makes the interesting suggestion that the GLA’s general problem with faithfulness and stringency could be addressed by building in a persistent bias for demoting IO-faithfulness independent of errors. For example: the GLA could demote every IO-faithfulness constraints by some small amount every time the grammar is used (or every day, or at some other frequent interval.) This would seem to be the best GLA version of a persistent low-faithfulness bias: it would have the effect of demoting all IO-faith constraints as far as they can go without causing errors – and if OO-faith is now doing the work of preventing errors, IO-faith will be allowed to sink to the bottom. Whether such an approach would provide an adequate answer to all the superset problems raised here is a question open for further investigation.

8. Experimental discussion

8.1 The connection between natural and artificial language learning

The overall results of this experiment matched those that we expect if learners initially rank OO-faith constraints at the top of their grammars. Recall that the learning theory that predicted high-ranking OO-faith was one built in response to superset grammar traps in natural language learning – e.g. McCarthy (1998)’s example in chapter 1 section 3.2.3 of learning static generalizations about non-alternating paradigms. Thus, the fact that these predictions were confirmed here supports the idea that artificial language experiments tap the same kind of phonological knowledge, of constraint rankings and biases, used in natural language acquisition.

From just this study, one might conclude that this connection is only a property of the behaviour of children – that is, that four year olds are still sufficiently engaged in the L1 learning task that their acquisition of artificial forms and paradigms can be influenced by true phonological learning mechanisms. But a number of artificial language learning studies have drawn similar conclusions – even in experiments with adult speakers.

For example, Carpenter (2005) taught native English speakers two patterns of sonority-influenced stress, and found that speakers learning the attested pattern, in which stress is attracted to low vowels, were better at predicting the stress of unfamiliar words than the learners of the opposite pattern of high-vowel stress attraction, which is unattested in the natural language typology. In experiments by Wilson (to appear), English-speaking adults learning patterns of velar palatalization were found to generalize the process from mid vowels to high vowels, but not vice versa, in keeping with the typological fact that natural languages whose velars palatalize next to mid vowels also do
so next to high vowels, but not vice versa. And in Pater and Tessier (2003, 2005), adults were better at learning a phonological alternation that served to meet a static phonotactic generalization of their native language (the English minimal word requirement) than a comparable one that had no such L1 justification. In sum, these results demonstrate that artificial language learning can indeed produce results that accord with a range of assumptions about natural language knowledge and its acquisition.

In the present experiment, one unanswered question is why children are ever unfaithful to initial syllable codas in plurals. According to the theory outlined here: once children have learned the suffix ‘del’, the predicted rankings protect base material at the expense of something else (namely affix material or markedness), and therefore a plural noun’s initial syllable coda should remain untouched. This prediction of OO-faithfulness is clearly too strong for my results: section 5 showed that base codas were more faithful than other codas, but that base codas were still much less faithful than onsets in general.

One answer may lie with the mental resources required to implement an OO-faithful grammar: setting up a lexical entry for a closed class affix like ‘plural’, constructing a morphologically-complex input to the phonological grammar and the like. It is remains unknown, at least in this methodology, how and when the morphological knowledge that [dśl] is an affix was used online, either to prompt learning via constraint re-ranking or to rule out suboptimal candidates that violated OO-faithfulness. But it seems reasonable to suggest that all of this required a certain amount of concentration and effort, and thus explains part of this variability.

I will also cite the results of Peperkamp and Dupoux (2006) here, but I confess I do not quite understand them yet.

8.2 A potential perceptual confound, and the next step

One alternative reading of this experiment’s results is that the different morphological conditions did not induce different cluster repairs, but rather different percepts. Recall the three morphological contexts in which subjects heard coda segments, e.g. [tʃ]:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{(a) count singulars} & \text{(b) count plurals} & \text{(c) mass nouns} \\
[\text{waf}] & [\text{waf}dśl] & [\text{zidf}dn]
\end{array}
\]

In the mass nouns like 56(c), codas affricates were only ever heard in a cluster, before a following [d]. In the count nouns, however, codas were heard in both the same pre-consonantal context of 56(b), but also word-finally in the related count singular of 56(a). So, it could be that children produced more accurate coda segments in count singulars only because those were the segments that they’d heard more accurately. If a subject misheard a coda consonant in the plural form of 56(b), their accurate perception of that coda in its related singular could still let them choose the right input form as the base. For the mass noun, however, there is no related form with a word-final version of the coda to suggest an alternative input:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{Potential perceptual asymmetry} \\
\text{count singulars} & \text{count plurals} & \text{mass nouns} \\
\text{(a) sound:} & [\text{waf}] & [\text{waf}dśl] & [\text{zidf}dn] \\
\text{(b) subject} & [\text{waf}] & [\text{waf}dśl], \text{or} & [\text{zidf}dn], \text{or} \\
\text{perceived:} & [\text{waf}] & [\text{waf}dśl] & [\text{zidf}dn] \\
\text{(c) inferred} & /\text{waf}/ & /\text{waf} + dśl/ \text{ (from the sing.)} & /\text{zidf}dn/, \text{or} \\
\text{input:} & /\text{waf}/ & /\text{waf} + dśl/ & /\text{zidf}dn/
\end{array}
\]
Knowing precisely how much each participant perceived in each morphological condition is crucial to making claims about the grammars being used or acquired by subjects in the course of experiment.\textsuperscript{15} And given its design, this methodology cannot tell us what was perceived.

To eliminate this experimental confound, the best next step is probably to use a similar training methodology, but to test subjects’ resulting knowledge using a receptive task -- one that would tap learner’s acceptability judgements about new forms.

9. Chapter Summary

The experiment reported here provides novel experimental evidence of high-ranking OO-faithfulness constraints in phonological acquisition. When four-year-old children were faced with marked consonant clusters in a novel language, their repairs to those clusters demonstrated preferences for OO-faithfulness over both Markedness and IO faithfulness.

These results provide novel empirical support for the present view of learning, in which learners come to their task with a bias for uniform paradigms independent of data triggers from the target. Further, this experiment also provides novel evidence that children are both willing and able to engage in artificial language learning of this type, particularly in learning new functional material like a plural suffix. Such results may pave the way for a fruitful new brand of experimental work on children’s phonologies – because they suggest that artificial language experiments that use more novel materials than traditional wug tests can be used to tap the state of learner’s phonological knowledge throughout the course of development.

\textsuperscript{15} Thanks to Adam Albright for early discussion of these issues.
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